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ABSTRACT 

It has long been observed in Mandarin Chinese that when two third tones are 

adjacent, the preceding third tone is reahzed as a second tone while the following one 

remains third tone. This is known as the Third Tone Sandhi Rule (TTSR). The 

application of TTSR in strings with more than two syllables also takes places, and is 

subject to the influence of syntax and semantics. The purpose of this study is to examine 

TTSR appHcations in both nonsense and meaningful strings. In the former case, this 

study aims to estabUsh a purely phonological pattern for TTSR apphcation. In the latter, 

this study incorporates findings in the former and explores how syntactic information is 

used to estabhsh phonological structure. The analysis is conducted in the Optimality 

framework, where the mapping between phonology and syntax can be modeled using a 

set of general structural and alignment constraints. This study supports the proposition 

that conjunction and disjunction of constraints should be allowed to capture the 

complexity of syntactic structures. In addition, hierarchical phonological structures are 

necessary to characterize the influence of syntactic hierarchical structure on phonology. 

In accounting for TTSR applications, this study proposes that TTSR can be evaluated in 

different phonological domains but such evaluations need not be conducted in a cycUcal 

manner. 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 

The interaction between syntax/semantics and phonology is an important field of 

study in linguistics. Studies on mostly European languages have found that stress and 

intonation variations are subject to the influence of syntactic structures and are highly 

rule governed. Mandarin Chinese is a tonal language that has four lexical tones referred 

to as first, second, third and fourth. It has long been observed that given two consecutive 

third tones (a contour tone), the former third tone will change into a second tone while 

the latter one remains a third tone. This phenomenon is referred to as the Third Tone 

Sandhi Rule (TTSR). The application of TTSR does not result in syntactic/semantic 

differences as changes in stress or intonation might. Nevertheless, it is observed that the 

appHcation of TTSR in strings longer than two seems to be subject to the influence of 

syntactic/semantic structure. 

The purpose of this study is to develop an account of TTSR patterns within the 

Optimality framework. Such a goal is conducted in three steps. First, I explored TTSR 

patterns in nonsense strings in an attempt to establish purely phonological patterns of 

TTSR without any influence of syntax and semantics. Such a step is crucial in that no 

previous studies have explored how TTSR is appHed in nonsense strings, and a purely 

phonological pattern is meaningftil in exploring how syntax and semantic information 

makes TTSR apphcation differ from structure to structure. It is found that the effect of 

TTSR in nonsense homogeneous strings is highly regular. There exists a strong tendency 

for binary parsing and left alignment. Such tendencies are carried onto TTSR application 
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when syntactic structures are present. Second, I conducted a statistical study on 

production data to determine user preference with different syntactic structures. It has 

been observed that there are multiple reading patterns for the same strings. However, no 

study has provided empirical data to establish user preference. Preferred reading patterns 

and their relationship to other less frequent patterns, however, are the basis for 

determining how syntactic information affects phonological application. I found that 

some structures produce unanimous readings while other produces evenly distributed 

variations. Some of the variations are actually highly predictable given the analysis I 

developed. Third, I analyzed TTSR pattern within the framework of Optimality theory. 

Previous studies on TTSR have focused on the derivation of TTSR pattern by cycUc 

application of this rule. Optimality theory is a two level framework with only input and 

output levels. It is important to show that a two level framework can capture the observed 

regularities without involving the cyclic mechanism. I will argue that different 

hierarchical domains can be mapped onto phonological hierarchical structures and 

evaluations of different domains do not have to occur in a cyclic manner. 

The study of TTSR also touches on some critical theoretical issues in the OT 

framework. TTSR apphcation in this study makes reference both to phonological 

structure and to the phonological environment, i.e., the adjacency of third tones. It is 

found that such application has to be captured with local conjunction of faithfulness and 

markedness constraints. The complicated mapping between syntax and phonology calls 

for a mechanism with reference to the boundary of constituents. I propose local 



disjunction of constraints as a possible solution. Further studies need to be carried out to 

verify such a model using data from other languages. 

The study is presented in five chapters. Chapter 2 provides background 

information of this study by reviewing previous investigations on Mandarin tone and 

TTSR applications, and by providing an overview of related fields in the Optimality 

framework. Chapter 3 presents data collected in nonsense homogeneous strings and an 

analysis on TTSR pattern in these strings within the Optimality framework. The nonsense 

data set displays highly regular reading patterns of TTSR and such regularities are easily 

captured with the rankings of generalized constraints. Chapter 4 presents the reading 

patterns in meaningftil strings and develops an analysis within the Optimality framework. 

This study covers strings consisting of three, four, five and six syllables in twenty-three 

different syntactic structures. It is found that in accounting for TTSR patterns, both a 

binary foot and a ternary structure containing a binary foot are needed. The mapping 

between syntax and phonology can be modeled as the interaction of structural and 

alignment constraints, and constraint disjunction makes the account simpler and clearer. 

Chapter 5 presents a short conclusion on the findings and an outlook for ftiture research. 
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CHAPTER II RESEARCH REVIEW 

2.1 Language Profile 

Mandarin Chinese (Putonghua or Guoyu, or Hanyu, or Modem Standard Chinese) is 

spoken by 836,000,000 people in mainland China, 70% of the population; if one includes 

speakers outside of mainland China, including people in Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia, 

Indonesia, Russia, USA, Mongolia, Viet Nam, Brunei, South Africa, Thailand, Laos, 

Cambodia, Hongkong, United Kingdom, and Mauritius, there are 885,000,000 speakers 

(Grimes 1996: 554). Based on phonological and lexical affinities and geographical range, 

Mandarin Chinese is divided into four dialects—northern, northwestern, southwestern, 

and the lower Yangtze River dialects (Arendrup 1994; 518, Grimes 1996: 544, Li 1991: 

257). A standardized form based on the dialect of Beijing, the Northern dialect, serves as 

the official language of China (French 1994: 515, Crystal 1992: 62). 

Historically, Mandarin belongs to Sino-Tibetan language family (Arendrup 1994:517, 

Dalby 1998:126, 561,Crystal 1992:62). Along with other Chinese dialects, Mandarin 

shares seven typological traits: (C)V(C) syllable structure, lexical tones, monosyllabic 

morphemes, lack of inflections, indistinct borderline between morphology and syntax, 

use of noun classifiers and SVO word order (Arendrup 1994: 517-518). 

Unlike most other languages in the world, Chinese uses a morphemic logographic writing 

system. Each symbol is called a character. Each character represents a syllable and most 
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typically a morpheme. Based on their formation, the characters can be divided into six 

classes (Liu Shu); Xiangxing (pictographs); Zhishi (ideographs); HuiYi (compound 

ideographs); Zhuan zhu (modification); JiaJie (Loan characters) and XingSheng 

(Phonetic compounds) (Arendrup 1994: 530, Li 1991: 261). In 1956 and 1964, simpUfied 

characters were introduced and since then have become widely used in Mainland China 

(Arendrup 1994: 532). Several systems of romanized writing have also been invented: the 

Wade Giles system, the Gwoyeu Romatzyh by Zhao Yuan Ren , and the Pin Yin Zhi Mu, 

which was introduced in 1958 and is now widely used in Mainland China. ((Arendrup 

1994: 532, Crystal 1992: 62). Modem studies show that the average literate person knows 

and uses somewhere between 3000 and 4000 characters. The standard modem Chinese 

dictionary (Xin Hua Zi Dian) contains 8075 characters (Arendrup 1994: 532). 

Chinese is an isolating language where most of its words do not change according to 

number, gender, tense, mood, case or other inflectional category. These features are 

determined by lexical choice or inferred from context. The lack of inflection is 

accompanied with three other grammatical features. First, grammatical relationships such 

as subject, direct/indirect object play no significant role. Topic-comment construction is 

abundant. Second, there are no overt markers signaling subordination, parataxis, or 

coordination in 'serial verb constmctions'. Third, the zero pronoun is common (Li 1991: 

260). 
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Mandarin employs fewer than 1,300 syllables (or a mere 398 different syllables if 

tonal distinction is disregarded). There are 32 initial consonants, including stops, 

affricates, and fricatives, all of which are voiceless, nasals and continuants. The rhyme is 

made up of three parts—medial, main vowel and final. The medial is of four types: i, u, u, 

or zero. There are six main vowels: a, o, e, i, u, u. The finals can be consonant n, ng, 

retrofiex r, semi-vocalic i or u, or zero. 

Mandarin is a tonal language. Every stressed syllable bears one of the four lexical 

tones: high level, high rising crescendo, low faUing rising and high falling diminuendo. 

An unstressed syllable is short with a neutral tone, which depends on the preceding tone 

for realization (Arendrup 1994: 519). 

2.2 Preliminaries of Tone 

Physiology of Tone 

Tone is one of the uses of pitch, which is based on fundamental frequency (FO) in vocal 

cord vibration. The FO is a function of vocal cord tension and sub-glottal air pressure 

(Ladefoged 1993, Cho 1996) 

Physical property of Tone 
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The perception of tone does not depend on the absolute value of FO; rather it depends on 

the comparative value in a speaker's range of pitch. Normalization occurs in tone 

perception. (Ladefoged 1993, Wang 1991) 

Linguistic Uses of Pitch 

Pitch in language can be used to mark non-grammatical factors such as speaker's 

intention or attitude. For grammatical use, pitch has three categories of functions. First, 

pitch can be used to mark intonation, as in English. Second, pitch can be used to mark 

other grammatical functions. In several grammatical functions, pitch is referred to as 

tone. In South Asian language, tones are used to mark lexical differences, as in Chinese 

and Thai. In African languages, tones can indicate grammatical properties such as case 

marking and tense, as in Shona and Bini. Third, lexical items are idiosyncratically 

connected to certain pitches as in Japanese and Korean. These languages are referred to 

as pitch accent languages. (Ladefoged 1993, Roca and Johnson 1999) 

Categories of Tones 

In some languages there is only one target in tone production and these tones are called 

level tones. They are distinguished by the level of their pitch height and can be marked as 

High, Low or Mid. Languages with four level tones are rare. In other languages, tones are 

better characterized as a movement from one level to another than as a movement within 
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the same level. These tones are called contour tones. In marking contour tones, a 

speaker's pitch range is cut up into five levels and the beginning and ending pitch level 

are indicated. (Ladefoged 1993) 

Tone Sandhi 

The phenomenon of tonal changes when two tones are adjacent is called tone sandhi. 

Generally speaking, tone sandhi is perseverative in nature rather than anticipatory 

(Ladefoged 1993), but this is not true in Chinese 

2.3 Mandarin Tones and Third Tone Sandhi 

Mandarin Tones 

Mandarin Chinese has four tones. The fn-st tone is high level, the second tone is rising, 

the third tone is falling and rising and the fourth tone is high falling. There are several 

conventions in marking these four tones. 
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(1) Four tones in Mandarin Chinese 

Tones Starting and End points Number conventions 
(e.g. 'ma') 

Writing 
conventions (e.g. 'ma') 

First tone 55 ma' ma 
Second tone 35 ma"^ ma 
Third tone ' 21(4) ma^ ma 
Fourth tone 51' ma'' ma 

An unstressed syllable carries a neutral tone, whose realization depends on the preceding 

lexical tone. 

Mandarin Tone Sandhi 

Chen (1973) observes that consecutive third tones are not allowed utterance initial or 

final but acceptable utterance medial. In Shih's account, these peripheral positions are 

likely to undergo obligatory footing, especially in the case of a super foot. Unless there 

were physiological characteristics common to these two positions, it would be hard to 

motivate a unified phonetic explanation of this phenomenon. As the preceding tone 

changes in Third Tone Sandhi Rule (TTSR), this does not observe the proposed 

generalization that tonal changes are perseverative. 

Phonological Representation of Chinese Tones and Tone Sandhi 

' Traditionally, third tone is described as 214. When uttered in a final position or in isolation, the tone falls and rises. 
Yip argues that the underl5ang form is 21 and the high tone 4 is inserted in certain situations. For Chen, the third tone is 
315. 
^ For Yip, the fourth tone is 41. 
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Chao (1930) divides the pitch ranges into five levels and the tones are marked as starting 

points and end points. Full tones are marked with two tonal points whereas short tones 

are marked with only one. The marking of Mandarin tones is shown in table 1. 

Wang (1967) represents tones with distinctive features. He uses seven features — contour, 

high, central, mid, rising, falling, convex - to denote thirteen possible tones. 

(2) Feature sets for the four tones 

Tones Starting and End points Feature representation 
First tone 55 [-contour, +high, -central] 
Second tone 35 [+contour, +rising, +high] 
Third tone ^ 21(4) [-high, +contour,-convex] 
Fourth tone 51^ [+high, +falling,+contour] 

Yip (1980) takes a different approach. Yip uses the auto-segmental framework and 

proposes a hierarchical structure for the representation of tones. The representation of a 

tone consists of a register feature and a tone node feature. The register features~+upper 

and -upper —divide the whole pitch range into two categories. Each register has a tone 

bearing unit, which can then branches into two tonal nodes, specified with a feature set of 

High and Low. In her framework, the four tones in Mandarin are specified as in the 

following table. 

^ Traditionally, third tone is described as 214. When uttered in a final position or in isolation, the tone falls and rises. 
Yip argues that the underlying form is 21 and the high tone 4 is inserted in certain situations. For Chen, the third tone is 
315. 

For Yip, the fourth tone is 41. 
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Tones Starting and End points Auto-segmental representation 
First tone 55 [+^er] 

H H 
Second tone 35 [+upper] 

/\ 
L H 

Third tone ^ 21(4) [-upper] 

/ \ 
H L 

Fourth tone 51" [^pper] 

H L 

In this representation, third tone is the only [-upper] register tone and TTSR can be seen 

as the dissimilation of the [-upper] register. 

TTSR can be represented in the following way: 

(4) 
[^per] [+^er] [^-i^r] 

L L L H L L 

This rule shows two dissimilations; that of the register and that of the tone node. 

For register 

(5) 

[-upper]—> [+upper] / [-upper] 

For tone node, the rule in (6) appUes 

' Traditionally, third tone is described as 214. When uttered in a final position or in isolation, the tone falls and rises. 
Yip argues that the underlying form is 21 and the high tone 4 is inserted in certain situations. For Chen, the third tone is 
315. 
^ For Yip, the fourth tone is 41. 
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(6) 

[+upper] 

L —> H / L 

Duanmu (1990) takes a different approach towards Chinese tones. He assumes that all 

Chinese syllables have a uniform underlying structure 

(7) 

a 

0 R 
1 /\ 

X X X  

Each X slot dominated by R is a mora, hence all Chinese syllables are bi-moraic. 

The general tonal model is given in (8) 

[st] [si] [above] [below] 

The tone bearing unit is the moraic segment. Contour segments do not exist and contour 

tones are concatenations of level tones. Under this model, a third tone occurs on an extra 

long syllable. 

Lin, in her approach to Mandarin Tones, disregards the notion of register. For her, the 

five tones in Mandarin are presented in (9): 
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0 a a a a 
1 I I I I 

T T T T T tonal tier 
/ l \  / l \  / l \  / l \  I  

H H H  M H H  L L M  H M L  L  t o n e m e t i e r  

In this representation, a tone is linked to a syllable and each full tone consists of three 

tonemes, which can take a value of H, M or L. The neutral tone differs in that it consists 

of only one toneme. Lin forther proposes that in normal speech, only two tonemes of a 

full tone are realized if and only if it is immediately followed by another tone in the same 

prosodic foot. TTSR occurs due to a Mandarin specific well-formedness constraint (10): 

(10) 

* T T I marks reduction of tone 

X X 

Where X = H, M or L 

This WFC is related to OCP in nature. To repair this ill form, the first third tone 

undergoes a change shown in (11). 

(11) 

T T 

• 
M 

A fiill third tone takes the shape of LLM, by reduction, and the last toneme is dropped 

yielding LL; by OCP repair, the second toneme becomes a M and that gives us LM, a 

rising tone. 
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Chang (1992) argues that tone features are prosodic features and they must be borne on 

prosodic units, namely syllable and mora. Register is marked at the syllable level and 

tonal pitch is marked at the mora level: 

(12) 

a < register 

|j, |x pitch 

Register is marked with the feature [+ stiff vocal cords] while pitch is marked with [+ 

spread glottis ] and [+ constricted glottis]. In this analysis, the four tones in Mandarin are 

marked in figure (13); 

(13) 

[+st] [+st] [-st] [+st] Default register 

[-s.g.] [-s.g.] [+s.g.] [-s.g.] [+s.g.] [+s.g.] [-s.g.] [+s.g.] [ ]—> [-St] 

TTSR is considered dissimilation of the both the register and the pitch. 

(14) 

[-stj -—> +St [-st] 

[+^^+Lg] [-stg] [+Lg] [-s.g] 

In this representation, register dissimilation results in the change of the preceding register 

to the opposite value; and pitch dissimilation results in the re-association of the pitch. 

Bao (1999) relates register and tonal contour to articulatory features. The model he 

proposes is as follows: (Bao 1999: 46) 
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t= tone; r=register ; c=contour 

r c 

The register node is specified with [+/- stiff] and the contour node takes the features of 

[+/- slack]. The contour node may optionally branch and when it does, it takes the form 

of 

(16) 

[aslack] [-aslack] where a=+ or -

In this model, the four tones of Mandarin can be represented in figure (17): 

(17) 

T T2 T3 T4 

r 
I  

H 

r 

I  

H 

r 

I  

L 
1 
H 

Bao makes two stipulations to account for the convex and concave tones. 

• Underlyingly, the contour node may have at most two branches 

• Concave/convex contours are surface phenomena. 

In this analysis, the Mandarin third tone is underlyingly a low falling tone. The concave 

shape is a surface phenomenon. 

Tsay (1994) takes a gradient approach towards tonal representation. She proposes a 

multi-value feature [Pitch] (or P for short) motivated by phonetics. [Pitch] can take an 

infinite number of values, the larger the number the higher the pitch. In a language that 
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has two tones, we have [IP] and [2P], with [2P] higher than [IP]. Pitch is constrained by 

extra-grammatical factors such as learnability, perception and production. 

In her system, the mora is the tone bearing unit, level tones are pitch value linked to a 

mora and contour tones can be seen either as two pitch values linked to two moras or to 

one mora. 

(18) 

level tone: |j, contour tone |J. h 

[IP] [IP] [2P] [IP] [2P] 

Tonal changes are constrained by the Contiguity Hypothesis. 

The Contiguity Hypothesis 

Targets and triggers of tone rules are always individual tones or tone classes where tone 

classes are contiguous subsets of the tonal inventory. 

2.4 Third Tone Sandhi in Context 

Chen(1973): simultaneous application constrained by syntax 

Chen (1973) characterizes the application of TTSR with three major principles: 

(a) TTSR is not appUed cyclically. It applies simultaneously to elements in a 
certain domain. 

(b) The domain of application is determined mainly by surface structure 
bracketing; and this domain may be affected by attitudinal factors such as 
casualness and rate of speech. The domain increases with the rate of speech. 

(c) TTSR apphcation is obUgatory in the smallest syntactic phrases and in 
sentence initial and sentence-final sequence of third tone words. Elsewhere, 
the rule is optional. 

The application can be exemphfied in the following example. 
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(19) 

[s [NP [A Lao][N li]] [vp [v mai] [NP [A hao] [niiu]]]] 
Gloss: old li buys good wine. 

The input pattern is: [3, 3, 3, 3, 3] 
The output tonal pattern, depending on the rate of speech, could be 

a. [2-, 3, 3, 2', 3] 
b. [2', 2', 3, 2', 3] 
c. [2', 3, 2', 2', 3] 
d. [2', 2', 2', 2', 3] 

In this sentence, Chen takes [lao li] and [hao jiu] to be the smallest syntactic phrases and 

both 'lao' and 'hao' have to undergo TTSR. All the other places except the last can 

change optionally, hence we have multiple good outputs. 

There are several problems with such an account. First, an analysis with reference only to 

syntactic bracketing cannot work, because it is not possible to pin down what a smallest 

syntactic phrase is. Instead, the smallest unit seems to correspond to a bi-syllabic 

construction constrained by the surface syntactic structures. Second, Chen's simultaneous 

account is not completely simultaneous. He assumes that bleeding holds for TTSR 

apphcation. When a T3 has changed to T2, it should not trigger further TTSR application. 

(20) 

[ v p [ v C a i ]  [NP [AYE] [wguo]] ] 
Gloss: pick wild fruit 
Input pattern; [3, 3, 3] 
Output pattern: a.[3, 2', 3] 

b.[2',2',3] 

In the above example, if bleeding holds, the first step of application gives us output (a). 

There is no way to get to output (b). Hence, he concludes that TTSR cannot apply 
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cyclically. In his account, these two outputs derive from two different domain 

identifications. For output (a), the domain is only what "the smallest syntactic phrase" 

denotes whereas for output (b), the domain is enlarged to the whole phrase. The domain 

is identified first and then TTSR apphes simultaneously to all T3s. 

Such simuhaneity, however, is not complete. Chen also noticed that in addition to the 

syntactic restrictions, initial and final restrictions are also imposed on the application. 

Such applications, however, have to be ordered. 

(21) 

[NP[NPXI jiao] shui ] 
Gloss: wash foot water 

(Water for washing feet) 
Input pattern: [3, 3, 3] 
Output pattern: *a.[3,2', 3] 

b.[2',2',3] 

If the positional restriction and the syntactic restriction are not ordered, we can apply 

either one first or we have to apply both of them together. If we apply the positional 

restriction first, we change the second T3 and derive output (a), which is not a good 

output. If we try to apply them both simultaneously, the following example is not 

explainable. 

(22) 

[NP [A Xiao] [NP [A zhi] [NP [A lao][Nhii] ] ] ] 
Gloss: small paper old tiger 

(small paper tiger) 
Input pattern: [3, 3, 3, 3] 
Output pattern: a. [3, 2', 2', 3] 

b. [T, 3, 2', 3] 
c. [2', 2', 2', 3] 
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Applying both the syntactic and positional restrictions together changes the first and the 

third T3. We should not have gotten output (a). The only choice left is to say that these 

two applications are ordered and TTSR apphes at least twice. In that case, "simultaneity" 

is actually cyclical. 

Shih (1986): foot formation rule 

Shih (1986) proposes a different account. For Shih, the domain of TTSR appUcation is a 

foot and the core to the solution is the formation of a foot. 

Foot Formation Rule (FFR) (Shih 1986: 110) 

1. Foot (f) Construction 
(a). IC (Immediate Constituency): Link immediate constituency into 

disyllabic feet. 
(b). DM (Duple Meter): Scanning from left to right, string together unpaired 
syllables into binary feet, unless they branch to the opposite direction. 

2. Super-foot (f) Construction 
Join any leftover monosyllable to a neighboring binary foot according to the 
direction of syntactic branching. 

The apphcation is exemplified in the following example 

[s [NP [A Lao][N LI]] [vp [v mai] [NP [A hao] [Njiu]]]] 
Gloss: old li buys good wine. 

The input pattern is: [3, 3, 3, 3, 3] 
The output tonal pattern, depending on the rate of speech, could be 

a. [T, 3, 3, 2', 3] 
b. [2\ 2', 3, 2', 3] 
c. [2', 3, 2', 2', 3] 
e. [2-, 2', 2', 2', 3] 

In Shih's model, TTSR application can be broken down into several cycles. 

(24) 
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[2' 3 ]IC 3 [ 2' 31IC Foot Construction 
T 3 r3 2' 31 SF Super-Foot Construction 
2' 2' 3 2' 3 Phrase 

In this application, we first group syllables into binary feet by the Immediate 

Constituency (IC) condition. In this example, 'lao U' and 'hao jiu' form two binary feet. 

After footing, we apply TTSR. If there is any syllable left; unfooted, we apply the Duple 

Meter (DM) condition. Here, as 'mai' is the only unfooted syllable, the DM condition 

does not apply. After DM, we can attach unfooted syllables onto binary feet to form 

super feet. Here, 'mai' is grouped with 'hao jiu' to form a super foot. But, as the 'hao' 

has been changed to second tone, there is no condition for TTSR application. Within a 

foot and superfoot, TTSR application is obligatory. At the phrasal level, 'li' and 'mai' 

are adjacent, and TTSR can apply optionally. In fast speech, the domain of a foot can be 

enlarged to include the whole phase, hence we can get output (e). 

The key arguments of Shih's analysis are that TTSR application is cyclic and that the 

domain of application is not syntactic constituency but prosodic constituency. 

Speer and Shih (1989) conducted experiments on tonal perception to argue that prosodic 

closeness plays a crucial role in TTSR apphcation. 

Hung (1989); semantic relationship in TTSR application 

Hung (1989) proposes that semantic relationships play a role in TTSR application. His 

revised prosodic model is as follows: 

Foot Formation Rules (Hung 1989: 30) 
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a) Form binary-branching feet by linking syllables into disyllabic sense units wherever 
possible; 

b) For all remaining syllables, form tri-syllabic or quadri-syllabic feet by linking them 
to the above to form larger sense units. 

Hung uses the definition of sense unit from Selkirk (1984). 

(25) Sense Unit Condition (SUC) 
Two constituents Ci, Cj form a sense unit of (a) or (b) is true of the semantic 
interpretation of the sentence: 
a. Ci modifies Cj (a head); 
b. Ci is an argument of Cj (a head). 

In this model, the previous example of TTSR can be shown in the following cycle. 

(26) 
[s [NP [A Lao][N II]] [vp [v mai] [NP [A hao] [i\jiu]]]] 

Gloss: old li buys good wine. 
Input: 3 3 3 3 3 
Binary foot: [2' 31 3 f 2' 31 
Super foot: \2' 3113 2' 31 

or 12'2'31 [2'31 

In this analysis, we first link sense units into binary feet. Here, we link 'lao h' and 'hao 

jiu'. Though 'lao U' and 'mai' have subject-verb relationship, 'h' and 'mai' do not. A 

similar situation holds for 'mai' and 'hao'. After forming binary feet, we have one output. 

The remaining syllables can be attached to feet to form superfeet in accordance with the 

sense unit condition. Here, 'mai' can be attached to 'lao li' because they have a subject -

verb relationship; or 'mai' can be attached to 'hao jiu' because they have a verb-object 

relationship; hence we can get different outputs. 

Hung's key argument is that grammatical relationship alone is not sufficient in 

determining TTSR domain; semantic relationship should also be taken into consideration 

Hung (1990) supports the semantic significance of TTSR appUcation with similar 

findings from Fuzhou. 
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Zhang: revised foot formation rule 

Zhang (1988) proposed several revisions to Shih's FFR. 

1. Further modularized Foot Formation (Zhang 1988: 107) 

Apply Lexical Foot Formation fu-st in the Lexicon. 

2. Super-foot formation applies to the whole sentence. 

The necessity of such modification is demonstrated in the following example 

(27) 
shui guo jiu hao 

Gloss; water fruit wine good 
Input; 3 3 3 3 
Shih's FFR: [2' 3] IC [2'3] DM 
Revised FFR; [2' 3] 3 3 cycle 1 (lexical binary foot) 

[2'2' 3] 3 cycle 2 (lexical super foot) 
[2'2"2'3] cycle 3 (super foot) 

In this example, Shih's FFR predicts a wrong result. FFR has to be applied first in 

the lexicon as the revised FFR shows. 

3. DM application (Zhang 1988: 102) 

The DM starts scanning from the syllable that bears the sentential accent. In 

unmarked cases, the sentential accent falls on the head of the verb phrase. Otherwise, 

the sentential accent falls on the syllable bearing contrastive stress. In case the 

accented syllable is other than the first syllable, apply the DM again from the 

beginning of the sentence. 

4. Revised DM; (Zhang 1988; 114) 

Duple Meter: Scanning from left to right group together any stray syllables into 

disyllabic feet, subject to the restriction imposed by the Branch Condition. 
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The Branch Condition is defined as: 

Two syllables cannot form a prosodic foot if neither of them lies at the edge of the 

constituents that contain them. 

5. The prosodic structures are constructed with two mechanisms:(Zhang 1988: 116) 

• Initial prosodic structure construction like FFR used in normal conditions 

• Restructuring under specific circumstances (DM ordered before IC) 

An example of restructuring is given below 

(28) 

Ye you bi 
Gloss: also have pen 
Input: 333 
Shih's FFR: ? 3 [2' 3]IC 
Restructuring: [2'3]DM3 cyclel: DM applies before IC 

[2' 2' 3] cycle 2: by super foot 

Zhang's key argument is that pragmatic/discourse information should be incorporated 

into the TTSR apphcation. It is also the case that TTSR applies strictly cyclically to 

prosodic domains. 

Xu: Lexical and Phrasal TTSR 

Xu (1992) proposed that TTSR apphes in two different domains: lexicon and phrase. 

In the lexicon, TTSR(Xu 1992: 188) 

• Select the left end of the word internal branching structures 

• The right to left, two by two subgrouping may optionally apply to polysyllabic 

morphemes. 
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• TTSR applies cyclically in the lexicon 

o from left to right iteratively or simultaneously within a cycle 

o from right to left, cycle by cycle within a word 

TTSR first apphes in the lexicon. The output to the phrase participates again in TTSR 

only when the cyclic condition is satisfied 

In a phrase, Xu has a complicated set of rules that can be reduced to the following: 

• syntactic parsing rule: TTSR makes reference to the left end of a branching 

maximal projection 

• Two by two subgrouping convention: this convention can be applied right to left 

or left to right depending on the stranded syllables and the application of stress 

rules 

Both of these two formation rules are sensitive to a stress rule and the rate of 

utterance. 

• TTSR apphes cyclically at phrasal level in a similar fashion as to what occurs 

the lexicon. 

o from left to right iteratively or simultaneously within a cycle 

o from right to left, cycle by cycle, within a sentence 

Xu's key argument is that Lexicon TTSR should be separated from phrasal TTSR and 

that pragmatic factor such as stress and focus should be incorporated into TTSR. 
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2.5 Optimality Framework 

Optimality Theory (OT: Prince and Smolensky 1991, 1993, 1997), like many 

other approaches, models linguistic input, output and relationships between them. OT 

formulates Universal Grammars as a set of violable constraints, and language specifics as 

results from variations of constraint rankings. Rather than modeling input-output relation

ships as operations, i.e., rule applications, OT models them as comparisons where 

constraint rankings will determine the most harmonic form. A basic architecture is given 

as follows: 

(29) Basic Architecture of OT ( McCarthy 2002: plO) 

input 
Gen 

-> candidates —> 
Rval 

—> output 

In the diagram. Generator (Gen) gets an input and emits a set of candidates dependent on 

the input. Evaluator (Eval) compares the candidate set against language specific 

constraint ranking H, and selects the most harmonic candidate as the output. The core of 

OT is the ranking of violable constraints. The use of such a mechanism removes the rule 

component from the framework and refocuses linguistic research on the search of 

language universals. As a constraint based theory, OT also unifies the account for 

universality and language variation. Since its debut in 1991, OT has been appUed in 

different disciplines of linguistics: Syntax (Zubizarreta 1994, Pesetsky 1997,Grimshaw 

1997), morphology (Russel 1995, 1997), poetry (Golston 1998, Hammond 1999a, 1999b, 
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Hayes and MacEachern 1998), acquisition ( Tesar and Smolensky 1996, Pulleybank and 

Turkel 2000), to name just a few. 

Constraints are not simply a uniform linear set but are richly structured 

(Smolensky 1995). First, constraints can be classified into four parameterized families: 

faithfulness constraints, pure structure constraints, association constraints and alignment 

constraints. Each family has its general schema for constraint specification. For instance. 

Parse (X,Y) as a faithfiihiess schema can be instantiated as Parse(a, FT), Parse (|J,,a) etc. 

Second, there exist harmonic scales by constraint sub-hierarchies: prominence alignment, 

universal markedness sub-hierarchies and local conjunction sub-hierarchies. These 

harmonic scales are the basis for constraint implications. Finally, local conjunction can 

be used to combine constraints in local domains to express complex prohibition. For the 

purpose of this study, I will concentrate on alignment constraints and local conjunction. 

Alignment is formaUzed in Generalized Alignment (McCarthy and Prince 1993 a) 

(30) Alignment 

Align (Catl, Edgel, Cat2,Edge2) = def 
VCatl 3 Cat2 such that Edgel of Catl and Edge2 of Cat2 coincide 

where 
Catl, Cat2 e PCat u GCat 
Edgel, Edge 2 6 {Right, Left} 

In this definition, PCat and GCat consist, respectively of the sets of prosodic and 

grammatical (morphological or syntactic) categories provided by linguistic theory. An 
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alignment constraint therefore requires that a designated edge of a category (Catl) 

coincide with a designated edge of the other category (Cat2). Alignment can be applied to 

two categories of the same type, e.g.. Align (Prosodic Word, Left, Foot Left), with both 

categories being prosodic; or it can be applied to two categories of different types, e.g., 

Align(Affix Left, Foot Right), where the first category is morphological and the second 

prosodic. The evaluation of ahgnment is often gradient, which means that harmony could 

be measured against different degrees of violations invoked by different candidates on an 

alignment constraint. 

Generalized alignment is conceptually related to the research of morphology-

prosody correspondence (Inkelas 1989) and to edge base theory of the syntax-phonology 

interface (Chen 1987, Selkirk and Shen 1990). Both fields recognize necessities to use 

constraint like mechanisms (Cat 1 = Cat 2) to map between different categories. 

Generalized ahgnment extends these developments to allow independent mapping 

between the corresponding edges and the opposite edges. In this dissertation, I will 

propose that syntax-phonology interface as evident in the Third Tone Sandhi Rule can be 

captured with alignment constraints. 

Local Conjunction (LC: Smolensky 1993, 1995, 1997) proposes a mechanism for 

two lower ranked constraints to be conjoined to outrank an otherwise higher ranked 

constraint. The definition is given as follows: 
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(31) Local Conjunction 

Local conjunction 
a. Definition : Let A and B be members of the constraint set Con. Then their 
local conjunction A cfe/ B is also a member of Con. 
b. Interpretation : The local conjunction A <&/ B is violated if and only if both 
its conjuncts A and B are violated in the smallest domain evaluable by A and 
B. 
c. Ranking (universal): A (fe/ B » { A, B } 

(Bakovic 1999: P7) 

LC can conjoin a constraint with itself, e.g. Cl&Cl, or with another constraint, e.g., CI 

& C2. LC is often invoked if the ranking of single constraints cannot account for the data. 

Since its introduction, LC has been apphed in the studies of various language 

phenomena. Alderete (1997), Ito & Mester (1998) employ self-conjunction of 

markedness constraints to account for OCP effects. Kirchner(1996) uses local 

conjunction of faithfulness constraints (i.e. Parse) to account for chain-shifts of vowel 

heights. Fukazawa (1999) conjoins OCP constraints of features to account for segment 

alternation in Yucatec Maya. Lubowicz (1998) proposes local conjunction of faithfuhiess 

and markedness constraints to deal with a set of phonological phenomena occurring in 

phono logically and morphologically derived environment. Bakovic (1999) uses 

conjunction of markedness and faithfiilness constraints to explain assimilation to the 

unmarked. Morris (2000) argues that local conjunctions of constraints of different foci 

and of different types can be conjoined to explain coda obstruent ahemations in north-

central Peninsular Spanish. 



Local conjunction as a powerM mechanism needs to be restrained. Smolensky 

(1995) points out that locality is an important restriction of local conjunction. The two 

conjoined constraints must be evaluated in a designated local domain. An important 

controversy in research of local conjunction is what should be allowed to conjoin. Ito & 

Mester (1998) and Fukazawa (1999) argue exphcitly that only constraints of the same 

parametrized family can conjoin, i.e., faithfulness & faithfulness, markedness & 

markedness are allowed while faithfiilness and markedness constraints are not allowed to 

conjoin. Crowhurst and Hewitt (1997), Lubowicz (1998), Bokovic (1999) argue the 

opposite: Faithfiihiess and markedness should be allowed to conjoin in order to explain 

some language phenomenon. Restrictions are on the argument of the constraint rather 

than on the constraint type. Crowhurst and Hewitt propose that conjoined constraints 

should share the same argument. For instance. Align (a, Right, Vowel, Right) and Link 

(a. Foot) both share an explicit argument a, thus, they should be allowed to conjoin. On 

the contrary, as Align (a. Right, Vowel, Right) and Ahgn(Ft Right, Prosodic Word Right) 

do not share any explicit argument, they should not be allowed to conjoin. Bakovic 

(1999) proposes the idea of co-relevant, which in the context means two conjuncts must 

be relevant to the same feature. This proposal is in essence similar to what Crowhurst and 

Hewitt propose. Morris (2000) proposes that local conjunction should be extended to 

incorporate both constraints of different types and with different foci. 

Crowhurst and Hewitt (1997) propose that constraint interaction should not be 

limited to conjunction. Evidence for the interactions of other Boolean types (disjunction 
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and implication) are also found in language. Constraints with Boolean interactions are 

named Macro-Constraints. The naming of macro constraints are based on that of the 

Boolean operator. 

(32) Macro-constraint system and Truth Table 

CI C2 C1AC2 ClvC2 C1->C2 
T T T T T 
T F F T F 
F T F T T 
F F F F T 

In this context, local conjunction formulated by Smolensky is named local disjunction 

because both CI and C2 have to be violated (Truth value set to false) for C1&C2 to be 

defined as false. This is identical to the behavior of 'OR'. Local conjunction in the 

macro-constraint system requires that both CI and C2 have to be satisfied in order to 

satisfy C1&C2. In other words, either a violation of CI or C2 incurs a violation of CI 

conjoined C2 and at the same time, violation of both CI and C2 counts only as one 

violation of CI conjoined C2. 

In this study, I will argue along the proposal of Crowhurst and Hewitt that local 

conjunction and local disjunction are both necessary. For local disjunction, I will argue 

that disjunction of constraints from different families is necessary to account for TTSR 

application. 
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.6 Issues for This Study 

a) Earlier studies have been focused on the interaction of phonology, syntax and 

semantics. However, no account has given a clear pattern as to what TTSR 

applications would be in purely phonological context. 

b) One feature of TTSR application is multiple good outputs. Among this outputs, it 

is crucial to determine what is the most frequently occurring output based on real 

data. 

c) Cyclicity and simultaneity have been a major concem over TTSR application. 

One overwhelming support for cyclicity is from the comparison of strings 

composed of all third tone words and those composed of both third tone and non-

third tone words. Data should be collected systematically to complete the 

comparison. 

d) All the previous accounts are rule-based. Cyclicity is a big challenge to the 

Optimality framework. Efforts should be made to determine how OT handles 

cyclicity. 
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CHAPTER III TTSR IN HOMOGENEOUS 
NONSENSE STRINGS 

In chapter II, I briefly reviewed some previous studies on TTSR in Mandarin, all 

of which focused on how non-phonological factors affected TTSR application. In this 

chapter, I approach the question of TTSR application from a different perspective and 

study how TTSR is applied in nonsense strings, where most non-phonological factors are 

absent. The purpose of this initial study is to reveal if there exists any pure phonological 

footing tendency and TTSR apphcation patterns. 

The organization of this chapter is as follows: section I discusses how data is 

collected on nonsense strings; section II presents a statistic study on the data; section III 

provides an account of the data in the OT framework; and section IV touches on issues 

relatmg to future studies. 
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3.1 TTSR in Homogeneous Nonsense Strings: 
Experiment 

3.1.1 Experiment Material: Homogeneous Strings 

Nonsense strings can be constructed in different ways: by repeating the same 

word (homogeneous strings) or by randomly stringing together unrelated words 

(heterogeneous strings). As in Chinese, all characters (with a few exceptions) are 

monosyllabic, I will use 'word' and 'syllable' interchangeably in the rest of this chapter. 

In my study, I used homogeneous strings. Each string consists of repetition of the same 

character, though characters might differ from string to string. By using homogeneous 

strings, I ruled out any non-phonological grouping factor, i.e., semantic interpretation and 

syntactic structure, since it was obvious to the experiment subjects that the string was not 

interpretable semantically. 

The experiment explored whether the number of syllables in a string and the 

complexity of syllable structure affect TTSR application. Accordingly, there are two 

controls in the construction of the homogeneous strings: the number of syllables and the 

structure of the syllables. I considered three different syllable structures: onset-nucleus, 

onset-medial-nucleus, and onset-medial-nucleus-coda. In Mandarin Chinese, no 

consonant clusters are allowed either as onset or coda and only non-labial nasal (i.e., /n/ 

and /•O/) occur in coda position. Characters are picked for each syllable type and 
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homogeneous strings of length 2-7 are constructed by repeating the same character in a 

string. An example using the character is shown in the following table. 

(1) Sample homogeneous nonsense strings 

Data in Chinese PinYin Data in Chinese character 
Jiao jiao 
Jiao jiao jiao 
Jiao jiao jiao jiao 
Jiao jiao jiao jiao jiao 
Jiao jiSo jiao jiao jiao jiao 
Jiao jiao jiSo jiao jiao jiao jiao 

^ n ^ 
M M 
/A£L /FEL YFEL •'££T '£& m W ^ W w 
• ' F E J  - f f i  m m m m m m 

/T3 /FL /T3 /»J /T3 /TJ 

In the above table, I present six strings consisting of the syllable "ji^o", which is of the 

syllable structure ' onset-medial-nucleus'. A two-syllable string consists of two "jiSo's" 

and a seven-syllable string has seven repetitions of the syllable. Other characters and 

syllables employed are presented in the following table of assorted samples. 

(2) Assorted sample of homogeneous nonsense strings 

No.Syl Data in Chinese PinYin Data in Chinese character 
2 wang wang 
3 jiangjiangjiang # # ^ 
4 jiao jiSo jiao jiao ^ ^ 
5 wan wan wan wan wan it 
6 J i J i J i J i J i J i  Jl Jl Jl Jl )l Jl 
7 wu wu wu wu wu wu wu n a ji n n a a 

This table shows homogeneous third tone string of different characters and syllable 

structures. In the experiment, a total of 42 such strings are used. To minimize the factor 

of third tone for the readers, homogeneous strings were also constructed using non-third 

tones, e.g., 'hua'—of the first tone, 'ymg' —®~of the second tone. The third tone 
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strings and non-third tones strings are mixed randomly before being presented to the 

readers. 

5.1.2 Experiment Design 

The experiment aimed to collect data of TTSR application from Mandarin 

speakers. Studies on Chinese Tone sandhi phenomena (Chen 1987, Tan 1987, Selkirk and 

Shen 1990, Chen and Zhang 1997, Milliken etc 1997, Jin 1997, Chang 1992) show that 

tone sandhi domains differ across dialects. A pilot study showed that speakers of various 

dialects of Mandarin could potentially demonstrate a different pattern of TTSR 

application than speakers of a single dialect. For this reason, this experiment limits the 

collection of data only to Mandarin as spoken in Beijing. Subjects of the experiments are 

all students at the University of Arizona who are from Beijing, China, and speak only 

Beijing Mandarin as their native language. 

Subjects were told that the experiment would collect some sample readings of 

their native language. The experimental material (strings of characters) is designed as 

described in section 3.1.1 and stored on a computer. The third tone and non-third tone 

homogeneous strings are mixed and randomized at run time with a C program. Only 

Chinese characters are presented to the subjects. During the experiment, subjects are 

asked to self-pace their readings and recordings. When he/she finishes reading a string, 

they press the enter key and another string of characters will appear in the center of the 

screen. 
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Both the recordings and the print out of Chinese characters in reading orders are 

given to an independent transcriber, who identifies the actual tone of each of the 

syllables. The experimental data are then input into an Access database for analysis. 
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3.2 TTSR in Homogeneous Nonsense Strings: 
Statistical Analysis 

The experimental data were ordered and grouped using the Access database. The 

distinct reading patterns are identified and automatically numbered. Patterns are 

presented in this paper as P-number followed by the actual pattern. For instance, P19-

2'2'3 denotes that pattern 19 is "2'2'3" where the first two underlying third tones 

changed to svirface second tone and the last (third) underlying third tone was unchanged 

in the output form. Different P numbers denote different surface tonal patterns. The 

outputs of the database were input to USTAT and Excel for statistical analysis. The 

analysis shows that number of syllables is a determining factor in TTSR appUcation 

while syllable structure plays no significant role. The rest of this section discusses these 

two investigational variables. 

3.2.1 TTSR Pattern by Number of Syllables 

The experiment data show that strings consisting of the same number of syllables 

tend to have similar readings and that the application patterns demonstrate regularity 

among odd-numbered and even-numbered strings. 

For all third tone strings consisting of two syllables, the first syllable changes to a 

second tone. I shall present third tone with the number '3' and the changed third tone as 

"2"' though the changed third is undistinguishable production or perception wise fi-om an 
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original second tone (Speer S, Shih Chi-lin, and Slowiaczek 1989). Thus, I present the 

result as 3 3 —> 2' 3. In two syllable strings, there is no exception to this observation in 

the readings I have collected. 

For three syllable third tone strings, e.g., "jiao jiao jiao", I find two reading 

patterns: pattern 19 and pattern 118, numbered by the database. 

(3J TTSR in homogeneous strings: three syllables 

Pattern Count 
P 1 9 :  2 ' 2 ' 3  34 
P 118; 3 2 3 1 

In Pattern PI9, both the first and the second third tones change to second tone. In 

comparison, in P 118, only the second third tone changes to a third tone. Obviously, the 

readers prefer pattern P19toP118. 

(4 ) Three syllable third tone reading patterns—Homogeneous strings 

TTSR in three syllable homogeneous string 

• TTSR in three 
syllable 
homogeneous 
string 
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Inserting the actual counts of patterns into USTAT for a Chi-Square test, I find that the 

distribution of the reading patterns is by no chance even, and obviously, P19 is preferred 

o v e r P l l S  :  

(5) chisq 29.257143 df 1 p 0.000000 

In both P19 and PI 18, the second syllable has to undergo TTSR, while the first 

syllable differs in these two patterns. If I assume that TTSR applies in certain groupings, 

I need to be sure that the second and third syllables in these strings must be in the same 

grouping (assuming that TTSR is obligatory), whereas the first syllable displays some 

degree of jS^eedom. 

For four syllable third tone strings, e.g., "jiao, jiao, jiao, jiao", only one pattern in 

the reading occurs 

(6) P 66: 2' 3 2' 3 

This shows us that, there is a very strong tendency of the readers to divide a four syllable 

strings into two two-syllable groups, which suggests a binary foot structure. 

For five syllable strings, I fmd three reading patterns. 

(7) Reading patterns in five syllable strings 

Pattern Count 
P 29: 2'2'3 2'3 9 
P 5 7 : 2 '  3  2 ' 2 '  3  23 
P 79: 2'3 2'3 3 3 
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In a five-syllable string, given free variations in the first four positions, I would expect to 

find 16 possible patterns. Out of these patterns, only three are attested in the readings I 

have collected. All of the surface patterns display a strong tendency of binary grouping. 

In P 29, the fourth and the fifth syllables form a group while the first three syllables form 

the other. In P 57, the first and second syllables form a group, and the last three syllables 

form the other. In P79, there are three groups, the first and the second syllables from the 

first group, the second and the third form a second, and the last syllable is not grouped. 

In this reading, there is an obvious pause after the fourth syllable. Again, the distribution 

is skewed as shown in the following bar chart. Obviously, P57 dominates. 

(8) TTSR in five syllable homogeneous strings 

TTSR in five syllable homogeneous strings 

25 

20 

15 

-

1 .f 

•TTSR in five syllable 
homogeneous strings 

P29 P57 P79 

Ruiming the above data in Chi-square, We find the following: 

(9) chisq 18.057143 df 2 p 0.000120 
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The statistic analysis shows that the uneven distribution is not the result of chance. 

Obviously, P57~2' 3 TT 3~ dominates the other two patterns. This grouping 

corresponds to the half-line break found in classical Chinese poetry. 

For six syllable strings, e.g., "jiao jiao jiao jiao jiao jiao", I find two reading 

patterns: P 24 and P 73. 

(10) Reading patterns in six syllable homogeneous strings 

Pattern Count 
P 24: 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 8 
P 73: 2'3 2'3 2'3 27 

Here, I find that the groupings are quite obvious. For P24, I have two groups, the first 

three syllables fall into one and the last three syllables into the other. P73 can be seen as 

three binary units. Again, I find that P73 dominates. 

(11) TTSR in six syllable homogeneous strings 

TTSR in six syllable homogeneous strings 

30 -

25 -

20 -

15 -

10 -
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This graph shows clearly that P73 is preferred in the reading. Running this data in Chi-

square yields 

(12) chisq 9.257143 df 1 p 0.002346 

The Chi-square test shows that the distribution of reading patterns is not even. The 

probability of this occurring by chance is less than 0.0024. Since P73 dominates, I 

conclude that binary footing dominates. 

For seven syllables, I find five reading patterns: P22, P27, P32, P71 and P 82. 

(13) TTSR patterns in seven syllable homogeneous strings 

Pattern Count 
P 22: 2'2'3 2' 2'2'3 1 
P 27: 2'2'3'2'2'3 3 5 
P 32: 2'2'3 2'3 2'3 3 
P 71: 2'3 2'3 2' 2'3 25 
P 82: 2' 3 2' 3 3 2' 3 1 

The reading patterns show complicated footing possibilities. In P22, the first three 

syllables are in one group, and the last four are in the other. In P27, there are three 

groups, the first three in one, the fourth, fifth and sixth in another, and the seventh by 

itself is in another group. There is an apparent break between the sixth and the seventh 

syllable. P71 has three groups, the first and second syllables are in one, the third and the 

fourth are in another, and the final three are in yet another. This is the dominating pattern, 

and it corresponds to the break found in classical Chinese poetry. P82 can be seen as 

having four groups, the first and the second syllables form the first group, the third and 
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the fourth form the second group, the fifth by itself is a group, and the sixth and the 

seventh constitute the final group. 

(14 ) TTSR in seven syllable homogeneous strings 

TTSR in seven syllable homogeneous strings 

30 

i : 

•TTSR in seven syllable 
homogeneous strings 

P 22 P 27 P 32 P 71 P 82 

Running this set of data in a Chi-square test yields 

(15) chisq 59.428571 df 4 p 0.000000 

The chi-square test assures us that the distribution of the reading patterns is not even. The 

probability of this being an accident is very slim. Obviously, the dominating pattern here 

is P71~"2' 3 2' 3 2' 2' 3". 

Putting all the dominating patterns together, I observe a strong uniformity across 

strings of different length. 

(16) preferred patterns in homogeneous nonsense strings 

No. of syllable Pattern number Pattern 
two 2' 3 
three P 19 2 ' 2 ' 3 1  
four P 6 6  2' 3 1 2' 3 1 
five P 57 2 ' 3  | 2 ' 2 ' 3  1  
six P 7 3  2 ' 3  | 2 ' 3  | 2 ' 3  1  
seven P 7 1  2 ' 3  2 ' 3  2 ' 2 ' 3 |  
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In this table, we can see that TTSR apphcation pattern can be captured with binary 

grouping ('|'marks the edge of grouping). For strings with an even number of syllables 

(e.g, 2, 4, 6), binary groupings are made, e.g., [2'3] [2'3] [2'3]; for strings with odd 

number of syllables (e.g., 3, 5, 7), the final three syllables form a group, while the 

preceding ones form binary groupings, e.g., [2'3][2'3][2'2'3]. In section 3.3, I will 

present an OT analysis of such alternations. 

3.2.2 Homogeneous Strings: Syllable Complexity 

In this section, I exam if differences in the syllable structure of words play a role 

in TTSR application. I take the same set of data as in 3.1.1 and analyze it according to the 

syllable structure. I consider syllable structures with a coda as complex (1), and those 

without coda as simple (0). I then calculate if syllable complexity affects TTSR 

application. 

For three syllable strings, I find the following distribution: 

(17) reading patterns in 3 syllable strings plotted by syllable structure 

Syllable structure Pattern number Pattern count in percentage 
simple P 1 9 : 2 ' 2 ' 3  95% 
simple P118:3 2'3 5% 
complex P 19: 2'2'3 100% 
complex P118:3 2'3 0% 
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From this table, I can see that in both complex and simple syllable strings, PI9 is 

the obvious dominating pattern. The occurrence of PI 18 is rare and even absent in strings 

with complex syllables. This observation is clearer if I represent the above table in a bar-

chart. 

(18) syllable structure and TTSR reading pattem~3 syllable strings 

S ample 

• complex 

Despite of the high frequency of occurrence of P19,1 am still faced with the difference in 

the occurrence of PI 18. At this point, it is not very clear if the distribution of reading 

patterns plotted by syllable structure is similar or different. If there is a difference, is such 

a difference accidental or statistically significant? To test this question, I ran the data in a 

Goodness of Fit test. A Goodness of Fit test is often used to see if two groups of data are 

similar or different. Assume that there are two sets of data, setl and set2. To carry out 

this test, I first calculate the distribution of setl in terms of percentage, and plot this 

percentage against set2's sample size. Then I get two columns of data and calculate the 

chi-square value of it. In this example, the sample size of simple three syllable strings is 

20. Since I know that the distribution of complex three syllable strings is 100% in P19 

and 0% in PI 18,1 display this data using a sample size of 20 
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(19) pattern count for complex three syllable strings 

Syllable structure Pattern number Pattern count 
complex P19 20 
complex P118 0 

I next combine the data in the above table with the count of simple syllable and feed 

the following data into a chi-square test. 

(20) combined data for a goodness offit test 

Syllable structure Pattern number Pattern count 
complex P19 20 
complex P118 0 
simple P19 19 
simple P118 1 

Running this data in chi-square yields: 

(21) Chi-sq 1.05 dfl p 0.305 

This result shows us that these two sets of data are ftindamentally similar, so the 

difference between them is not significant. 

For four syllable strings, I have the following distribution: 

(22) reading patterns in 4 syllable strings plotted by syllable structure 

Syllable structure Pattern number Pattern count in percentage 
simple P66; 2' 3 2' 3 100% 
complex P 66; 2' 3 2' 3 100% 

Obviously, the distributions of the patterns are identical. 
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For five syllable strings, I find the following distribution 

(23) reading patterns in 5 syllable strings plotted by syllable structure 

Syllable structure Pattern number Pattern count in percentage 
simple P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 25% 
simple P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 60% 
simple P79 2' 3 2' 3 3 15% 
complex P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 27% 
complex P 5 7 : 2 ' 3  2 ' 2 ' 3  73% 

(24 ) syllable structure and TTSR patterns—5 syllable strings 

• P29 simple 

• P29 complex 

• P57 simple 

• P57 complex 

• P79 simple 

OP79 complex 

This graphs shows that the distribution is quite similar with P57 as the dominating 

pattern for both groups. P 29 also occurs in both groups with a lower frequency, and 

P79 occurs only in the strings with a simple syllable structure. I plot this against the 

sample size of 20 and run the following sets of data in a goodness of fit test. 

(25) dataset for goodness of fit test: 5 syllable strings 

Syllable structure Pattern number Pattern count 
simple P29 5 
simple P 5 7  12 
simple P 7 9  3 
complex P29 5.4 
complex P 5 7  14.6 
complex P 7 9  0 
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From this test, We find the following: 

(26) chi-sq 3.595 df2 p 0.166 

This test shows us that these two distributions are fiondamentally the same. 

For six-syllable homogeneous strings, the following distribution occurred. 

(27) reading patterns in 6 syllable strings plotted by syllable structure 

Syllable structure Pattern number Pattern count percentage 
simple P24: 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 25% 
simple P 7 3 : 2 ' 3  2 ' 3  2 ' 3  75% 
complex P24: 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 20% 
complex P 7 3 : 2 ' 3  2 ' 3  2 ' 3  80% 

This table reveals that there are only two patterns found in six syllable homogeneous 

strings. Both simple and complex syllables have patterns P24 and P73 although their 

distributions are slightly different. This can be illustrated in the following graph. 

(28) Syllable structure and TTSR : 6 syllable strings 

•IP24 simple 

• P24 complex 

• P 73 simple 

M P 73 complex 

To determine whether they should be considered similar or different, I plot the counts 

against sample size 20. 
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(29) dataset for goodness of fit: six syllable 

Syllable structure Pattern number Pattern count 
simple P24: 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 5 
simple P73:2 '3  2 '3  2 '3  15 
complex P24: 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 4 
complex P73:2 '3  2 '3  2 '3  16 

A goodness of fit test yields the following: 

fiCt)Chi-sq 0.267 dfl p 0.605 

It turns out that the distribution across the two different syllable patterns is similar. 

For seven syllable strings, the following distribution results: 

(31) reading patterns in 7 syllable strings plotted by syllable structure 

Syllable structure Pattern number Pattern coimt (percentage) 
simple P22 5% 
simple P27 15% 
simple P32 10% 
simple P71 70% 
complex P27 13.3% 
complex P32 6.7% 
complex P71 73.3% 
complex P82 6.7% 

There are a lot more patterns for the seven syllable strings, but in the case of both 

complex and simple syllable strings, there is clearly a dominating pattern: P71. This can 

be shown more clearly in a graph. 
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• simple 

M complex 

1WtoO% 11 

>-n-r 

p22 p27 p32 p71 p82 

In this table, the dominating pattern is clear, but it is not clear if these two distribution 

patterns are similar. In order to determine if the patterns are similar, I turn to goodness of 

fit test. 

(33) data for goodness offit test: seven syllable strings 

Syllable structure Pattern number Pattern count (percentage) 
simple P22 1 
simple P27 3 
simple P32 2 
simple P71 14 
complex P27 2.66 
complex P32 1.34 
complex P71 14.6 
complex P82 1.34 

Running the above set in chi-sq test, We find the following:: 

(3^;chi-sql.28 df: 4 p 0.865 

Based on results hsted above, I can observe that these two sets of reading data are 

essentially the same. 
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The conclusion of my statistical analysis is that syllable complexity does not play 

a role in TTSR apphcation for homogeneous strings. 
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3.3 OT Analysis of Homogeneous Nonsense Strings 

In the previous section, I have shovi^n that number of syllables in a string is a key 

determinant in how TTSR is applied. There is a dominating pattern for strings containing 

the same number of syllables. The patterns are recaptured in the following table. 

(35) An overview of TTSR in homogeneous strings 

No. Example strings Example Chinese Reading pattern 
2 wang wang ^ |«| 2'3 
3 jlangjiangjiang ^ ̂  ̂ 2'2'3 
4 jiio jiao jiao jiao -frt m m m m 2'3 2'3 
5 win wan wan wan wan 2'3 2'2'3 
6 J iJ i J i J i J i J i  /L /L /L il /L iL 2'3 2'3 2'3 
7 wu wu wu wu wu wii wu 2£ 2£ 2£ 2l 2l Ii 2l 2'3 2'3 2'2'3 

In this table, 2' denotes an underlying third tone surfacing as a second tone while 3 

denotes an underlying third tone surfacing as a third tone. If we break the table into two 

smaller tables by whether the number of syllables is odd or even, the TTSR pattern is 

apparent. 

(36) TTSR in even number syllables strings 

No. Example strings Example Chinese Reading pattern Pattern with footing 
2 wang wSng N ra 2'3 {2'3} 
4 jiSo jiSo jiao jiao n ^ n n 2'3 2'3 {2'3}{2'3} 
6 J iJ i J i J i J i J i  iL ;L ^ A. ;L ii 2'3 2'3 2'3 {2'3}{2'3}{2'3} 

In this table, it is obvious that in even-numbered strings, TTSR applies to every odd-

numbered position—position 1, position 3 and position 5. If we parse the whole string into 

binary feet, the application is self-evident; all third tones at the left edge of a foot surface 
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as second tones. The complete parsing of syllables into binary feet can be captured by 

two general constraints as proposed in McCarthy and Prince (1993a,b) 

(37) Parse-a: all syllables must be parsed by feet 

Foot Binarity (Ft-bin): Feet are binary at some level of analysis (n,a). 

With these two constraints, all syllables must be grouped into binary feet. An ungrouped 

syllable will violate Parse-a and any feet that are not binary violate Ft-bin. The 

interaction of these two constraints can give us the desired footing structure. I will show 

the parsing of these three even numbered strings in three tableaus. 

(38) Parsing two syllable strings 

l o o /  Parse-a Ft-bin 
{o a} 

* b. a o *1* 
*c. {a} {a} *1* 

For a two-syllable string, no paring incurs two violations of Parse- a and parsing both 

syllables into xmary foot violates Ft-bin. The best way is to parse both syllables into a 

binary foot as shown in output (a). The case for four-syllable strings and six-syllable 

strings are similar. 

(39) Parsing four syllable strings 

/ a a a a /  Parse-a Ft-bin 
(a a} {a a} 

* b. a o a a 
*c. {a} {a}{aa} 
*d. a {o a} a *1* 
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In the above tableau, the best way to parse a four-syllable string is to parse it into two 

binary feet. Any other parsing incurs more violations. 

(40) Parsing four syllable strings 

/ a a a a a a 1 Parse-CT Ft-bin 
{oa}{aa}{aCT} 

*b .  oo  aoaa  * I***** 

*c. {CT} {CT}{ctct } ctct *1* *1* 

*d. CT {CT CT} CT {ct ct} *1* 

Since a six-syllable string can be completely parsed into three binary feet, any other way 

of parsing incurs more violations. 

The parsing of odd-numbered syllable strings is more complicated because of the 

existence of an extra syllable that cannot be perfectly parsed. The data for odd-numbered 

strings are displayed in the following table: 

(41) TTSR patterns for odd number strings 

No. Example strings Example Chinese Reading pattern 
3 jiangjiangjiang # ^ # 2'2'3 
5 wSn wan wan wan wan 2'3 2'2'3 
7 wu wu wii wu wu wu wu 2£ 3L S 2£ 2L 3i 2L 2'3 2'3 2'2'3 

In this table, we can see that the last three syllables in an odd-number string always have 

the TTSR pattern of "2'2'3". The rest of the string—(Number-of syllable - 3) from the left 

edge—still retains the alternation pattern observed in even number strings, namely the 

pattern of "2'3". This indicates that part of the string still takes binary footing and the last 

three syllables need different parsing. Three alternatives are proposed in the following 

table:' 
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(42) Possible footing structure for odd-number syllable strings 

No. Final stranded Pre-final stranded Three syllable foot 
3 {2'2'}3 2'{2'3} {2'2'3} 
5 {2'3}{2'2'}3 {2'3} 2'{2'3} {2'3} {2'2'3} 
7 {2'3}{2'3}{2'2'}3 {2'3} {2'3} 2'{2'3} {2'3}|2'3}{2'2'3} 
Implications {2'3} is retained 

but an account of 
the {2'2'} in the 
last binary foot is 
required 

{2'3} is retained 
everywhere, but another 
rule to specify that a 
stranded syllable in the 
middle must under-go 
TTSR is needed 

{2'3} is observed, but 
the allowance of a 
ternary foot and an 
account of {2'2'3} as 
the output of a ternary 
foot is needed 

The three possibilities are final stranded, pre-final stranded, and a ternary foot at the right 

edge of the string. All these three possible structures are derivable through constraints 

and their rankings. 

(43) Footing structure and constraint ranking 

a. Final stranded: Ft-bin»parse-o »Ahgn(Ft, Left, String Left) 

b. Pre-fmal stranded: Align(String Right, Ft Right), Ft-bin» parse-a»Align(Ft, 

Left, String, Left) 

c. *Unary» parse-a»Ft-bin» Align(Ft, Left, String, Left) 

The question remains whether there is internal or external evidence that prefers one over 

the other. Anticipating my later discussion in this dissertation, I will argue that footing 

structure with syntactically structured inputs supports final-stranded parsing. 

In meaningftil strings with syntactic structure as part of the input, the three 

syllable strings differ in TTSR depending on the syntactic structure. In the table below, I 

use square brackets ([ ]) to denote syntactic bracketing and curly brackets ({}) to mark 

phonological grouping. 
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(44) Three syllable strings with syntactic structure 

Syntactic input TTSR pattern Footing structure 
Binary-left [[33131 2'2'3 {2'2'}3 
Binary-right [3[3311 3 2'3 3{2'3} 

In the above table, we can see that in the Binary-right structure, with a syntactic binary 

unit at the right edge, an input of "[3[33]]" produces the output of" 32'3", not "2'2'3". In 

contrast, the Binary-left structure gives us the output "2'2'3" which is the same as the 

case of homogeneous nonsense strings. One way to capture the difference between these 

two structures is to propose they have different footing structures due to the differences in 

their syntactic structures. The Binary-left structure has a binary foot formed at the left 

edge while the Binary-right structure has its binary foot formed on the right edge. The 

footing structure for Binary-right corresponds to the pre-final stranded structure we have 

come up with for homogeneous footing. As we can see in the case of Binary-right, the 

third tone preceding the binary foot does not undergo TTSR~it remains a third tone. In 

this case, it indicates that if the homogeneous string were parsed in the pre-fmal fashion, 

we would expect a different TTSR pattern than actually occurs. Therefore, I rule out pre-

final parsing as an option for odd number homogeneous strings. 

The ternary foot approach, with elaboration, can go in two directions. If we 

assume that a binary foot is embedded in a ternary foot, we go back to the final stranded 

or pre-final stranded choice. Since we have shown that pre-final stranded does not work, 

we are left with a final stranded syllable. On the other hand, we can assume that a ternary 

foot does not have any internal branching. However, under this assumption, we need to 

motivate the existence of such a structure. Fiirthermore, we need to motivate why "2'2'3" 
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is the only application pattern in a ternary structure and why "3 2'3" is not allowed. In the 

data , I have not found any independent motivation for a ternary foot with no internal 

structure. In addition, in a binary foot, adjacency is easy to capture. For instance, with 

*{33} aligned with a binary foot, consecutive third tones are not allowed. In comparison, 

*{33} in a ternary foot is ambiguous. {323} has two third tones in a ternary foot but these 

two third tones are not consecutive. In terms of representation, a ternary foot is more 

complex than a binary foot. Based on these two reasons—lack of motivation and 

complexity in representation--, a ternary foot is disfavored. 

Having disfavored the other two approaches, I choose final stranded as the 

parsing output for odd-numbered syllable strings. The final-stranded parsing structure 

coincides with the binary-left structure in syntactic input, which consistently yields a 

"2'2'3" as its output. 

I next show how OT gives us the desired parsing structure. In accounting for even 

numbered syllable strings, we have used two well-estabUshed constraints: parse-a and Ft-

bin. These two constraints alone cannot give us the right output as illustrated in the 

following tableau with three-syllable string as an example. 

( 45) Parsing 3 syllable strings with parse- a and Ft-bin. 

/ a CT a/ parse-CT Ft-bin 
•=^a. {a a} a * 

?*b. {a a a} * 

?*c. a{ CT ct} * 

*d. CT O <7 

In the above tableau, we can see that without ranking parse-a and Ft-bin against each 

other, output (a) (b) and (c) are not distinguishable. To rule out a ternary foot, Ft-bin must 
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outrank parse- a. Even with such ranking, there is no way to distinguish final-stranded-

output (a) from pre-final stranded ~ output (c). Output (a) and (c) differs in where the 

binary foot is closer to the left edge of the string or to the right edge of the string. To 

favor output (a), we need to Align binary foot to the left edge of the string. 

(46) Align (Ft L, String L): The left edge of a binary foot is aligned with the 

left edge of a string. 

Like other alignment constraints. Align (Ft L, String L) is evaluated as a gradient 

constraint. An edge that is misaligned is presented as the number of syllables away from 

the left edge. 

The alignment constraint combined with the parse and binarity constraint can 

account for the parsing of odd number syllable strings. The ranking is : 

(47) Ft-bin»parse- a»Align(Ft L, String L) 

I now show how this ranking yields desired resuhs in odd-numbered syllable strings. 

(48) Parsing 3 syllable string with alignment 

l o a d  Ft-bin parse-CT Align(Ft L, String L) 
{a a} a * 

*b. {a a a} *! 

*c. a{ 0 a} * *! 

*d. o a a 
*e. {o}{a a} *! * 

In the above tableau, the use of three constraints and their critical ranking against one 

another predicts the right output. Ranking Ft-bin above parse- a is crucial in ruling out 

output (b), which allows a ternary foot. The alignment constraint is important in ruling 

out (c). In a three-syllable string, the ranking of alignment is not evident because the 
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final-stranded parsing has no violation of alignment and the decision of parsing no 

syllable will yield too many parsing violations. The crucial ranking of parse- a over 

ahgnment works for a three-syllable string and the need of such a ranking becomes 

evident in longer strings. 

(49) Parsing a 5 syllable string with alignment 

/ a a o a a 1  Ft-bin parse-CT Align(Ft L, String L) 
•^a. {a CT} {o a} a * ** 

*b. {a a} {o a a} *! ** 

*c. a{ a a} {a a} * ***1* 

*d. {a a} a CT a >|C4C|H! 

*e. {CT CT} CT{ct ct} * 

In this table, we can see that current ranking can pick out (a) as the optimal output. In (a), 

the left most foot is aligned to the left edge of a string. The second foot is two syllables 

away fi'om the left edge of a string and it incurs two violations of ahgnment. Compared 

with output (a), output (d) has no violation of alignment because the only foot formed is 

ahgned at the left edge of the string. However, not parsing three syllables into a foot 

incurs three violations of alignment. Parse-a needs to be ranked critically higher than 

alignment to rule out output (d). Comparing output (a) with outputs (c) and (e), we can 

see that ahgnment forces all feet to be as close to the left edge of a string as possible. This 

would force the syllable unable to be parsed into binary foot to be at the right edge of a 

string—the situation of final-stranded syllable that we have observed. The alignment 

works the same in strings with seven syllables. 
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(50) Parsing 7 syllable string with alignment 

/ o a a o a a a 1 Ft-bin parse-a Align(Ft L, String L) 
^a. {o a) {a CT} {a a} a * ****** 

*b. {o a} {a a} {a a o} *! ****** 

*c. a{ aa}{aCT}{aa} * *******!** 

*d. {a a} a a a a a )lc sjc 1 He }|c He 

*e. {o CT} {a a} a{a a} *******) 

In this table, we see that the ranking picks out the winning candidate (a) in a similar way 

as in the case of five syllable strings. The best way to parse is to form binary feet as close 

to the left edge as possible. Since we have not ranked Ft-bin against parse-a in the case of 

even-numbered syllable strings, we need to verify that the new constraint set works with 

even-numbered strings. I will demonstrate the ranking with a six-syllable string as an 

example. 

(51) Parsing 7 syllable string with alignment 

/ a o a a o a  /  Ft-bin parse-a Align(Ft L, String L) 
=^a. {a a} {a a} {a a} ****** 

*b. {a a a} {a a a} *1* *** 
*c. a{ aa}{aa}a *1* *** 

*d. {a a} a o a a ** 1** 
*e. {a a} {a a} a a *1* ** 

In this tableau, we can see that the best way to parse is to parse all syllables into binary 

feet as parse- CT outranks alignment. The reduction of alignment violations by way of not 

parsing will incur more parse violations, which is worse than ahgnment violations. 

In the tableau showing the parsing of six syllable strings, we conclude that the 

interaction of Ft-bin, parse-o and ahgnment can give us the desired footing. With the 

footing in place, we need to capture how TTSR actually affects the tonal pattern. Given 
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the parsing structure, we know that there are only two different cases of tone changes in 

homogeneous strings: 

(J2J a. {33}—> {2'3} 

b. {33}3—> {2'2'}3 at the right edge of a string. 

Case (a) can be stated as underlying "33" surfaces as "2'3" if they are grouped in a binary 

foot. More specifically, we can describe this case as when a third tone precedes another 

third tone in the same binary foot, it surfaces as a second tone. Two conditions apply: two 

third tones are grouped in a binary foot; the preceding third tone changes while the 

following one remains a third tone. To clarify this case, we need to point out that 

(53) c. {32}->{32} 

d. {23}—>{23} 

Case (c) simply emphasizes that not all third tones at the left edge of a binary foot change 

to a second tone. There should not be any change when a third tone is not preceding 

another third tone. Case (d) points out that a third tone at the right edge of a binary foot is 

irrelevant if it is not preceded by another third tone. No change should be expected. Case 

(b) {33}3 —> {2'2'}3 is more complicated. It is related to case (a) in that the third tone at 

the left edge of a binary foot is changed to a second tone. It differs from case (a) in that 

the third tone at the right edge of a binary foot also changes to a second tone. It is also 

worth noting that {32} 3 is not a good output for {33}3 although the change of only the 

second third tone avoids consecutive third tones. 

In this analysis, I propose that the TTSR pattern can only be captured with the 

local conjunction of the markedness constraint *{32} and the faithfulness constraint 
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Faith(3). Before I present the analysis with local conjunction, I will show why ranking of 

a single constraint cannot account for the pattern. 

TTSR basically states when a third tone precedes another, the preceding one 

surfaces as a second tone. This, in essence, can be viewed as an appUcation of the 

Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP). Some previous studies on OCP (Alderete 1997, Ito 

& Mester 1998) represent OCP as self-conjunction of a markedness constraint. However, 

neither study points out how to specify which element should undergo change to avoid a 

violation. An intuitive approach is to use alignment to force the change of a specific 

element. I will show why alignment carmot succeed in this case. 

We have observed earher that {33} has never surfaced as a good output. We can 

represent this as local conjunction of markedness of the third tone {*3*3}ft or simply 

represent it as *{33}. I choose the latter for simplicity. 

(54) *{33}: two consecutive third tones are not allowed in a binary foot 

When an underlying third tone surfeces as a second tone, it violates the faithfulness 

constraint. 

(55) Faith(3): an imderlying third tone must surface as a third tone 

To satisfy the alignment constraint, as the preceding third tone changes to a second tone, 

we can formulate this to require that a second tone prefers to be aligned at the left edge 

of a binary foot. 

(56) Align (2,Ft L): All second tones are aligned to the left edge of a foot 
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In the case of {33}3, it is observed that regardless of syntactic structure (or lack of it in 

the case of nonsense strings), consecutive third tones are not allowed at the right edge of 

a string. I will stipulate this requirement as a markedness constraint. 

(57) *33#: consecutive third tones are not allowed at the right edge of a string 

With these basic constraints, I now show how the ranking of a single constraint cannot 

account for the patterns. For convenience of demonstration, I will use the cases (Case (a), 

(b), (c) and (d)) for testing the constraint array. The cases where the constraint rankings 

fail are shaded to enhance clarity of presentation. Different cases are separated with 

double horizontal lines. 

(58) TTSR with Align(2,FtL) 

Input output *{33} *33# Faith(3) Align(2,Ft L) 
{33} ^a.{2'3} * 

*b. {33} *! 

c.{32} * *! 

{32} ®-a.{32} * 

*b.{22'} *! * 

*c.{2'3} *!' 

{23} ^a.{23} 
*b.{22'} *! * 

*c.{32'} *! * 

In this tableau, we need to rank the two markedness constraints--* {33} and *33# —above 

the faithfuhiess constraint; otherwise, faithfulness would not be allowed to be violated in 

' In this case, we have an imderlying second tone surfaces as a third tone, a violation of Faith (2). Such 
violation is never well-formed. As Faith (3) alone is enough to rule out the bad output, I do not put in 
Faith(2) as a constraint. 



order to satisfy markedness. The markedness constraints are also ranked higher than 

ahgnment, otherwise output(d) for {33}3 would have been chosen as the optimal output. 

The comparative ranking of faithfulness and ahgnment is not decidable in this case. The 

current constraint sets fail to account for the {33}3 pattern although it handles the other 

three cases well. The reason for its failure is that {2'2'}3~the desired output-incurs two 

faithfiihiess violations whereas the alternate {32'}3 satisfies the markedness constraint 

with only one faithfulness constraint. One solution would be to add an additional 

markedness constraint *{32}. 

(59) * {32}: a second tone may not follow a third tone in a binary foot 

The problem with this new markedness constraint is that it cannot be ranked against 

faithfiihiess to yield the desired result. If it is ranked above Faith, it generates 

unacceptable output in the input case of {32}. If it is ranked below faith, it yields the 

same result as current constraint ranking. The comparison is given in the following two 

tableaux. In the first tableau, *{32}» Faith(3) 
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( 6 0 )  T T S R  w i t h  A U g n ( 2 , F t L )  a n d  * { 3 2 }  

Input output *{33} *33# Faith(2)' *{32} Faith(3) Align(2,Ft L) 
{33} ^a.{2'3} * 

*b. {33} *! 

c.{32'} *! * * 

{32} ?̂ a.:{32V • • " L ' f; 
??*b.f2'2V ' 

{23} ^a.{23} 
*b.{22'} *! * 

*c.{32'} *! * * 

{33}3 '^a. {2'2'}3 :|c*| * 

*b.{3 2'}3 *! * * 

*c.{33}3 *! * 

*d. {2'3}3 *! * 

As shown in the above tableau, if *{32} is ranked above Faith(3), then an {32} input will 

surface as a {22} output-which never occurs in the language. On the other hand, if *{32} 

is ranked below Faith(3), then {2'2'}3 cannot surface as the most harmonic output for an 

input of {33}3, as shown in the tableau below. 

' Faith(2): an underlying second tone surfaces as a second tone in the output. A second tone never changes 
to a third tone in Mandarin; hence this constraint is ranked high. 
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(61) TTSR with Align(2,FtL) and *{32} 

Input output *{33} *33# Faith(2) Faith(3) *{32} Align(2,Ft L) 
{33} '^a.{2'3} * 

*b. {33} *! 

c.{32'} * *! * 

{32} ^a.{32} * 

*b.{2'2} * 

*c.{2'3} *! * 

{23} ^a.{23} 
*b.{22'} *! * 

*c.{32'} *! * * 

{33p '  f2 '2 '}3  
~ •••-• .-~a BBMj 

??*b.f3-2n3'- •• . ' ' HIH 111̂  ̂
*! f ' ' ' BSAFTAAIEAMMBI 

i '"J •MB 
—• 

By ranking *{32} below Faith(3), we go back to the original state without *{32}~the 

ranking cannot pick {2'2'3} over {32'}3. These tableaux show that Ahgn(2, Ft L) might 

not be the right constraint to give us the right output. 

An alternative to Align(2,Ft L) is Align(3, Ft R). Instead of looking at the 

changed third tone at the surface, we are now turning to the unchanged third tone on the 

surface. This alignment constraint, like its predecessor, cannot give us the right result. 

(62) Align(3,Ft R): all third tones are aligned at the right edge of a foot 
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(63)Compare results with Align(3,FTR) added 

Input output *{33} Faith(2) *33# Faith(3) Align(3, Ft R) 
{33} ^a.{2'3} * 

*b. {33} *! * 

c.{32'} * *! 

{32} '^a.{32} * 

*b.{2'2} 
*c.{2'3} *! 

{23} •^a.{23} He 

*b.{22'} *! 

*c.{32} *! * * 

In this tableau, we can see that using (3, Ft R) gives us the right result in 

{33}-->{2'3} because changing the third tone at the left edge of the syllable satisfies 

ahgnment while changing the third tone at the right edge of the foot incur one violation of 

alignment. In the case of {32}—>{32}, the third tone at the left edge of the foot incurs 

one violation of alignment. Faithfuhiess in this case has to outrank alignment otherwise 

the third tone would have changed to a second tone to satisfy alignment. However, such 

ranking predicts the incorrect output with {33}3. {32'}3 incurs one faithfiihiess violation 

and one alignment violations whereas {2'2'}3~the desired output—incurs two 

faithfulness violations. Align(3, Ft R) is not the solution. Had we ranked alignment 

higher than Faithfulness, we would have got the right output in {33} 3 but the wrong 

output in {32}. The key insight here is that it is not the occurrence of a third tone at a 

certain position that is not allowed, it is a third tone at a position in which it is adjacent to 
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another third tone. Alignment captures positional restrictions but fails to reflect the 

condition on the environment. In the above tableaux, I have shown rankings with 

Align(T, Ft edge), and it is obvious that AHgn(Ft edge, T) could run into similar 

dilemmas when we try to rank them against faithfulness and test them with the four cases. 

Alignment as defined, cannot capture both positional and environmental conditions. 

In using Align(2, Ft L), we have used a negative markedness constraint *{32}. 

We now experiment whether using a positive constraint conforming to the output shape 

can get us the right result. 

(64) 

Input output *{33} *33# Faith(2) Faith(3) {23} 
{33} ^a.{2'3} * 

*b. {33} *! 

c.{32'} * *! 

{32} ^a.{32} * 

*b.{2'2} *1* * 

*c.{23} *! * 

{23} ==-a.{23} 

*b.{22'} *! 

*c.{32'} *! * 

i , {2'2'>3 " 
' "I 

1 • 1̂ 1 • 1 
0 -1  . 2'}3 r . ' "  ̂ * "  j|||||| 
- '«33}3 • . *! • * 

1 lilM 
*dlV2^3}3 ' *! 1 

In the above tableau, we can see that the positive constraint {23} does not contribute to 

getting the right output in {33}3 as the desired output {2'2'}3 does not have the shape of 

{2'3}. 



We have experimented with different type of ahgnment and markedness 

constraints, but none of the ranking of single constraints can give us the desired result in 

all the four test cases. As I have mentioned earlier, the apphcation of TTSR makes 

references both to a precedence relationship - a changed third tone always precedes 

another third tone underlyingly—and to a structural relationship—the left edge of a binary 

foot. A single alignment, faithfiilness or markedness constraint fails to capture both 

conditions in one constraint. Hence, I propose that we need to have a local conjunction of 

the markedness and the faithfulness constraint. 

(65) *{32}&Faith(3): in the local domain of a binary foot, an underlying third 
tone can not surface as a second tone when the change results in its 
following another third tone. 

The local conjunction sets its local domain in a binary foot. It is violated if both 

*{32}and Faith(3) are violated. By definition of the local conjunction, the locally 

conjoined constraint *{32}&Faith(3) should outrank both *{32} and Faith(3). The locally 

conjoined constraint does not specify the relative ranking between the two constraints. 

This constraint is tested with the four test cases. 
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(66) TTSR with locally conjoined constraint 

Input Output *{33} *33# *{32}«& 
Faith(3) 

Faith(2) Faith(3) *{32} 

{33} ^a.{2'3} * 

*b. {33} *! 

*c.{32} *! • * 

*d. {2'2'} 

{32} ^a.{32} * 

*b.{2'2} *! 

*c.{2'3} *! * 

{23} ^a.{23} 
*b.{22'} *! 

*c.{32} *! * * * 

{33}3 ^a. {2'2'}3 >•<« 

*b.{3 2'}3 *! * * 

*c.{33}3 *! * 

*d. {2'3}3 *! * 

In the above tableau, we can see that the local conjunction *{32}&Faith(3) helps us 

select the right output in all four cases. In the case of a {33} input, we can see that {2'3} 

only incurs a faith(3) violation. As it does not violate the *{32}, it does not violate the 

locally conjoined constraint. In the case of {32} input, Faith(3) has to rank critically 

higher than *{32}otherwise the output could have been {2'2}, which avoids a *{32} 

violation while incurring a faith(3) violation. The critical case is {33}3. The desired 

output—(a){2'2'}3~ has two Faith(3) violations. Without the local conjunction, the 

desired output is worse than output (b)~{32'}3, which has only one faith(3) violation 

and a *{32} violation, and *{32}is lower ranked than Faith(3). With locally conjoined 

*{32}&Faith(3) critically higher ranked than Faith(3), output (b)~{32'}3 is ruled out. 
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The key point in the tableau is that a locally conjoined constraint can account for our 

data. 

The local conjunction *{32}& Faith(3) I propose here conjoins two individual 

constraints in the local domain of a binary foot. The *{32} has the left edge third tone as 

its argument and the Faith (3) takes the same third tone as its argument. This conjunction 

meets the requirement of some of previous studies set on local conjunction—local domain 

and shared argument (Lubowiz 1998) but it exceeds the hmit of some others (Ito & 

Mester, Fukazawa 1999) set for local conjunction because the two individual constraints 

come from two different families: markedness and faithfiahiess. I argue that the case of 

TTSR supports Lubowiz(1998), Crowhurst and Hewitt(1997), Morris (2000) in arguing 

that constraints from different families should be allowed to conjoin. 

I have shown how parsing constraints and tonal alternation constraints work 

separately. These two sets of constraints can be integrated to account for TTSR patterns 

in homogeneous nonsense strings. To avoid repetition, I use only the most complex of 

even-numbered and odd-numbered strings—six syllable strings and seven syllable strings-

—for demonstration. The conclusion reached for the longer strings also hold for the 

shorter ones. Our task is to integrate two constraint rankings—parsing and tonal: 

(67) a. Parsing: Ft-bin»Parse- a»Align(Ft,L, Str, L) 
b. Tonal: {33}, 33#,{32}&Faith(3) »Faith(3) >>*{32} 

I will follow the tradition that constraint ranking is transitive unless evidence contradicts 

the original ranking and suggests otherwise. I first experiment with six syllable strings to 

determine a temporary ranking. 
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(68) TTSR in six syllable homogeneous strings 

333333 *{33} *33# *{32} 
& 
Faith(3) 

Ft-
bin 

Parse 
-a 

Align(Ft 
L, Str, 
L) 

Faith 
(3) 

*{32} 

^a.|2'3}{2'3}{2'3} i|c * iC Ik * * *** 

*b. 333333 
*c. {32'}{2'3}{2'3} *! ****** *** * 

*d. 3{2'3}3{2'3} * 1* ***** ** 

*e {333}{32'3} *1* *** * 

* f .  {33}{33}{2'3} ****** * 

*g. {2'3}{2'3}{33} *! * ****** ** 

*h. (2'3}33{2'3} • I* **** ** 

In this tableau, I have found no evidence to rank Ft-bin with the high ranking markedness 

constraints, and so I rank them as equal. The desired output (a)-{2'3} {2'3} {2'3} has six 

alignment violation and three faithfulness violations. Looking at candidate (d), we know 

that Parse-a must outrank Faith(3). In output (d), we can choose to parse four syllables 

and leave two stranded. When they are stranded and in non final positions ( far fi-om the 

right edge of a string), they incur no violations of the markedness constraints. When we 

compare output (a) against output (d), we can see that output (d) has only two Faith(3) 

violations while output (a) has three. Output (d) also has one less alignment violation. But 

output (d) has two parse-o violations while output (a) has none. Ranking parse-a higher 

than Faith, then, will make output (a) better than output (d). As Faith(3)»*{32}, parse-a 

» *{32}. We know parse-a » Faith(3) and parse-o » Align(Ft L, Str L), but at this 

point, the comparative ranking of these two constraints is not decidable. We temporarily 

put alignment above faithfulness. The important point here is that the current ranking 

works for six syllable strings. 
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I now turn to seven-syllable strings. 

(69) TTSR in seven-syllable homogeneous strings 

3333333 *{33} *33# *{32} 
& 
Faith(3) 

Ft-
bin 

Parse 
-a 

Align(Ft 
L, Str, L) 

Faith 
(3) 

*{32} 

^a.{2'3}{2'3}{2'2'}3 * ****** 

*b 3333333 **!***** 

*c. {2'3}{2'3}{2'3}3 *! ****** 

*d. {2'3}{2'3}3{2'3} * >l< >l< 1 

*e {2'3}{2'3}{32'}3 *! *** * * 

*f {2'3}{2'3}{32'3} *! ****** *** 

*g.{2'3}{2'2'}{2'2'}3 * ****** 

In this tableau, we can see that the ranking presented yields the desired output ~(a) 

{2'3}{2'3{2'2'}3. Comparing output (a) with output (b), output (b) has extra parse-a 

violations. Output (c) violates the *33# constraint to avoid one less Faith(3) violation. 

Faith(3), as we have proved in the tonal constraint sub-hierarchy, is critically lower 

ranked than the *33# constraint. Output (d) is a crucial candidate that helps us determine 

the relative ranking between alignment and Faith(3). Output(d), by aligning the final 

binary foot to the right edge, incurs one less Faith(3) violation than output (a). In domg 

so, it has one more ahgnment violations. As output(a) is preferred, we know that 

ahgnment must outrank Faith(3). Output (e) shows the local conjunction constraint is 

important in ruling out {32'}3 as a final output. Output (e) shows the relevance of Ft-bin. 

Notice that as we specify our markedness constraints *{32} and *{33} as apphed to 

binary foot, the pattern in a ternary foot does not violate these markedness constraints. 

Finally (g) shows us that extra conversion of underlying third tone to second tone incurs 

more violations of Faith(3), hence does not give us the optimal output. Faith(3) is 



responsible for excluding unmotivated changes. To sum up, the following constraint set 

and their ranking can account for the TTSR pattern in homogeneous nonsense strings: 

(70) Constraint ranking: Ft-bin, {33}.*33#, *{32}&Faith(3) » parse- o » 
Align (Ft L, Str L)» Faith(3)» *{32} 

To sum up the analysis, I have motivated local conjunction of faithfulness and 

markedness constraints to account for TTSR patterns in homogeneous nonsense strings. It 

is found that the parsing structure as evident in TTSR pattern can be accounted for by 

invoking general purpose Ft-bin, parse- a and alignment constraints. It is also evident in 

the data that TTSR makes reference to a binary foot as its application domain. The right 

edge of the string is also identified as a special domain of attention. To capture the 

application that makes reference both to structural and relational environments, I propose 

that local conjunction of markedness and faithfulness constraints are necessary. 
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In this section, I present data and an analysis of homogeneous nonsense strings. 

The term homogeneous here includes the homogeneity of the segmental structure of 

syllables and that of tones. If we construct nonsense strings that possess two features, 

segmental and tonal, we have four combinations, where the homogeneous strings 

discussed in this section fall into [+Ho,+Ho] with the first denoting segmental structure 

and the second tonal structure. The four possible types are displayed as follows. 

(71) Four types of nonsense strings 

Type Feature Data in Chinese Pinyin Data in Chinese Character 
1 r+Ho,+Hol jiao jiao jiao jiao % 
2 r+Ho,-Hol jiao jiao jiao jiao 
3 [-Ho,+Hol shi ke ta fa mm 
4 [-Ho,-Ho] a 11 ba ma m s. ^ ^ 

Type 1 is the homogeneous string we have discussed in this section. Type 2 differs from 

type 1 in that it includes words of the same segmental structiire but carrying a non-third 

tone, e.g., 'jiao' carries a first tone. Type 3 consists of heterogeneous segmental strings 

that contain only third tone words. And Type 4 strings are made up of heterogeneous 

words  of  d i f fe rent  tones .  In  th is  s tudy ,  I  have  col lec ted  da ta  on  type  1 ,  type  3  and type  4 .1  

found that type 3 and type 4 readings do not show the same overwhelming regularity as 

found in type 1. It is possible that readers attached some ad hoc structure in an attempt to 

interpret these strings and the interaction between words are no longer random but with 

an idiosyncratic preference. Future studies in this direction would have to incorporate 

collocation concerns and balance possibility of ad hoc connections among words. 
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An interesting type in between homogeneous segmental strings and 

heterogeneous strings is a homogeneous string with a different third tone word inserted, 

e.g., 'jiao jiao ta jiao'. Such strings, when systematically designed and tested, may 

provide insightful information on TTSR appUcation as the insertion disrupts a continuous 

pattern. Data on such strings have been collected, and a preliminary study reveals some 

interesting anchoring effects. Such words inserted in certain positions increase the 

percentage of the word preceding it to undergo TTSR as compared with a completely 

homogeneous strings. At this point, however, the data are too hmited for the study to be 

conclusive. 
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CHAPTER IV TTSR PATTERNS IN 
MEANINGFUL STRINGS 

In this chapter, I investigate how TTSR is applied in meaningful and grammatical 

strings. Earlier studies have stated that both syntactic structures and semantic structures, 

i.e., mainly argument structures, affect TTSR appUcations. In this data, I cover a wide 

range of possible combinations of the number of syllables, syntactic structures and 

semantic structures. I have designed strings of three syllables, four syllables, five syllable 

and six syllables. For three, four and five syllable strings, I list most of the possible 

syntactic branching structures. For each structure, I consider cases where the major 

syntactic breaks have a subject predicate relationship, verb object relationship or no 

significant argument structure. For example, for four syllable strings, I have constructed 

five syntactic structures. 

(1) Example tree structure for four syllable strings 

Structure No. Tree Example Gloss 
3 [[Wu cai][ fen bi]] Five color chalk 

4 [Xiao [zhi [lao hu]]] Small paper tiger 

5 [Wo[ [hjie] ni]] I understand you 

6 [[[Shou biao] chang] huo] The watch factory is 
prosperous 

7 [bei [[zan Ian] guan]] North exhibit hall 
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In the above table, I have included all five possible tree structures that one can find in 

four syllable strings. The first one—structure No.3— has a balanced structure. It has two 

branch units at the basic level: the first and the second syllables form one branch and the 

third and the fourth form the other. The major break occurs after the second syllable. 

Structure 4 is a right branching structure. It has only one branching unit at the basic level: 

the third and the fourth level. The highest break occurs after the first syllable. Structure 6 

is a left branching structure, with the highest break occurring after the third syllable and 

the first and second syllables forming the only basic branching unit. Structure 5 has the 

basic unit in the middle and the highest break occurs after the first syllable. Structure 7 

also has the basic unit in the middle, but the highest break occurs after the third syllable. 

For each of these structures, I consider three different argument structures: the subject 

predicate type (SP), the verb object (VO) type and another type that is neither of the 

above-mentioned—which I term non-argument (NA). Examples are given below. 

(2) Example argument structure 

Structure No. Argument type Example strings Gloss 
3 Non argument [Wu cai][ fen bi] Five color chalk 
3 Subject predicate [Zong lil[ yan jiang] Premier makes a speech 
3 Verb object [Da shao] [shui ta] Clean the water tower 

In this above table, I give three examples of syntactic structure No. 3, the balanced tree 

structure. These three examples show different argument structure. For " zong U yan 

jiang", "zongli" is the subject and "yan jiang" is the predicate. For " da shao shui ta", "da 

shao" is the verb and " shui ta" the object. For " wu cai fen bi", "wu cai" is an adjective 

that modifies " fen bi", a noun. Such a relationship is different from both subject 
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predicate and verb object relationship. In this data collection, I utilize most of the 

possible structures on three, four and five syllables, and for each structure, I consider 

these three types of relationships. 

As the number of syllables in a string increases, the number of possible tree 

structures increases rapidly. 

(3J Syllable number and possible tree structures 

Number of syllables Number of possible tree structures 
3 2 
4 5 
5 14 
6 30 

For three and four syllable strings, I exhaustively list all possible tree structures. For five 

syllable strings, I carried out experiments on ten of the 14 possible structures. As there 

are too many possible tree structures for six syllable strings, I sampled only six of the 30 

possible tree structures. 

The experimental procedure is similar to what I have done in the nonsense strings. 

I presented the subjects with strings in Chinese characters, randomized the order of the 

strings for each reader, and asked the reader to produce their readings at their own pace. 

The recorded readings are then transcribed and inputted into a database. 

4.1 Syntactic Structure and TTSR Application 
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For two syllable strings, I find that for all "3 3" input, I have "2'3" as the only 

output, with no exceptions. In other words, in a two-syllable string, a third tone preceding 

another third tone has to undergo TTSR. 
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4.1.1 TTSR in Three Syllable Strings 

For three syllable strings, I have two different tree structures. 

(4) Three syllable syntactic tree structure 

Structure No. 1 2 
Tree 

Example [Gou [yao gou]] f[Ma yi] pao] 
Gloss A dog bites a dog. The ants are running 

In this table, we can see that there are two different structures in three syllable strings. 

Structure 1 is a right branching structure whereas structure two is a left branching 

structure. With structiire 1, the binary unit at the basic level includes the second and the 

third syllable while for structure 2, the binary vinit at the basic level includes the first and 

the second syllable. These two structures produce different readings as shown in the 

following table. 

(5) TTSR distribution in three syllable strings by structure 

Structure 1 Structure 2 
P19:2'2'3 7 23.3% 30 100% 
P118: 3 2' 3 23 76.7% 0 0% 

In this table, we can see that the reading patterns for structure 1 and structure 2 are very 

different. Obviously, for structure 2, P19~" 2' 2' 3" is the only reading pattern. For 

structure 1, however, P19 occurs much less frequently than P118—" 3 2' 3". Running 

chi-square test on the distribution of structure 1 against even distribution. We find the 

following: 
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(6) chi-sq 8.53 df 1 p<0.005 

This shows that the distribution of pattern in structure one is not even and that PI 18 is 

apparently preferred over P19 in this case. The difference between these two patterns is 

more clearly presented in the following graph. 

(7) TTSR distribution in three syllable strings by structure 

TTSR in three syllable strings by 
structure 1 and structure 2 

^Structure 1 

• structure2 

When we consider these two structures, we see that the left syllable in the basic binary 

unit has to undergo TTSR. For structure 2, this applies to the first syllable and for 

structure 1, this apphes to the second syllable. What also seems to be true is that the 

second syllable in a three-syllable string also has to undergo TTSR. Hence, for structure 

2, the only viable pattern is " 2' 2' 3". 

4.1.2 TTSR in Four Syllable Strings 

For four syllable strings, I have five structures, as shown earher. I repeat the table 

here for expositional convenience. 
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(8) syntactic structure in four syllable strings 

Structure No. Tree Example Gloss 
3 [[Wu cai][ fen bi]] Five color chalk 

4 

/7x 
[Xiao [zhi [lao hu]]] Small paper tiger 

5 [Wo[ [hjie] ni]] I understand you 

6 [[[Shou biao] chang] huo] The watch factory is 
prosperous 

7 [bei [[zan Ian] guan]] North exhibit hall 

I will first exam these structures one by one. For structure 3,1 have 

(9) TTSR distribution in Structure 3 

S-number Pattern number Occurrences 
3 P7: 2' 2' 2' 3 3 7.5% 

P66: 2' 3 2' 3 37 92.5% 
In this table, we can see that P66~" 2' 3 2' 3 " - is more fi-equent than P7—" 2'2'2'3". 

Running a chi-square test against even distribution, I find that 

f70^chi-sq 28.9 df 1 p<0.001 

The distribution is not even and apparently P66 is dominating. When we look at structure 

3, we see that there are two binary units at the base level--, the first and the second level 
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form one, and the third and fourth syllables form the other. This is the binary grouping 

that will give us P66. P7 seems to group the four syllables into a large group. I have not 

found any case that violates binary grouping, i.e., grouping the second syllable with the 

third will leave the first syllable unchanged, hence possibly [3 2' 2' 3], which is possible 

with other tree structures. 

For structure 4,1 have the following distribution: 

(11) TTSR distribution in structure 4 

S-number Pattern number Occurrences 
4 P7: 2' 2' T 3 1 2.8% 

/ /X P66: 2' 3 2' 3 26 1A3% / /X 
P162:3 2' 2'3 6 17.1% 
P170:3 3 2'3 2 5.7% 

In this table, we can see that P66~" 2' 3 2' 3 "~is still the most frequent. Running a chi-

square of P66 with other less frequent patterns combined and compared with the even 

distribution, We find the following: 

(12) chi-sq 8.26 df 1 p<0.01 

The distribution is not even and apparently P66 is dominating. However, when we 

compare this structure with structure 3, we can see that there is only one binary unit at the 

base level, which groups the third and the fourth syllables. The syntax does not group the 

first and the second syllables. But in TTSR application, the first and the second syllables 

are still grouped into a binary unit in most cases. It is obvious in TTSR appHcation that 

syntactic binary units are grouped into phonological binary units, but phonological binary 

units are not limited to what the syntax can provide. In the case of structure 4, where 

syntactic grouping leaves the first two syllables ungrouped in binary units, phonological 
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constraints regroup the first two syllables into binary units so that TTSR apply as if they 

have the same structure as that of the last two syllables. 

For structure 5,1 have the following distribution 

{13) TTSR distribution in Structure 5 

S-number Pattern number Occurrences 
5 P7: 2' 2' 2' 3 4 11.5% 

/ \ P162: 3 2'2' 3 31 88.5% 
In this table, we can see that there are two patterns and P162~" 3 2' 2' 3" is the most 

frequent. Runniag a chi-square test, We find the following: 

(14)c\\\-sa^ 20.82 df 1 p<0.001 

The test shows that the distribution of pattern is not even and we observe that PI62 

dominates. Looking at structtire 5, we can see that the binary unit at the base level 

includes both the second and the third syllable, and that explains the unchanged first 

syllable in PI62 and the changed second syllable in PI62. It seems to be the case that 

there is a strong tendency for the second to last syllable to undergo TTSR, independent of 

the grouping. Hence I get P162~" 3 2' 2' 3" where the second and the third syllable 

change. P7 is also a possible pattern for this structure. In this case, all four syllables seem 

to fall into one large grouping. In comparison with the previous two structures, we can 

see that P66—"2'32'3", which dominates in the previous two cases is not even present in 

this structure. We face the ineluctable conclusion that grouping dictated by syntactic 

structure plays a significant role in TTSR application. 
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(15 ) TTSR distribution in Structure 6 

S-number Pattern number Occurrences 
6 P7: 2' 2' 2' 3 8 26.7% 

P66: 2'3 2' 3 21 70% 
/\ \ \ P162:3 2'2'3 1 3.3% 

In this table, we can see that P66~" 2' 3 2' 3" is the most frequent pattern. Running chi-

sq on P66 with other less frequent patterns combined against even distribution, We find 

the following:: 

(16) chi-sq 4.8 df 1 p<0.05 

The distribution of patterns is not even and apparently, P66~"2'32'3"~ dominates. When 

we look closely at structure 6, we can see that the syntactic tree has one binary unit at the 

lowest level that includes the first and the second syllables. The last two syllables are not 

grouped by syntax at the base level. Nevertheless, the pattern of "2'32'3" suggests two 

binary groupings ~[33][33]. 

What is interesting here is the comparison between structure 4 and structure 6. 

These two structures are identical in the way they branch, but are mirror images. 

Structure 4 is right branching whereas structvire 6 is left branching. Both of them have a 

syntactic binary unit at the edge of a string. When we compare TTSR pattern distribution, 

we can see there is a difference between them. 

(17) TTSR pattern in structure 4 and structure 6 

Structure 4 Structure 6 
P7:2' 2' 2' 3 1 2.8% 8 26.7% 
P66: 2'3 2' 3 26 74.3% 21 70% 
P162:3 2'2'3 6 17.1% 1 3.3% 
P170:3 3 2'3 2 5.7% 0 0% 
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In this table, we can see that although both structures have a high frequency of P66, 

structure 4 has PI62 as the second most frequent pattern whereas structure 6 has P7 as the 

second most frequent. It has a clear positional asymmetry. In structure 4, the two 

syllables ungrouped by syntax occur at the left edge of a string. In comparison, structure 

6 has the imgrouped syllables at the right edge of a string. In both structures, the stranded 

syllables will group themselves into a binary unit. But it seems that in the left edge case, 

the first syllable can be left stranded while the second syllable can be grouped with the 

last two in a ternary group. In the case of right edge stranding, the last syllable is never 

left ungrouped. The tendency is to have either a binary unit or to have all syllables in a 

big group. 

For structure 7,1 find the following distribution; 

(18) TTSR pattern in structure 7 

S-number Pattern number Occurrences 
7 P7: 2' 2' 2' 3 6 20% 

P66: 2'3 2' 3 2 6.7% 
P162: 3 2'2' 3 22 73.3% 

In this table, we can see that there are three patterns occurring with structure 7 and PI62 

is the most frequent one. Running a chi-square test on this table with the P66 and P7 

combined, we find the following: 

(19) chi-sq 6.53 df 1 p<0.05 

The distribution is not even and obviously P162~" 3 2' 2' 3" dominates. PI62 has a base 

level binary unit that includes both the second and the third syllable. Looking at the 

occurring patterns, we can see that the third syllable has to undergo TTSR. 
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I now compare structure 7-[3 [[33]3] ] with structure 5~[ [3[33]] 3]. Both have a 

similar branching but differ in the direction of branching. Both structure 7 and structure 5 

have a syntactic binary unit that includes the second and the third syllables. The 

difference is in the direction of attachment. In structure 5, the binary unit attaches to the 

right branch and the major break in the string occurs after the first syllable. In structure 7, 

the binary unit attaches to the left branch, and the major break in the string occurs after 

the third syllable. 

(20) TTSR pattern in Structure 7 and Structure 5 

Pattern number Structure 7 Structure 5 
P7: 2' 2' 2' 3 6 20% 4 11.5% 
P66: 2'3 2' 3 2 6.7% 0 0% 
P162: 3 2'2' 3 22 73.3% 31 88.5% 

Different as they might look, these two structures produce similar reading patterns. Both 

have P162—"3 2'2'3" as dominating and P7~"2'2'23" as the second most frequent. A 

goodness of fit test shows that these two distributions are basically the same. The 

difference seems to lie in the fact that P66 does occur in structure 7 and is absent in 

structure 5. Due to the low occurrence rate, I cannot determine whether this gap is 

meaningful or accidental. 

I now present an overview of all the patterns in the following graph. 
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(21) Overview of TTSR in four syllable strings by structure 

TTSRin four syllable strings by structure 

100.00% 
80.00% 
60.00% 
40.00% 
20.00% 

0.00% 

• structure 3 

• structure 4 

• structure 5 

• structure 6 

• structure 7 P7 P66 P162 P170 

In this table, we can see that for structures 3, 4 and 6, P66"" 2' 3 2' 3 " is the dominating 

pattern. However, P66 is either absent or rare in other structures, e.g., structures 5 and 7. 

For structure 5 and 7, P162~" 3 2' 2' 3"~ is dominating, a pattern that is rare or absent in 

the other structures. PI70 is very rare in general. P7 occurs in all five structures but it 

never dominates. For four syllable strings, I can make the following observations: 

• Syllable number does not determine reading patterns as it does in the case of 
homogeneous strings 

• Syntactic binary units are reahzed as phonological binary units—binary feet—for 
TTSR application 

• Phonological binary units, even though they can be derived from syntactic binary 
units, are not limited to what syntactic grouping prescribes. Phonological binary 
units can contain syllables not grouped together by syntax, e.g., in the right 
branching structure—[3[3[33]]], TTSR pattems suggests a grouping of 
{2'3} {2'3}where the first two syllables are grouped into a binary foot. 

I conclude that differences in structure, especially in the binary groupings at the lowest 

level, do affect TTSR application pattern. 
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4.1.3 TTSR in Five Syllable Strings 

I now present the findings in five syllable strings. There are a total of 14 possible 

structures in five syllable strings. In data collection, ten are covered. The patterns are as 

follows; 

(22) Sentence structures in jive syllable strings 

Structure No. Tree Example Gloss 
8 [Shang wu] 

[kao[ fa yu]] 
To take French exam at 
noon 

9 [[Zheng li] 
hao][ cao gao] 

To sort out the drafts 

10 
[[[[Jiu bai] 
tong ]jiu 
]shao] 

Nine hundred barrels of 
wine are not enough 

11 [Gou[ yao[ li 
[zong tong]]]] 

A dog bites president 
Li 

12 
[[[Jia deng][ 
tie ban ]]hao] 

Iron board of fnst 
grade is good 

13 
[Mai[[ wu ba 
][tiechi]]] 

To buy five iron rulers 

14 
[[Nu [dao 
yan] ][du ma]] 

The woman director 
bets on horse 

15 [[Suo qu] 
[[cai 
fang]biao]] 

To ask for an interview 
form 

16 
[Da[ leng [[xi 
Ian] shui]]] 

To get cold water for 
washing one's face 

17 
[[Dang [xiao 
[zhu zhang] 
]]hao] 

The leader in the small 
party team is good 
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In this table, we can see that the structures are more complex than in four syllable strings. 

We could have one binary unit or two units. And the relative positions of the unit(s) in 

the string differ from structure to structure. For these ten structures, we can divide them 

into five pairs. Each pair looks similar in branching structure and they are mirror images. 

I will go over TTSR reading patterns in these pairs one by one. 

The first pair includes structure 8--[[33] [3[33]]] and structure 9~[[33]3] [33]]. These two 

structures have two binary units at the base level. The binary units are located at the 

edges of the strings. The structures differ in the branching direction of the third syllable. 

In structure 8, it groups with the last two syllables and the major break occurs after the 

second syllable, whereas in structure 9, the third syllable groups with the first two 

syllables and the major break occurs after the third syllable. 

For structure 8,1 find the following distribution of patterns; 

(23) TTSR distribution in structure 8 

Structure No. Tree Pattern Number Percentage 
8 

xTv 
P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 11 36.7% 8 

xTv P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 9 30% 
8 

xTv P93: 2' 3 3 2' 3 10 33.3% 

In this table, we can see that there are three reading patterns in structure 8 and the 

distribution of these patterns is very even. In fact running a chi-sq test against even 

distribution, We find the following: 

(24) chi-sq 0.2 df 2 p=0.9 

The test shows us that the distribution is even. What is common among these patterns is 

the application of TTSR to the first and the fourth syllables, which are grouped by syntax 
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to be at the left edge of binary units. It is obvious that phonological grouping still 

observes syntactic binary grouping. These three patterns differ in the pattern of the 

second and the third syllable. In P29—" 2' 2' 3 2' 3 the third syllable carries a third 

tone while the second syllable changes to a second tone. In P57—" 2' 3 2' 2' 3", the 

second syllable carries a third tone while the third syllable changes to a second tone. In 

P93—" 2'3 3 2' 3", both the second and the third syllable carry a third tone. It seems that 

in the case of consecutive third tones in the middle of a string, we are given three choices: 

• Keep both third tones and they can be adjacent; 
• Change the preceding third tone to avoid consecutive third tones; 
• Change the following third tone if it follows a third tone underingly to avoid 

consecutive third tones 

It is apparent that when syntactic binary units are not in place, TTSR seems to be optional 

in the middle of a string. 

For structure 9,1 find the following distribution: 

(25) TTSR distribution in structure 9 

Structure No. Tree Pattern Number Percentage 
9 

/<:CX. 
P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 35 100% 

This table shows a very surprising result. For structure 9~[[[33]3] [33]], there is only one 

reading pattern, P29~" 2' 2' 3 2' 3 ". The first, the second and the fourth syllables all 

undergo TTSR. Given binary syntactic grouping, we know that the first and the fourth 

syllables are left of a binary phonological unit and they should change to a second tone. 

However, the third syllable is not constrained by biaary unit and it should have shown 

optional application as the third syllable in structure 8~[[33] [3[33]]] if syntactic binary 
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structure were the only constraint. The differences between these two structures are better 

captured in the following chart: 

(26) TTSR in Structure 8 and 9 

TTSR in five syllable strings: 
structure 8 and 9 

120.00% 

100.00% 

80.00% 

60.00% 
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B 
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20.00% 

0.00% 
-20.00% 
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P29 P57 pg3 

As shown in this graph, the even spread of patterns in structure 8 contrasts with the sole 

dominance of P29—"2'2'32'3"~ in structure 9. 

If we extend phonological grouping to ternary structures sensitive to syntactic 

ternary structxjres, it is possible to explain the difference between structure 8~[[33] 

[3[33]]] and structure 9—[[[33]3] [33]] as a structural difference. In structure 8-[[33] 

[3[33]], the third syllable is grouped with the last two syllables. In other words, it 

precedes a binary foot in a ternary structure, whereas in structure 9~[[[33]3] [33]], the 

third syllable is grouped with the first two syllables, which means it follows a binary foot 

in a ternary structure. In this analysis, the TTSR patterns show that in [3[33]], the 

appUcation of TTSR to the extra binary foot syllable is optional. In comparison, the 

application of TTSR to the extra binary foot syllable in a structure of [[33]3] is 

obligatory. TTSR is not only sensitive to syntactic binary grouping but also to the 

direction of branching in syntactic ternary groupings. 
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I now present structures 10 and 11 as a pair. Both structure 10 and 11 have only 

binary unit at the base level and this binary unit is at the edge of the string. Structure 10 is 

left branching and structure 11 is right branching. 

For structure 10,1 have the following distribution; 

(27) TTSR distribution in structure 10 

Structure No. Tree Pattern Number Percentage 
10 P6; 2' 2' 2' 2' 3 3 10% 

P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 10 33.3% 
P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 12 40% 

\ \ \ P93: 2' 3 3 2' 3 2 6.7% 
P120: 3 2' 3 2' 3 3 10% 

The patterns in structure 10~[[[[33]3]3]3]—are varied. We have a total of five patterns 

and among them, P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 and P29~" 2' 2' 3 2' 3 " are the more frequent ones. 

In both of these patterns, the first and the fourth syllable undergo TTSR. They differ in 

whether the third syllable changes. At this point, we are not sure whether the difference 

in pattern results from a difference in grouping or from the optional application of TTSR. 

I now present the pattern found with structure 11 

(28) TTSR distribution in structure 11 

Structure No. Tree Pattern Number Percentage 
11 P6: 2' 2' 2' 2' 3 1 3.3% 

P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 8 26.7% 
P 5 7 : 2 ' 3  2 ' 2 ' 3  5 16.7% 

X / / / ^ P 9 3 : 2 ' 3  3  2 ' 3  12 40% 
P120:3 2'3 2'3 3 10% 
P160: 3 2' 2' 2' 3 1 3.3% 
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In this table, we again observe complexity. Among the six patterns that surface, three are 

relatively more frequent: P93--" 2' 3 3 2' 3 P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 and P57-" 2' 3 2' 2' 3". 

These patterns are parallel with those of structure 8~[[33] [3[33]]], in which we observe 

that the variations in pattern result from optional application of TTSR to the syllable 

preceding a binary foot in a ternary structure. 

Structures 10 and 11 are similar in their complexity but differ in their pattern of 

distributions, as shown in the following graph. 

(29) TTSR in structure 10 and 11 

TTSR in five syllable strings: structures 10 and 11 

^Structure 10 

• structure 11 

P6 P29 P57 P93 P120 P160 

In this graph, we see that both left branching structure 10 and right branching structure 11 

have a lot of variation in TTSR applications. When the syntax does not provide a clean 

cut grouping structure, phonological structure displays a lot of variations. Given the 

variations, however, the two observations we have made earlier are rarely violated: 

• The second to last syllable undergoes TTSR 
• The syllable at the left edge of a binary unit undergoes TTSR. 

We now present findings with structure 12-[[33][33]3] and 13~[3[33][33]]. Both 

structure 12 and structure 13 have two binary units and one stranded syllable at the edge. 

They differ in the branching direction. Structure 12 is left branching with the stranded 

syllable at the right edge, whereas structure 13 is right branching with the stranded 
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syllable on the left. For structure 12—[[33][33]3, I find the following distribution of 

TTSR pattern. 

(30) TTSR distribution in structure 12 

Structure No. Tree Pattern Number Percentage 
12 P6; 2' 2' 2' 2' 3 2 6.7% 

P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 27 90% 

• k a \ 
P 9 3 : 2 ' 3  3  2 ' 3  1 3.3% 

In this table, we can see that there are three reading patterns and obviously, P57~" 2'3 

2'2' 3" - is the dominant one. This pattern is what I expect given the syntactic grouping 

and the observation that the second to last third tone would undergo TTSR with or 

without syntactic grouping. 

(31) TTSR distribution in structure 13 

Structure No. Tree Pattern Number Percentage 
13 P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 7 23.3% 13 

P120:3 2'3 2'3 23 
76.7% 

This table shows data on the distribution of patterns with structure 13, a structure 

different from structure 12 in direction. There are only two reading patterns in this group, 

P29—" 2' 2' 3 2' 3 " and P 120~"3 2' 3 2' 3". And P120 is much more frequent than P29. 

Running a chi-square test against even distribution gives us the following: 

(32) chi-sq 8.53 df 1 p<0.01 

The test shows us that the distribution is not even, and obviously P120~"32'32'3" 

dominates. P120 conforms to what the syntactic grouping would have given us—[3] 

[33][33]: the last four syllables form two binary units and TTSR apphes to change the 

syllable at the left edge of the binary foot. Comparing the patterns of structure 12 and 
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structure 13, we observe the position of the stranded syllable contributes to the final 

pattern of TTSR apphcation. With a stranded syllable at the right edge, the second to last 

syllable, which is at the right edge of a binary foot, must undergo TTSR. In contrast, the 

syllable at the left edge does not seem to affect the apphcation of TTSR much. The 

difference of pattern distribution is captured in the following graph. 

(33J TTSR in structure 12 and 13 

TTSR in five syllabie strings: structure 12 and 13 

100.00% -| 

80.00% -

60.00% • - - - h • structure 12 

40.00% 1 • structure 13 

20.00% • — h 
0.00% -1 

P6 P57 F29 P93 PI 20 

In this graph, we can see that although structure 12 and structure 13 differ only in their 

syntactic structure, the patterns they generate in TTSR reading are vastly different. Not 

only do they differ in dominating patterns, but also they generate less frequent patterns 

that are all distinct. Directionality, in this case, makes a big difference. 

I now move on to structures 14—[[3[33] [33]] and 15—[[33] [[33]3]]. These two 

patterns, like other previous pairs, share similar branching structure and differ in direction 

of branching. Both patterns have two binary units at the base level and a stranded syllable 

at the edge. For structure 14, the stranded syllable is at the left edge whereas for structure 

15, the stranded syllable is at the right edge. Comparing these two structures with 

structure 12 and 13 , we can see that they look similar too. However, in this pair, one of 
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the binary unit is closer to the stranded syllable than to the other binary unit. In the 

previous pair, binary units are closer to each other than to the stranded syllable. I will first 

present structures 14 and 15, and compare their differences and then compare this pair 

with the pair of structures 12 and 13. 

(34) TTSR in structure 12 and 13 

Structure No. Tree Pattern Number Percentage 
14 P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 7 23.3% 14 

P120:3 2'3 2'3 23 
76.7% 

This table shows the patterns found with structure 14. Of t le two occurring patterns-

PI20 and P29, PI20 is obviously more frequent. A chi-square test shows that this 

distribution is not random. And obviously, P120 dominates. P120—" 3 2' 3 2'3"—matches 

the binary units that the syntax provides. The two syllables at the left edge of the 

syntactic binary unit—the second and the fourth syllables— undergo TTSR while the 

others remain third tone. 

(35) TTSR distribution in structure 15 

Structure No. Tree Pattern Number Percentage 
15 P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 30 100% 

This table shows the pattern distribution with structure 15~[[33] [[33]3]]. This structure 

has a uniform pattern of P57~" 2' 3 2' 2' 3". The two syllables at the left edge of binary 

units undergo TTSR and the second to last syllable, though at the right edge of a binary 

structure, undergoes TTSR. The difference ia these two structures is recaptured in the 

following graph; 
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(36) TTSR in structure 14 and 15 

TTSR In five syllable strings: structure 14 
and 15 

Bstructure14 

• structurelS 

In this graph, we can see that these two patterns produce completely different readings. 

Structure 15~[[33] [[33]3]] has only one reading pattern while structure 14—[[3[33] [33]] 

has two. But the two structures do not have any pattern in common. 

I now compare this pair of structures with structures 12 and 13. 

(37) comparative tree structures: 12 versus 15 and 13 versus 14 

Structure No. 12 15 13 14 
Tree 

/K 
In this table, structure 12 is similar to 15, and 13 is similar to 14. Their difference is in the 

proximity of the middle binary unit with the stranded syllable. In 12 and 13, the binary 

unit is close to the other binary unit in the sjmtactic structure. To group the stranded 

syllable with the binary unit without incorporating the other binary unit would be against 

syntactic branching. In 14 and 15, in comparison, the middle binary unit—the second and 

the third syllable - is closer to the stranded syllable than to the binary unit. In this case, 

grouping the stranded syllable with the binary unit will be in accordance with syntactic 

branching. If syntactic branching were strong at this level, then we would expect to see a 
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difference in pattern distribution. I now compare their distribution of patterns in the 

following graph. 

(38 ) TTSR pattern comparison: 13 versus 14 and 12 versus 15 

TTSR In five syllable strings : structure 13 and 14 TTSR in five syllable strings stnicture 12 and 15 

Qstiucture 13 

Bstructure 14 

•structure 12 

•stmcture IS 

In these two graphs, we can see that the pattern distribution between these two pairs is 

nearly identical. In the case of structure 13 and 14, there is an exact match in frequency 

of occurrence. In the case of 12 and 15, we can see that the dominating pattern in both 

structures is P57. In fact, the non-dominating patterns in structure 12 are so rare, they 

might very well occur by chance as indicated by a goodness of fit test. In other words, 

these two distributions are very much the same. The comparison across these two pairs 

shows us that syntactic proximity in this case is not significant at all. TTSR application is 

not affected by syntactic proximity in this case. 

I now present the patterns of structure 16~[3 [3 [[33]3] ]] and 17~[[[3[33]] 3] 3]. 

These two patterns have only one binary unit and it is located one syllable from the edge. 

In structure 16~[3 [3 [[33]3] ]], the binary unit is close to the right edge, and for structure 

17~[[[3[33]] 3] 3] the binary unit is close to the left edge. These two patterns, like other 

pairs, are similar in branching but different in the directionality of branching. 

For structure 16--[3 [3 [[33]3] ]], I fmd: 
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(39) TTSR distribution in structure 16 

Structure No. Tree Pattern Number Percentage 
16 P6: 2' 2' 2' 2' 3 2 6.7% 

P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 1 3.3% 
P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 24 80.0% 
P120:3 2'3 2'3 1 3.3% 
P160:3 2'2'2'3 1 3.3% 
P168:3 3 2'2'3 1 3.3% 

There are six reading patterns in structure 16, but five of them are very infrequent and 

P57~2' 3 2' 2' 3 is the most frequent. Running a chi-square with the less frequent 

patterns combined against even distribution, We find the following: 

(40) chi-sq 10.8 dfl p<0.01 

The test shows that the distribution is not even. Obviously, P57~" 2' 3 2' 2' 3" 

dominates. In this pattern, we know that the third syllable changes because it is at the left 

edge of a binary unit; the fourth syllable changes because it is the second to last syllable. 

The change of the first syllable is neither constrained by the binary grouping forced by 

syntax nor by a positional constraint. As the fnst and the second syllable are left stranded, 

they very likely form another binary foot. 

For structure 17~[[[3[33]] 3] 3], I find the following distribution: 

(41) TTSR distribution in structure 17 

Structure No. Tree Pattern Number Percentage 
17 P 6 : 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 3  4 13.3% 

P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 2 6.7% 
P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 5 16.7% 

^ \ \ \ P120: 3 2' 3 2' 3 13 43.3% 
P160: 3 2' 2' 2' 3 6 20.0% 
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Six reading patterns are fovind with the above structure. Although the distribution is 

spread out, P120~"32'32'3" is comparatively more frequent. In this pattern, the second 

syllable undergoes TTSR as the left edge syllable of a binary foot and the fourth syllable 

changes, as it is the second to last. 

Obviously, the readings in these two structures are quite different. The differences are 

presented visually in the following graph. 

(42) TTSR pattern in structure 16 and 17 

TTSR pattern in five syllable strings; 
structure 16 and 17 

^structure 16 

• structural? 

P6 P29 P57 P120 P160 P168 

This graph shows that both structures have quite a number of reading patterns. For 

structure 16~[3 [3 [[33]3] ]], the distribution of the pattern is quite concentrated and P57-

-"2'32'2'3" dominates. For structure 17~[[[3[33]] 3] 3], the patterns are more spread out 

and pattern P120—"32'32'3" is only comparatively more frequent. 

In five syllable strings, I have covered 10 different sentence structures, from 

structure 8 to structure 17. For five syllable strings, there are seven different reading 

patterns, some more frequent than the others. The overall distribution of patterns in five 

syllable strings is shown in the following graph: 

(43) TTSR in Jive syllable strings 
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TTSRin five syllable strings: overview 

4 

3 

2 — 

1 

0 a. n 

I overall percentage 

P6 P29 P57 P93 P120 P160 P168 

From this graph, we can see that P29~2' 2' 3 2' 3, P57—2' 3 2' 2' 3 , and P120~ 3 2'3 2' 

3 are quite frequent and P168- 3 3 2' 2' 3, P6- 2' 2' 2' 2' 3, P160- 3 2' 2' T 3, and 

are comparatively rare, especially PI68— 3 3 2' 2' 3. P93~ 2' 3 3 2' 3 is moderately 

frequent. The frequent patterns are not equally common across all structures, nor are the 

rare patterns equally rare. Their distribution is subject to the influence of syntactic 

structures. I examine the distribution against the most frequent pattern found with each 

structure. Along with the distribution, I speculate on the phonological structures that 

mostly naturally yield the TTSR pattern in discussion. 

(44) TTSR in five syllable strings 

Pattern number Most frequent structure dominating Phonological grouping 
P6: 2' 2' 2' 2' 3 none none {3 3 3 3 3} 
P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 S 8 , 9  9 {  3  3  3  U 3 3 }  
P57; 2' 3 2' 2' 3 SIC, 12, 15, 16 12, 15, 16 { 3 3  }  {  3  3  3  }  
P93: 2' 3 3 2' 3 S 11 none {3 3} {3} {3 3} 
P120:3 2'3 2'3 S 13,14 13, 14 { 3 }  { 3 3 }  { 3 3 }  
P160:3 2'2'2'3 none none {3} { 3 3 3 3} 
P168:3 3 2'2'3 none none { 3 }  { 3 }  {  3  3  3 }  
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In this table, I confirm what has been shown in the previous graph; some patterns are 

frequent while others are rare. The rare patterns include P6, PI60 and PI68. They are rare 

in the sense that they are never frequent in any of the patterns and their overall 

occurrence rate is quite low as well. If we look at their phonological grouping structure, 

they either involve a large grouping, i.e., grouping of more than three syllables as in P6 

and PI68; or they have too many isolated syllables that could have been grouped, as in 

P168. All the frequent patterns show a strong tendency of binary or ternary grouping. 

Both P57 and P29 have complete parsing, where every syllable is either in a binary group 

or a ternary group. P 93 and P 120 have two binary units and one isolated syllable. The 

comparison between frequent and non-frequent patterns shows us that the tendency of 

binary and ternary grouping is quite strong in five syllable strings where the tendency of 

large grouping is weak. 

In five syllable strings, the position where an isolated syllable can occur is also 

constrained. In all seven patterns, we can see that it can occur either on the left edge, e.g., 

P120 and P160; or it can occur in the third position as in P93. We never have a 

ungrouped syllable in the right edge or in the fourth position. This points to an 

asymmetry in the directionality. The grouping tendency is not the same at the left edge 

and the right edge for TTSR. 

The distribution of patterns in five string syllable has also confirmed a fmding we 

made with four syllable strings, namely that syntactic structure does affect TTSR. 

Different structures produce different distributions of reading patterns. I show the actual 

distribution in the following graph. 
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(45) TTSR in five syllable strings: structure 8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16 and 17 
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In this graph, we can see that the pattern distributions vary from structure to structure. 

Some patterns are more common for all structures. P29~ 2' 2' 3 2' 3 occurs in eight of 

the ten structures. P57— 2' 3 2' 2' 3 occurs in seven of the ten structures and P120—3 2' 3 

2' 3 in six of the ten. In contrast, some reading patterns occur only with a very small 

subset of the structures. For instance, P168 ~ 3 3 2' 2' 3 occurs in one out of ten 

structures and P160— 3 2' 2' 2' 3 in three of the ten structures. The frequency of these 

patterns across structures also varies considerably. For instance, structure 9- [ [33]3] 

[33]] has a high frequency in P29~ 2' 2' 3 2' 3 while structure 16-[3[3 [[33]3]]] has a 

very low frequency. All of these observations point out that syntactic structure is an 

important factor in determining how TTSR appUes. 
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4.1.4 TTSR in Six Syllable Strings 

I now present my findings with six syllable structures. I discuss six of the 30 

possible tree structures. These structures reveal how non-peripheral branching structures 

£ind directionality affect TTSR application. The structures and examples are presented in 

the following table: 

(46) Six syllable sentence structures 

Structure 
no. 

Tree Example Gloss 

18 [[[Jiu guan] 
[ lao ban]] 
[du ma]] 

The owner of the 
inn bets on horses 

19 [[Jian shao] 
[[ jiu zhong] 
[chan pin]]] 

To reduce nine 
products 

20 [[[Guan h] hao] 
[xiao [gang kou]]] 

To manage the 
small harbor 

21 [[[Fa yu] zhu] 
[[cai fang] wo]] 

The French team 
interviews me 

22 [Lu [zong tong] ] 
[[jiang 
[ shui hu]]] 

President lu 
Talks about Shui 
Hu 

23 [[Sheng[ dang 
wei]] 
[ guan h ]chang]]] 

The provincial 
party committee 
manages the 
factory 
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We see in this table that in six syllable strings, there can be two binary units or three 

binary units and their proximity to each other varies from structure to structure. I will 

discuss the reading patterns of these structures in three pairs. 

Both structure 18--[[[33][33]] [33]] and structure 19--[[33] [[33][33]]] have three 

binary units. They differ in the branching direction of the second binary unit. In structure 

18~[[[33][33]] [33]], the second binary unit is closer to the first binary unit than to the 

last; in structure 19~[[33] [[33][33]]], in contrast, the second binary unit is closer to the 

last binary unit than to the first. In the readings of structure 18—[[[33][33]] [33]], I find 

the distribution displayed in the following table: 

(47) TTSR distribution in structure 18 

S N o .  Tree Pattern Number Percentage 
18 

P l l :  2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 3  2 ' 3  1 5% 
18 

P73: 2' 3 2' 3 2' 3 19 95% 

In this table, we can see that there are only two reading patterns, and P73 —" 2' 3 2' 3 2' 

3" obviously dominates. P73 obeys binary grouping—every binary group specified by the 

syntax is a phonological group in TTSR application. The syntactic proximity does not 

group the first four syllables together. Pll— 2' 2' 2' 3 2' 3 groups the last two syllables 

into a binary unit and the first four into a large group. Here, syntactic proximity seems to 

play a role. However, as Pll is so rare, compared to P73, the evidence for syntactic 

proximity forcing phonological grouping is not very strong here. I now present the 

distribution associated with structure 19—[[33] [[33][33]]], where the middle binary unit 

is closer to the last two syllables. 
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(48) TTSR distribution in structure 19 

S N o .  Tree Pattern Number Percentage 
19 

P l l :  2 '  2 '  2 '  3  2 '  3  3 8.6% 

/A P73; 2'3 2' 3 2' 3 32 91.4% 

In this table, we have two reading patterns, the same situation we have with structure 18, 

and again P73—2' 3 2' 3 2' 3 is the dominating pattern. P73~ 2' 3 2' 3 2' 3 obeys binary 

grouping and Pll~2'2'2'32'3 groups the first four syllables into a large grouping and 

the last two syllables form a binary group. As I pointed out before, in structure 19 —[[33] 

[[33][33]]], the middle binary unit is closer to the last two syllables than to the first two. 

If syntactic proximity plays a role here, we would expect to see a pattern where the first 

two syllables are grouped together and the last four syllables are grouped together~[ 3 3] 

[ 3 3 3 3 ], which will yield a reading pattern of [ 2' 3 2' 2' 2 3]. This pattern is absent in 

the reading patterns we find. We can also observe that Pll is slightly more fi"equent in 

Structure 19 than in structure 18. However, a goodness of fit test I performed shows that 

these two distributions are fiindamentally the same. I can therefore conclude that in 

structure 18-[[[33][33]] [33]] and structure 19 -[[33] [[33][33]]], the structural 

organization of the middle binary unit does not play a significant role in TTSR 

apphcation. 

I now explore whether the proximity of a middle stranded syllable with respect to 

two binary units plays a significant role in structiire 21—[ [[33]3] [[33]3] ] and structure 

22-[ [3[33]] [3[33]] ]. 

(49) TTSR distribution in structure 21 
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S N o .  Tree Pattern Number Percentage 
21 P5: 2'2'2'2'2'3 1 3.3% 

P24: 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 26 86.7% 

P119:3 2'3 2'2'3 3 10% 

In this table, I have three reading patterns and obviously P24~" 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 " is the 

dominating one. It is obvious that P24—" 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 " does not assume complete 

binary grouping -{33} {33} {33}, which yields a pattern of {2'3} {2'3} {2'3}. The pattern 

—" 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 " suggests that the grouping is {3 3 3} {3 3 3}. In structure 21—[ 

[[33]3] [[33]3] ], we can see that syntax groups the first syllable with the second syllable, 

and the fourth syllable with the fifth syllable. As we observed in five syllable strings, 

when the last syllable is not grouped by syntax, it will nevertheless be grouped by 

phonology and the second to last third tone will undergo TTSR. Such an observation also 

holds for six syllable strings. In all three reading patterns in this table, the second to last 

syllable undergoes TTSR. In P24~2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3, we can also see that the third syllable is 

grouped with the first two syllables into a ternary unit. There are two possible 

explanations as to why it is not grouped with the last three syllables: 

• If it were grouped with the last three syllables, then it would form a four 
syllable unit, which is almost always too large in this language 

• The syntactic branching makes it closer to the first two units than to the last 
three. 

However, neither the syntax nor the phonology can prevent the third syllable from 

standing alone so that a grouping of [ 3 3 ] [3] [ 3 3 3] would result; but we have not 

observed a pattern of" 2' 3 3 2' 2' 3" associated with this structure. This suggests to us 

that phonological grouping is also sensitive to ternary grouping in some structures. 
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The patterns for structure 22~[ [3[33]] [3[33]] ] are more diverse: 

(50) TTSR distribution in structure 22 

S N o .  Tree Pattern Number Percentage 
22 P24: 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 1 5% 

P40; 2' 2' 3 3 2' 3 3 15% 

. / A  /  / \  P119:3 2'3 2'2'3 4 20% 
P125:3 2'3 3 2'3 11 55% 
P163:3 2'2'3 2'3 1 5% 

Structure 22~[ [3[33]] [3[33]] ] groups the second and the third syllable, and the fifth and 

the sixth into binary units. The first syllable and the fourth syllable are ungrouped. 

Syntactically, the fourth syllable is closer to the last two syllables than to the preceding 

one. Among the five possible reading patterns, P125~" 3 2' 3 3 2' 3 " is comparatively 

more frequent. The consecutive third tones in the middle suggest that the fourth syllable 

is not grouped with the third. Based on the pattern, I am not sure whether it is grouped 

into a ternary structure or left stranded. Comparing the reading patterns of structure 22-[ 

[3[33]] [3[33]] ] with those of structure 21-[ [[33]3] [[33]3] ], we can see that in 

structure 21, in most cases the middle stranded syllable is grouped with the preceding 

binary unit. Such a grouping forces the preceding syllable to undergo TTSR. In structure 

22, there is no direct evidence in the TTSR pattern bearing on the grouping of the middle 

stranded syllable. 

I now present two other structures that differ in where the stranded syllables 

occur. Both structures 20-[[[33]3][3[33]]] and 23-[[3[33]] [[33]3]] have two binary 

units and two stranded syllables. In structure 20—[[[33]3][3[33]]], the binary units are 

located at the edge and the stranded syllables are in the middle. For structure 23~[[3[33]] 

[[33]3], the binary units are located in the middle, and the stranded syllables are at the 
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edge. In both cases, a stranded syllable is close to one of the binary units. I first present 

the findings with structure 20~[[[33]3][3[33]]]. 

(51) TTSR distribution in structure 20 

S N o .  Tree Pattern Number Percentage 
20 P 5 : 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 3  2 6.7% 

P24:2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 10 33.3% 

\ / P40: 2' 2' 3 3 2' 3 17 56.7% 
/ / \ P125:3 2'3 3 2'3 1 3.3% 

In this table, we can see that there are a total of four patterns. In all the readings, except 

for one, the first, the second and the fifth syllables undergo TTSR. From the syntactic 

structure, we know that both the first and the fifth syllables are at the left edge of a binary 

structure. The second syllable undergoes TTSR because the third syllable follows a 

binary foot in a ternary structure. In the most frequent pattern P40~ 2' 2' 3 3 2' 3, the 

asymmetry of the first half and the second half of the string is evident. The first half 

demonstrates a pattern of "2'2'3" as the grouping is a binary unit followed by a single 

syllable. The second half line has the pattern of "32'3" since its structure is a single 

syllable preceding a binary unit. The syllable after a binary unit triggers changes whereas 

the syllable preceding a binary unit has little effect in TTSR apphcation. Another 

structural characteristic worth noticing is the resistance to binary grouping in the middle 

of the string. Although both the third and the fourth syllables in this structure are outside 

of binary grouping and they are adjacent to each other, the TTSR pattern suggests that 

they do not form a binary unit; otherwise we would expect to "2'32'32'3" as one of the 

reading patterns. The absence of this pattern suggests that these two stranded syllables in 
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the middle are not regrouped into binary units. Instead, they seem to be grouped into 

ternary units where syntactic structures lead them. 

I now discuss structure 23~[[3[33]] [[33]3], where the two stranded syllables are 

at the edges. 

(52) TTSR distribution in structure 23 

S N o .  Tree Pattern Number Percentage 
23 

P5: 2'2'2'2'2'3 2 10% 

P24; 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 3 15% 

/ A \ P119:3 2'3 2'2'3 15 75% 

Structure 23—[[3[33]] [[33]3] has three different reading patterns and obviously P119~" 

32'32'2'3"- dominates. In this pattern, TTSR applies to the second and the fourth 

syllable since they are at the left edge of binary units, and to the fifth syllable since it is 

the second to last syllable. Again, complete parsing into three binary units are not 

observed and syntactic binary structures determine where TTSR apphes. 

I now provide an overview of TTSR in six syllable strings. As we have noted 

earher, there are a total of 30 possible tree structures in six syllable strings. I present only 

six out of thirty in this analysis. These six patterns focus on how proximity between 

binary units and between stranded syllables and binary units affect TTSR application. 

The following graph provides an overview on a general tendency of pattern distribution. 
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(S3 ) TTSR in six syllable strings: overview 
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In this graph, we can see that P24-2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 and P73~2' 3 2' 3 2' 3 are the most 

frequent patterns. P40-2' 2' 3 3 2' 3, P 119-3 2' 3 2' 2' 3 and P125-3 2' 3 3 2' 3 all 

have medium frequency. P5-2' 2' 2' 2' 2' 3, P 11-2' 2' 2' 3 2' 3 and P163-3 2'2' 32'3 

are rare. I study the occurrence of the reading patterns by structure and speculate on the 

structure that naturally predicts the reading patterns. The results are presented in the 

following table. 

(54) TTSR in six syllable strings 

Pattern Most frequent 
structure 

Dominating 
structure 

Grouping 

P5; 2'2'2'2'2'3 none none { 3 3 3 3 3 3 }  
P l l :  2 '  2 '  2 '  3  2 '  3  none none {3 3 3 3}{3 3} 
P24: 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 21 21 {33 3 ) {3 3 3} 
P40: 2' 2' 3 3 2' 3 20 none {3 3 3 }{3}{33} 
P 7 3 : 2 ' 3  2 ' 3  2 ' 3  18,19 18,19 {3 3}{3 3}{3 3} 
P119:3 2'3 2'2'3 23 23 {3}{33}{333} 
P125:3 2'3 3 2'3 22 none {3){33}{3}{33} 
P163:3 2' 2' 3 2' 3 none none {3){333|{33} 

In this table, we can see that patterns of large groupings—groupings of more than three 

syllables — are rare. P5~2' 2' 2' 2' 2' 3 has all six syllables in one large group and it is 

• overall percentage 
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very rare. P 11—2' 2' 2' 3 2' 3 has a four-syllable group at the beginning of the string and 

it is not frequent in any of the structures. P163~3 2'2' 32'3, in comparison with the other 

two less frequent patterns, does not have large groupings. However, none of syntactic 

structures we have studied matches the grouping of {3} {333} {33}. Given a structure of [ 

3 [[[33]3] [33]]], P163--3 2'2' 32'3 could be favored. The frequent patterns all assume 

small groupings—unary, binary and ternary groupings. P73~2' 3 2' 3 2' 3 has a complete 

parsing into binary feet and such a parsing reflects the syntactic structure 18~[[[33][33]] 

[33]] and 19—[[33] [[33][33]]]. P24 has complete parsing into two ternary groupings and 

it is most frequent in structure 21-[[[33]3] [[33]3]]. Comparing phonological grouping 

with syntactic structure, we know that a stranded syllable following a binary unit in a 

ternary syntactic structure is very likely grouped into a phonological ternary grouping. 

To sum up for six syllable structures, we have confirmed earlier observations that: 

• Generally, the binary grouping specified by syntax is observed in phonological 

grouping; 

• The second to last syllable undergoes TTSR 

• A syntactic structure of [[33]3], where a stranded syllable follows a binary unit, 

results in the reading of "2'2'3", where a ternary structure seems to be formed. 
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4.2 Argument Structure and TTSR Application 

In this section, I will investigate whether argument structure may play a role in 

TTSR application. As noted earlier in this chapter, for each sentence structure, I 

considered three different types of argument structure, which I code as SP (subject 

predicate), VO(verb object) and N ( neither of the previous two, usually modifier and 

modified ).The argument structure is controlled at the highest branch of the tree only. For 

two syllable strings, argument structure does not play a role. For all sentences of "33" 

input, " 2'3" is the only output. I will discuss the role of argument structure in strings 

longer than two syllables in each syntactic tree structure. 

4.2.1 Argument Structure in Three Syllable Strings 

There are only two branching structures in three syllable strings: structure 1— 

[3[33]] and structure 2~[[33]3]. In section 4.1,1 have shown that in structure 2—[[33]3], 

there is only one reading pattern, " 2' 2' 3" regardless of argument structure. That is to 

say, argument structure does not affect TTSR application in structure 2~[[33]3]. The 

distribution in structure 1 is given in the following table: 

(55) argument structure and TTSR in structure 2 

S N o .  Tree Argument Pattern Number Percentage 
1 /\ N P19: 2' 2' 3 2 20% 

/X P118:3 2'3 8 80% 

//\ SP P19:2' 2'3 4 40% 
P118: 3 2' 3 6 60% 

vo P19: 2' 2' 3 1 10% 
P118: 3 2' 3 9 90% 
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In this table, we can see that although the general tendency is have the first syllable 

ungrouped, different argument structures vary in the degree of such a preference. The 

subject predicate structure (SP) has higher percentage of P19—"3 2'3", hence a stronger 

tendency of incorporating the first syllable in the grouping than the verb object structure 

(VO) and the non-argument structure (N). Such a tendency is more visible in the 

following graph. 

(S6) Argument structure and TTSR : structure 1 

To sum up for three syllable strings, we can see that argument structure might 

play a role in TTSR application. But such a role is limited by what the syntax provides. In 

structure two, such a role either conforms to or is overwhelmed by the syntax, hence the 

unanimous pattern of" 2' 2' 3"--here, only one kind of grouping is allowed. Structure 1 -

-[3[33]] obviously allows variability in either group or leaves the first syllable alone. This 

is where we observe that the subject predicate structure has a stronger tendency to 

incorporate the preceding syllable in a ternary grouping. 

argument structure in structure 1 

P19 P118 
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4.2.2 Argument Structure in Four Syllable Strings 

(57) argument structure and TTSR : structure 3 

S N o .  Tree Argument Pattern Number Percentage 
3 n P66: 2' 3 2' 3 20 100% 

sp P 7 : 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 3  2 20% 
sp P66: 2' 3 2' 3 8 80% 
VO P 7 : 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 3  1 10% 
VO P66; 2' 3 2' 3 9 90% 

In this table, we can see that there are only two patterns P 66— 2' 3 2' 3 and P7~ 

2' 2' 2' 3. P 66— 2' 3 2' 3 assumes binary grouping as required by the syntactic structure, 

and P7— 2' 2' 2' 3 includes everything in a large group. Although both SP and VO 

structures have cases of the latter, the occurrence is quite low. When the syntax has 

defined two binary groups, the role of argument structure is not very clear. 

I now present patterns for structure 4—[3[3[33]]], where the syntax leaves two 

ungrouped syllables at the left edge. 

(SSJ TTSR and argument structure : structure 4 

S N o .  Tree Argument Pattern Number Percentage 
4 n P66: 2'3 2' 3 14 93.% 

n P162; 3 2' 2'3 1 6.7% 
sp P66: 2' 3 2' 3 10 100% 
VO P7; 2' 2' 2' 3 1 10% 
VO P66: 2' 3 2' 3 2 20% 
VO P162: 3 2' 2'3 5 50% 
VO P170;3 3 2'3 2 20% 

In this example, we can see that both the N structure and the SP structure have P66~ 

2'32'3 as dominating whereas the patterns for the VO structure spread out with P162~ 

32' 2' 3 as the most frequent. In P66-" 2' 3 2' 3 two binary units are formed and the 
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one at the left edge is formed contrary to the branching direction of syntax. In PI62 - 3 

2' 2' 3, a ternary unit is formed at the right edge and the leftmost syllable is left 

ungrouped. It seems that the VO structure has a greater tendency to separate the verb and 

the object. This coincides with the findings in structure 1—[3[33]], where we find a slight 

preference for verb and object to be separate in their groupings. 

For structure 5~[3 [[33]3] ], we have the following distribution: 

(59) TTSR and argument structure : structure 5 

S N o .  Tree Argument Pattern Number Percentage 
5 n P7: 2' 2' 2' 3 1 10% 

X\ n P162:3 2' 2'3 9 90% 

X \ sp P7: 2' 2' 2' 3 2 13.3% 
sp P162: 3 2'2' 3 13 86.7% 
vo P7: 2' 2' 2' 3 1 10% 
vo P162:3 2' 2'3 9 90% 

In this table, we can see that for all three argument structures, there is a dominating 

pattem~P162: 3 2' 2' 3, where the last three syllables are grouped into a ternary unit and 

the first syllable is left ungrouped. The occurrence of a large grouping is present in P7 — 

2' 2' 2' 3, but P7 is rare compared to PI62. This observation can be specified as two 

separate ones: 

• The tendency for the final syllable in a string to group with a preceding unit is 
strong. 

• When a ternary unit is form, none of the three argument structures will prefer to 
incorporate the preceding first syllable to form a four-syllable unit. Large 
groupings are not preferred. 

In structure 5—[3 [[33]3] ], argument structures does not affect TTSR application. 

The finding for structure 6~[[[33]3]3] is as follows: 
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(60) TTSR and argument structure : structure 6 

S N o .  Tree Argument Pattern Number Percentage 
6 n P66: 2' 3 2' 3 10 100% 

sp P 7 : 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 3  4 40% 
sp P66: 2'3 2' 3 6 60% 
vo P7; 2' 2' 2' 3 4 40% 
vo P66: 2' 3 2' 3 5 50% 
vo P162:3 2' 2'3 1 10% 

In this table, we can see that P66 is the only pattern in the N structure where as in the SP 

structure and the VO structure, P66--2' 3 2' 3 and P7~ 2' 2' 2' 3 have almost an equal 

split. P66-2' 3 2' 3 assumes a grouping structure of two binary units where P7— 2' 2' 2'3 

groups all syllables into a big group. It seems that in the N structure, the third syllable 

breaks from the first two and is grouped with the last syllable. In the SP and VO 

structure, an alternative grouping would have all in one large unit. In the case of SP, this 

makes sense if we see this as an interaction of the tendency to group the subject with the 

predicate and, the tendency to avoid large groupings. In the case of VO, such an 

explanation would not hold because we observed earUer that there could be a tendency to 

keep the verb separate from the object. However, we also noted before that the final 

syllable has a strong tendency to group with the preceding structure. It may be the case 

that a verb has a tendency to keep itself grouped, and therefore forms the preceding 

ternary structure. When such a ternary structure encounters the final syllable, which is the 

object, the choice is either to have a large group hence keeping the verb structure intact or 

to form a break at the third syllable to satisfy the verb-object separation. So far, this is a 

conjecture on my part. 

For structure 7~[[3[33]] 3], we have the following distribution: 
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(61) TTSR and argument structure :  structure 7 

S N o .  Tree Argument Pattern Number Percentage 
7 n P7: 2' 2' 2' 3 4 40% 

n P66; 2' 3 2' 3 2 20% 
n P162:3 2' 2'3 4 40% 
sp P7: 2' 2' 2' 3 1 10% 
sp P162: 3 2' 2' 3 9 90% 
vo P 7 : 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 3  1 10% 
vo P162:3 2' 2'3 9 90% 

In structure 7—[[3[33]] 3, we can see that SP and VO both have a dominating PI62— 3 2' 

2' 3, where the last three syllables are grouped into a ternary group and the first syllable 

is left stranded. In competing to be grouped in a ternary unit, the last syllable surely wins 

out. In the case of SP, this makes sense because the subject and predicate have a tendency 

to get grouped together. In the case of VO, this goes against our earlier observations. The 

tendency to place the last syllable in a group obviously overrides the preference to keep 

verb and object separate. However, there is no explanation so far as to why P7—2' 2' 2' 3 

is so rare compared to PI62— 3 2' 2' 3. The tendency for a large grouping is stronger in 

structure 6—[[[33]3]3]. Perhaps, there is a difference in that a binary unit incorporates a 

preceding single syllable and the single syllable that comes after it. In the case of the N 

structure, none of the patterns dominates. There is an equal tendency to have either large 

grouping or a ternary grouping. There are two cases where the binary unit formed in 

syntax is split to preserve the binary grouping in phonology. 

To sum up, for four syllable structures we find a tendency towards binary 

grouping. With respect to argument structure, we find that subject and predicate seem to 

have a tendency to group whereas verb and object have a tendency to remain distinct. 
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However, such a tendency is only observable when syntactic structures allow it. These 

findings do not converge very well in four syllable structures, suggesting that the 

argument structure does make a difference. 

4.2.3 Argument Structure in Five Syllable Strings 

I will cover ten structures that contain five syllables. In structure 8~[[33] [3[33]]], 

I find the following: 

(62) TTSR and argument structure: structure 8 

S N o .  Tree Argument Pattern Number Percentage 
8 n P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 3 30% 

n P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 2 20% 
n P 9 3 : 2 ' 3  3  2 ' 3  5 50% 
sp P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 5 50% /\ / ^ • s p  P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 1 10% 
sp P93: 2' 3 3 2' 3 4 40% 
vo P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 3 30% 
vo P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 6 60% 
vo P93: 2' 3 3 2' 3 1 10% 

In this table, we can see that each structure has its reading pattern distributed in three 

patterns: P29-2' 2' 3 2' 3, P57-- 2' 3 2' 2' 3 and P93-2' 3 3 2' 3. P29--2' 2' 3 2' 3 has a 

grouping structure of [3 3 3][33]; P57- 2' 3 2' 2' 3 has a grouping structure of [ 3 

3][333] and P93~2' 3 3 2' 3 a structure of [33][3][33]. These three differ in the location 

of the third syllable. In P29~2' 2' 3 2' 3 , it is combined with the preceding binary unit; 

in P57, it combines with the following binary unit; and in P93—2' 3 3 2' 3, it is associated 

with neither. In all these three argument structures, none of the three patterns dominates. 
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However, these three argument structure do seem to display difference in relative 

tendency as shown in the following graph: 

(63) TTSR and argument structure : structure 8 

TTSR and argument structure : 

structure 8 

P29 P57 P93 

In this graph, we can see that the VO structure has a relatively higher frequency of P57~ 

2' 3 2' 2' 3 than the other two. In the VO structure, the first two syllables are the verb 

and the last three are the object. This pattern is consistent with our earlier observation that 

verb and object tend to be separated. However, P93~2' 3 3 2' 3, where the verb and 

object are also distinct has a relatively low frequency in the VO construction. The SP 

structure has a higher frequency of P29~2' 2' 3 2' 3 , where the subject is grouped with 

the isolated syllable of the predicate. The N structure spreads out more evenly than the 

other two. Owing to the size of the sample, such a difference, though observable, is far 

from being statistically meaningftil. 

For structure 9~[[[33]3] [33]], we find the following distribution: 

(64) TTSR and argument structure: structure 9 

S N o .  Tree Argument Pattern Number Percentage 
9 n 29 10 100% 

sp 29 10 100% 
/\ \ / \ 

VO 29 15 100% 
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In this table, we can see that there is only one uniform pattern, P29—2' 2' 3 2' 3 which 

has a grouping of [ 3 3 3][3 3]. Different argument structures do not create different 

patterns. 

For structure 10~[[[[33] 3]3]3], I find the distribution below: 

(65) TTSR and argument structure: structure 10 

S N o . l O  Tree Argument Pattern Number Percentage 
n P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 6 60% 
n P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 2 20% 
n P120:3 2'3 2'3 2 20% / \ w \ sp P6; 2' 2' 2' 2' 3 2 20% 
sp P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 4 40% 
sp P57; 2' 3 2' 2' 3 3 30% 
sp P120; 3 2' 3 2' 3 1 10% 
VO P6: 2' 2' 2' 2' 3 1 10% 
VO P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 7 70% 
VO P93: 2' 3 3 2' 3 2 20% 

In this table, we can see that the reading patterns are widely distributed for all argument 

structures and none of the reading pattern dominates in any of the structures. As structure 

10 skews towards the left side and produces a very unnatural grouping, the phonology 

prefers to break it down into binary groupings and ternary groupings in general. In the N 

structure, there is a higher frequency of P29-2' 2' 3 2' 3, which groups the first three 

syllables into a group and the last two into a group. The SP structure spreads out more 

evenly because in this case, the subject includes the four preceding syllables and the 

predicate is only the last single syllable. If the subject were to be preserved and grouped 

with the predicate, it would be a five-syllable group, which is quite rare. The alternative 

is to have some of every kind. The VO structure has a higher frequency of P57~2' 3 2' 2' 

3, which has a grouping of [ 3 3 ] [ 3 3 3 ]. In the VO structure, the verb cannot be 
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separated from the object because the last syllable always combines with the preceding 

syllables. The strategy seems to separate the verb in half and group the latter half with the 

object. Although these three argument structures have different distribution frequencies, I 

am not sure whether the differences are significant and how such differences can be 

explained. 

In structure ll-[3[3[3[33]]]], I find the following distribution: 

(66) TTSR and argument structure: structure 11 

S N o .  Tree Argument Pattern Number Percentage 
11 n P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 1 10% 

/ox n P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 2 20% 
n P93: 2' 3 3 2' 3 6 60% 

X / / \ n P120:3 2'3 2'3 1 10% 
sp P6: 2' 2' 2' 2' 3 1 10% 
sp P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 1 10% 
sp P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 2 20% 
sp P93: 2' 3 3 2' 3 6 60% 
vo P29: V 2' 3 2' 3 6 60% 
vo P 5 7 : 2 ' 3  2 ' 2 ' 3  1 10% 
vo P120:3 2'3 2'3 2 20% 
vo 160: 3 2'2'2'3 1 10% 

In this table, we can see that each of the three argument structures has four reading 

patterns, and among these four patterns, three are comparatively rare and one is more 

frequent. For the N structure and SP structure, the more frequent one is P93: 2' 3 3 2' 3, 

where the first and last two syllables are grouped. The third syllable stands alone. In SP 

structure, the subject is a single syllable and the four syllables are the predicate. In these 

four syllables, the first is the verb and the other three are the object. In such a structure. 
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the higher frequency of P93~2' 3 3 2' 3 could be a combination effect of the subject-verb 

grouping tendency and the verb-object separation tendency. But obviously, such a 

tendency is not very influential here because the N structure also prefers the same pattern. 

The VO structure displays a different preference. P29~2' 2' 3 2' 3 is the most frequent 

pattern instead of P93~2' 3 3 2' 3. P29~2' 2' 3 2' 3 has the grouping of [ 333][33] 

where the first three syllables form a ternary unit and the last two form a binary unit. This 

is quite unexpected because if verb-object separation is a strong tendency then we would 

expect to see more of P120~" 3 2' 3 2' 3" where the verb is separated from the object 

and the object forms two binary units. Nevertheless, though P120—3 2' 3 2' 3 is present 

in two of the three argument structures, it is a rare pattern. What we see in the VO 

structure is that the verb tends to group with the modifiers of the object noun. All in all, 

in structure 11-[3[3[3[33]]]], there is a preference to parse all syllables either into binary 

units or ternary units. 

For structure 12~[[[33][33]] 3], I fmd the patterns displayed in the following 

table: 

(67) TTSR and argument structure: structure 12 

S N o .  Tree Argument Pattern Number Percentage 
12 n P 5 7 : 2 ' 3  2 ' 2 ' 3  10 100% 

sp P6: 2' 2' 2' 2' 3 1 10% 
sp P 5 7 : 2 ' 3  2 ' 2 ' 3  8 80% 

/ \ / \ \ sp P 9 3 : 2 ' 3  3  2 ' 3  1 10% 
vo P6; 2' 2' 2' 2' 3 1 10% 
vo P 5 7 : 2 ' 3  2 ' 2 ' 3  9 90% 

In this table, we can see that all three argument structures have P57~" 2' 3 2'2'3" as the 

dominating pattern. Again, we know that the last syllable has to be grouped regardless of 
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the argument structure. And since the first four syllables are already separated by the 

syntax into two binary groups and a large grouping is not preferred, these four syllables 

are not usually grouped together. The role of argument structure is not evident in this 

structure. 

For structure 13—[3 [[33][33]]], I find the following patterns: 

(68) TTSR and argument structure : structure 13 

S N o .  Tree Argument Pattern Number Percentage 
13 n P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 2 20% 

n P120:3 2'3 2'3 8 80% 

X AX 
sp P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 3 30% 

X AX sp P120: 3 2' 3 2' 3 7 70% 
vo P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 2 20% 
vo P120:3 2'3 2'3 8 80% 

In this table, we can see that all three patterns share the most frequent pattem~P 120— 

3 2' 3 2' 3, which has a grouping of [ 3] [ 3 3 ][3 3], a reflection of the syntactic 

branching. The alternate but comparatively rare pattern P29— 2' 2' 3 2' 3 grouped the 

first syllable with the first binary branching to form a ternary unit. Although the SP has 

one more occurrence of P120- 3 2' 3 2' 3, such difference is far from being significant. 

As we have observed the preference of ternary and binary groupings in five syllable 

strings before, uniformity across these three argument structures comes as a surprise, 

because if subject —predicate does have a strong tendency to group, we would have 

expected to see more of P29—2' 2' 3 2' 3 in the SP structure. 

For structure 14—[[3[33] [33]], we find: 

(69) TTSR and argument structure : structure 14 
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S N o .  Tree Argument Pattern Number Percentage 
14 n P 2 9 : 2 ' 2 ' 3  2 ' 3  2 20% 

n P120:3 2'3 2'3 8 80% 

XX /X sp P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 1 10% XX /X 
sp P120:3 2'3 2'3 9 90% 
vo P29; 2' 2' 3 2' 3 4 40% 
vo P120: 3 2' 3 2' 3 6 60% 

In this table, we can see that there are only two patterns for each argument structure: P29-

2' 2' 3 2' 3 " and P120-" 3 2' 3 2' 3 The former assumes a grouping of [333][33] 

while the latter that of [ 3][33][33]. In both the N and the SP structures, P120~" 3 2' 3 2' 

3 " is obviously more frequent than P29~2' 2' 3 2' 3 . In the VO structure, though P120— 

" 3 2' 3 2' 3 " is still more than 50%, it is less frequent comparing with that of the N and 

the SP structure. There are more occurrences of P29—2' 2' 3 2' 3, where the first syllable 

is grouped with the first binary unit. In this structure, the major break is between the third 

and the fourth syllable and we can observe that the none of the three argument structures 

has forced the merger of the two binary units. Argument structure plays no role when two 

binary units have been formed. The difference between the N, SP and VO structure in 

this case seems to be attributed to the internal cohesiveness of phrases, in this case Noun 

Phrase versus Verb Phrase. 

For structure 15~[[33] [[33]3]], I find a single pattern: 

(70) TTSR and argument structure : structure 15 

S N o .  Tree Argument Pattern Number Percentage 
15 n P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 10 100% 

sp P 5 7 : 2 ' 3  2 ' 2 ' 3  10 100% 

x"̂  X\X vo P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 10 100% 
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In this table, we can see that all three argument structures have only one reading pattern: 

P57~" 2' 3 2' 2' 3 ", which assumes a grouping of [ 33][333]. The major break here is 

between the second and the third syllables. Different argument structure plays no role 

between the two units formed. As the last syllable has to be grouped anyway, a ternary 

group is formed in the last three syllables. As a result, only one pattern prevails. 

For structure 16~[3[3 [[33]3] ]], I have the following: 

(71) TTSR and argument structure: structure 16 

S N o .  Tree Argument Pattern Number Percentage 
16 n P29; 2' 2' 3 2' 3 1 10% 

n P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 9 90% 
sp P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 9 90% 
sp P120:3 2'3 2'3 1 10% 
vo P6: 2' 2' 2' 2' 3 2 20% 
vo P57: V 3 2' 2' 3 6 60% 
vo P160:3 2'2'2'3 1 10% 
vo P168:3 3 2' 2'3 1 10% 

In this table, we see that in the N and the SP structures. P57~" 2' 3 2' 2' 3 " is the 

dominating pattern. In the VO structure, though P57— 2' 3 2' 2' 3 is still the most 

frequent pattern, it is less frequent compared with that in the N and the SP structures. The 

other peripheral patterns tend to either group all the syllables in a large group or to leave 

the first syllable isolated. The role of argument structure is not significant. 

For structure 17,1 find the following distribution: 
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(72 ) TTSR and argument structure: structure 17 

S N o .  Tree Argument Pattern Number Percentage 
17 n P29; 2' 2' 3 2' 3 1 10% 

n P120: 3 2' 3 2' 3 8 80% 
n P160;3 2'2'2'3 1 10% 

/\\\. sp P6: 2' 2' 2' 2' 3 4 40% 
sp P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 1 10% 
sp P 5 7 : 2 ' 3  2 ' 2 ' 3  2 20% 
sp P120: 3 2' 3 2' 3 1 10% 
sp P160: 3 2'2'2'3 2 20% 
VO P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 3 30% 
VO P120:3 2'3 2'3 4 40% 
VO P160:3 2'2'2'3 3 30% 

In this table, we see that only the N structure has an obvious frequent pattern: PI20-" 3 

2' 3 2' 3 ", which assumes a grouping of [ 3] [ 3 3 ] [ 3 3]. Given that the last syllable has 

to be grouped and the binary unit includes the second and the third syllable, this is the 

grouping that most strongly conforms to the syntactic structure and to the phonological 

structure. In the SP structure, the reading pattern is distributed across five patterns, with 

P6~2' 2' 2' 2' 3 being slightly more frequent. This reading pattern groups all syllables in 

a super large group. This pattern is quite rare in my data. In the VO structure, the reading 

patterns distribute almost evenly into three categories: P57~ 2' 3 2' 2' 3, P120—3 2' 3 2' 

3 and P160~3 2' 2' 2' 3. P120—3 2' 3 2' 3 follows the tradition of binary grouping; 

P160~3 2' 2' 2' 3 leaves the first syllable alone while grouping the rest together and P57-

-2' 3 2' 2' 3 splits the binary grouping specified by syntax in order to parse everything 

into a binary and ternary groupings. Again, there is no compelling evidence that 

argument structure play a significant role in TTSR application. 
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To sum up the role of argument structure in TTSR application in five syllable 

strings, we have not found any consistent pattern that separates these three argument 

structures in spite of the fact that in some of the cases TTSR application does show 

different tendencies depending on the argument structure. What is clear is that the role of 

argument structure is only observable when syntactic structure allows it. 

4.2.4 Argument Structure in Six Syllable Strings 

In six syllable strings, I discuss only six of the thirty possible trees. In these six 

trees, I study argument structures where examples are readily available, i.e., the N 

structure and the SP structure. Four syllable verbs are really hard to find and it becomes 

almost impossible to have four syllable verbs of all third tone. In those cases, the VO 

structure is not covered. 

For structure 18~[ [[33][33]] [33]], I fmd the following distribution for the N and 

SP structure. 

(73) TTSR and argument structure: structure 18 

S N o .  Tree Arg Pattern Number % 
18 n P73: 2'3 2' 3 2' 3 10 100% 

sp P l l : 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 3  2 ' 3  1 10% 

/< /\/^\ sp P73: 2'3 2' 3 2' 3 9 
90% 

In this table, we can see that P 73~" 2' 3 2' 3 2' 3" -is the dominating pattern. This 

pattern assumes strictly binary grouping. The role of argument structure is not 

statistically evident in this tree structure. 
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For structure 19~[[33] [[33][33]] ], I find the following distribution: 

(74) TTSR and argument structure: structure 19 

S N o .  Tree Arg Pattern Number % 
19 n P l l : 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 3  2 ' 3  2 13.3% 

n P73; 2'3 2' 3 2' 3 13 86.7% 
sp P73: 2'3 2' 3 2' 3 9 90% 

/A A X 
sp P l l : 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 3  2 ' 3  1 10% /A A X 
vo P73:2'3 2'3 2'3 10 100% 

In this table, we can see that there are only two reading patterns and obviously P73 ~"2'3 

2' 3 2' 3", which assumes a strictly binary grouping, dominates. The role of argument 

structure in TTSR is not evident. 

For structure 20, the distribution is as follows: 

(75) TTSR and argument structure: structure 20 

SNo. Tree Arg Pattern Number % 
20 n P24; 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 7 70% 

n P40: 2' 2' 3 3 2' 3 3 30% 
sp P24: 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 3 30% 

\ \ / / sp P40: 2' 2' 3 3 2' 3 7 70% 
vo P5: 2'2'2'2'2'3 2 20% 
vo P40: 2' 2' 3 3 2' 3 7 70% 
vo P125:3 2'3 3 2'3 1 10% 

In the N structure, P24 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3" is the most frequent, which assumes a grouping 

of [ 3 3 3][3 3 3]. However, in the SP structure and the VO structure, the more frequent 

pattern is P40— 2' 2' 3 3 2' 3, which assumes a grouping of [ 3 3 3][3][33]. They vary in 

whether the fourth syllable is incorporated with the last binary unit. The isolation of the 

fourth syllable is explainable in the SP structure because the fourth syllable is the verb 

and the last two are object noun phrases. However, the difference between the N structure 
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and the VO structure remains mysterious because in both cases the last three syllables are 

noun phrases. 

For structure 21—[[[33]3] [[33]3]], the distribution is as follows: 

(76) TTSR and argument structure: structure 21 

S N o .  Tree Arg Pattern Number % 
21 n P5: 2' 2' 2' 2' 2' 3 1 10% 

n P24: 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 8 80% 
n P119:3 2'3 2'2'3 1 10% 

\ X sp P24: 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 9 90% 
^/\ sp P119;3 2'3 2'2'3 1 10% 

vo P24: 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 9 90% 
vo P119:3 2'3 2'2'3 1 10% 

In this table, we can see that all three structures share the dominating pattern—P 24: "2'2' 

3 2' 2' 3 which assumes a grouping of [ 3 3 3] [ 3 3 3 ]. The argument structure does 

not seem to play any role here. The interesting pattern is PI 19— 3 2' 3 2' 2' 3, which 

splits the first binary unit so that the second syllable can be grouped with the third 

syllable in a binary unit. However, the occurrence of PI 19— 3 2' 3 2' 2' 3 is obviously 

too low compared with that of P24—"2'2' 3 2' 2' 3 " 

For structure 22-[[[3[33]] [3[33]]], I find: 

(77) TTSR and argument structure : structure 22 

S N o .  Tree Arg Pattern Number % 
22 n P40: 2' 2' 3 3 2' 3 2 20% 

n P119:3 2'3 2'2'3 3 30% 
n P125; 3 2' 3 3 2' 3 5 50% 
sp P24: 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 1 10% 

/ / \ / / X sp P40: 2' 2' 3 3 2' 3 1 10% 
sp P119:3 2'3 2'2'3 1 10% 
sp P125: 3 2' 3 3 2' 3 6 60% 
sp 163: 3 2' 2'3 2'3 1 10% 
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In this table, we see that in both the N and the SP structures, the patterns spread out. In 

the N structure, the variation is more even than in the SP structure. In both structures, 

P125~" 3 2' 3 3 2' 3 " is relatively more frequent. It assumes a grouping of [ 3] [ 3 3 ] [ 

3] [ 3 3], which is based on the syntactic bracketing. It seems that the difference in 

argument structure at the juncture of the third and the fourth syllables does not affect 

TTSR application to a significant degree. 

For structure 23—[[3[33]] [[33]3]], the distribution is as follows: 

(78) TTSR and argument structure: structure 23 

S N o .  Tree Arg Pattern Number % 
23 n P5: 2'2'2'2'2'3 2 20% 

n P24: 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 1 10% 
n P119:3 2'3 2'2'3 7 70% 

A sp P24: 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 2 20% 
y / \ / \ \ sp P119:3 2'3 2'2'3 8 80% 

In this table, we can see that the most frequent pattern in both the N and the SP structure 

is PI 19~" 3 2' 3 2' 2' 3", which assumes a grouping of [3] [ 3 3] [ 3 3 3]. The difference 

in argument structure does not seem to play a significant role here. 

Summarizing for six syllables strings, I have not found a convincing case where 

argument structures play a significant role in the tree structures we have covered. 

In the preceding section, I investigated whether argument structure plays a role in 

TTSR. It seems that the appearance of such a role, if any, varies in different structures. In 

conclusion, I have not been able to find an obvious and decisive role of argument 

structure in TTSR apphcation. 
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4. 3 OT Analysis of Meaningful Strings without Insertion 

This section is devoted to developing an OT analysis of TTSR patterns in 

meaningful strings without insertion. The analysis is developed in four steps: 

• Discuss the regularities present in the data 
• Map the observed structural regularities onto OT constraints 
• Map observed apphcation regularities onto OT constraints 
• Integrate the above two sets and test them against all existing structures 

4.5.1 Regularity in the Data 

In the previous two sections, experimental data have been presented. I found that 

syntactic structure plays a significant role in TTSR apphcation while the role of argument 

structure varies from structure to structure and is not decidable. In this analysis, I focus 

on how TTSR is constrained by syntactic structure. Three observations have been made 

about how syntax affects TTSR. 

• Syntactic binary structure almost always sur&ces as phonological binary 
structure~the binary foot, and the observable result is the application of 
TTSR to the syllable at the left edge of a foot, i.e., {33}—> {2'3} 

• TTSR is sensitive to syntactic ternary structures. A stranded syllable 
preceding a binary structure does not affect TTSR while a stranded 
syllable following a binary structure affects how TTSR apphes. The 
observable result is the optional application to the first syllable in [3[33]], 
i.e., [3[33]] -> [3 [2'3]]; and the obligatory application of TTSR to the 
second syllable in [[33]3], i.e., [[33]3] ->[ [2'2']3]. 

• Regardless of syntactic structure, the second to last syllable always 
undergoes TTSR. 

In the data collected, most structures have some patterns that are most frequent. I will 

discuss these frequent patterns and their regularity with respect to syntactic structures. 
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For three syllable strings, we have two structures: structure 1—[3[33]] and 

structure 2~[[33]3]. These two structures have different j&equent patterns. These two 

structures, their reading patterns and proposed footing structures are presented in the 

following table. I will use curly brackets ({}) to mark binary feet, angel brackets (<>) to 

mark ternary structures, 3 to mark surface third tone and 2' to mark third tones that 

surface as second tones. 

(79) Footing structure for three syllable strings 

str Sentence structure Dominting pattern Proposed footing 
1 P118: 3 2' 3 <3{2'3}> 

2 

xx 
P19: 2' 2' 3 <{2'2'}3> 

In this table, we can see that the difference in footing structure can explain the difference 

in TTSR patterns. The binary syntactic structure in structure l-[3[33]] includes the last 

two syllables. TTSR appHes to the left edge syllable, in this case the second syllable, 

resultmg in "32'3" as the reading pattern. The syntactic tree also prescribes a ternary 

structure. Grouping the whole structure in a ternary structure <3{2'3}> does not incur 

further apphcation. The same grouping principle applies to structure 2~[[33]3]. The first 

two syllables are grouped into a binary foot, TTSR applies to the first syllable. As syntax 

allows for a ternary structure, the whole string is grouped into <{33}3>. In this structure, 

no consecutive 33 strings are allowed at the right edge. As a result, TTSR also apphes to 

the second syllable and we get "2'2'3" as TTSR pattern. Four principles are observed 

here: 
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a) Parse syntactic binary units into binary feet; 
b) Parse syntactic ternary structures into phonological ternary structures; 
c) TTSR applies to the left syllable in a binary foot; 
d) TTSR appUes to the second syllable in a left branching ternary structure. 

I now test the vahdity of these principles in four syllable strings. We have five 

different syntactic structures in four syllable strings, and their TTSR patterns are as 

follows: 

(79) Footing structure of four syllable strings 

Str. Sentence Structure Frequent patterns Proposed footing 
3 P66: 2' 3 2' 3 {2'3}{2'3} 

4 P66: 2' 3 2' 3 {2'3}{2'3} 

5 PI62: 3 2'2' 3 3{2'2'i3 or 
3<{2'2'}3> 

6 /<\ P66: 2'3 2' 3 {2'3}{2'3} 

7 P162: 3 2'2' 3 3{2'2'}3 or 
3<{2'2"}3> 

The structures in the above table show different tendencies. In structure 3~[[33][33]], 

the string is completely parsed into two binary feet and TTSR applies to the left edge 

syllable, as predicted by the principles we arrive at from three syllable structures. 

Structure4~[3[3[33]]] is the right branching structure. With binary footing, TTSR 

applies to the third syllable. The last three syllables form a ternary structure. 

However, if the footing structure were 3<3{2'3}>, we would not arrive at the right 

result. In structure4~[3[3[33]]], despite syntactic grouping, the first and the second 
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syllables are grouped into a binary foot; hence TTSR application applies to the first 

syllable. In this structure, we can see that observing ternary structure will leave one 

syllable stranded whereas binary grouping yields complete parsing into binary 

structure. In an OT model, it is obvious that ternary grouping is outranked by other 

constraints. Structure 6--[[[33]3]3] is a mirror image of Structure 4—[3[3[33]]]. In 

structure 6—[[[33]3]3], it is clear that ternary grouping is not observed otherwise the 

[[33]3] structure that encompasses the first three syllables would give us the pattern 

of "2'2'3". The actual surface pattern of "2'32'3" suggests that the last two syllables 

are grouped into a binary foot despite what syntax might have prescribed. It reaffirms 

our observation that complete parsing is preferred over the formation of ternary 

structure. Structure 5—[3 [[33]3] ] has "32'2'3" as the frequent pattern. TTSR applies 

to the second syllable as predicted by the binary principle. The change of third 

syllable can be accounted for in two ways: either by its position as the second to last 

syllable in a string, or by grouping the last three syllables into a ternary structure ~ 

<{33}3>, where the right edge of a binary foot undergoes TTSR. Structure 1— 

[[3[33]] 3] is the mirror image of structure 5~[3 [[33]3]. We get the same frequent 

reading pattern -"32'2'3". As is the case in structure 5-[3 [[33]3], the second 

syllable of structure 7~[[3[33]] 3] can undergo TTSR because it is the left edge 

syllable of a binary unit. However, unlike that of structure 5~[3 [[33]3], the last three 

syllables in structure 7~[[3[33]] 3] does not belong to a ternary syntactic structure. 

The syntactic ternary structure would have grouped the first three syllables together. 

We either have to state that the positional rule affecting the second to last syllable has 
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to change, or invoke other constraints to group the last syllable with the preceding 

binary unit despite what syntax has prescribed. Based on the observation in four-

syllable structures, we revise the principles observed earlier with modifications to 

principle (b) and adding (e) 

a) Parse syntactic binary units into binary feet; 
b) Parse syntactic ternary structure into phonological ternary structure unless an 

alternative parsing result in complete parsing of the string; e.g. Structure4— 
[3[3[33]]]-^{2'3}{2'3} 

c) TTSR apphes to the left syllable in a binary foot; 
d) TTSR applies to the second syllable in a ternary structure. 
e) TTSR appUes to the second to last syllable of the string; or the last syllable has to 

be grouped. If the latter is the case, as long as the last syllable gets grouped, the 
second to last syllable will undergo TTSR. 

For five syllable strings, a total of ten structures are studied in this project. The 

structures and their most frequent patterns are shown as follows: 
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8 P29: T 2' 3 2' 3 
P57; 2' 3 2' 2' 3 
P93: 2' 3 3 2' 3 

{2'3}<3{2'3}> 

9 /<\S\ P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 <{2'2'}3>{2'3} 

10 
P29: 2' 2' 3 2' 3 

<{2'2'}3>{2'3} 10 

P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 
{2'3}<{2'2'}3> 

11 P29; 2' 2' 3 2' 3 
P57; 2' 3 2' 2' 3 
P93: 2' 3 3 2' 3 

{2'3}<3{2'3}> 

12 P57; 2' 3 2' 2' 3 {2'3}<{2'2'}3> 

13 P120:3 2'3 2'3 3{2'3}{2'3} 

14 P120: 3 2' 3 2' 3 <3{2'3}>{2'3} 

15 P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 {2'3}<{2'2'}3> 

16 P57: 2' 3 2' 2' 3 {2'3}<{2'2'}3> 

17 P120: 3 2' 3 2' 3 <3{2'3}>{2'3} 

For structure 8~[[33] [3[33]]], the phonological structure is a reflection of the 

syntactic structure. The first two syllables are grouped into a binary foot and the last three 

syllables are grouped into a ternary structure with a binary foot at the right edge. TTSR 

appUes to the first and the fourth syllable by the binary principle. The second and the 
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third syllables are not affected by the binary principle and two consecutive third tones in 

the middle of the string appear, as in "2'332'3". An optional applications of TTSR gives 

us either P29--"2'2'32'3" or P57-"2'32'2'3". We need to add an optional application 

principle to account for the multiple outputs. 

(81) (f) TTSR application is optional if unstructured; consecutive third tones occur. 

For structure 9~[[[33]3] [33]], the phonological structure again reflects the 

syntactic structure. The first three syllables form a ternary structure~<{33}3>, where 

TTSR apphes to both the first and the second syllable ; the last two syllables form a 

binary foot where TTSR apphes to the left edge syllable. The resulting pattern is 

<{2'2'}3>{2'3}. No new principle needs to be added. 

Structure 10~[[[[33] 3]3]3]~is a left branching structure. Two different 

phonological structures are formed: <{2'2'}3>{2'3} and {2'3}<{2'2'}3>. The first one 

groups the fu-st three syllables into a ternary structure and the last two into a binary 

structure. TTSR apphes to the first, second and fourth syllables. The alternative structure 

groups the first two syllables into a binary foot and the last three syllables into a ternary 

structure, within which the third and the fourth syllables from a binary foot. In this 

parsing structure, TTSR apphes to the first, the third and the fourth syllables. It seems as 

if Align(Foot Left, String Left ) is at work here. In structure 10~[[[[33] 3]3]3], neither 

grouping the last two syllables nor the grouping of the third and the fourth syllables are 

dictated by syntax. Grouping the last two syllables into a binary foot and the first three 

into a ternary structure maximizes the effect of the syntactic structure. However, the 

binary foot containing the fourth and the fifth syllables are three syllables away from the 
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left edge of the string. The alternative parsing-{2'3}<{2'2'}3>—disobeys the ternary 

structure matching, but the second binary foot consisting of the third and the fourth 

syllable is closer to left edge of the string. In the discussion of structure 4—[3[3[33]]] and 

structure 6 -[[[33]3]3], we have observed that ternary structure matching can be 

sacrificed in order to achieve complete parsing. In structure 10—[[[[33] 3]3]3], we notice 

again that the matching of ternary structure can be suspended if the formation of a binary 

foot can be closer to the left edge of the string. Here, we add another principle: 

(82) (g) Form binary feet as close to the left edge as possible. 

What is worth noticing is that not all principles apply in all situations. Some principles 

can be overruled by others. For instance, in structure 1~[3[33]], the application of 

principle (g) will give us {33}3, but the binary formation principle will give us 3{33} as 

this is what syntax prefers. In this case, it is obvious that the binary formation principle 

overrules principle (g). The interaction of principles in its raw form resembles constraint 

ranking. 

Structure 11—[3[3[3[33]]]] is a right branching structure. The phonological 

structure it takes—{2'3}<3{2'3}>~ groups the last three syllables into a ternary structure 

and the first two into a binary foot. In such a parsing, the binary foot not dictated by 

syntax is at the left edge of the string and the ternary structure prescribed by syntax is 

observed. In other words, principle (g) and the ternary requirement do not conflict in this 

structure. The phonological structure is the same as structure 8—[[33] [3[33]]. Again we 

have optional application and multiple outputs for this structure. 
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Structure 12—[[[33][33]]3]~has two binary units, both of which are realized as 

binary feet in the phonological structure. The last syllable can be grouped with the 

preceding binary foot or the second to last syllable can change by the stipulation that the 

second to last syllable must undergo TTSR. 

Structure 13~[3[[33][33]]]—also has two binary units in the syntactic structure 

and two binary feet for its phonological structure. We have no evidence to decide 

whether the stranded syllable at the left edge of the string is grouped with the following 

binary foot to form a ternary structure. In either case, the TTSR pattern is not affected. 

Structure 14—[ [3[33]] [33]]-has a phonological structure that reflects its 

syntactic structure: a ternary structure at the left edge and a binary foot at the right edge. 

As the ternary structure has the binary foot at the right edge —<3{2'3}>, TTSR only 

apphes to the second syllable. Hence, we have "3 2' 3 2' 3" as the most frequent reading 

pattern. 

Structure 15—[[33][[33]3]] is also straight forward. The phonological structure of 

{2'3}<{2'2'}3> is a direct interpretation of the syntactic structure. TTSR applies to the 

first syllable since it is at the left edge of a binary foot and to both the third and the fourth 

syllable as the binary foot is at the left edge of the ternary structure. As a result, we have 

"2' 3 2' 2' 3" as the most frequent reading pattern. 

Structure 16—[3[3[[33]3]]] has two stranded syllables at the left edge and a 

ternary structure at the right edge. The footing structure groups the two stranded syllables 

into a binary foot and the syntactic ternary structure into a phonological ternary structure. 
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TTSR applies to the first, the third and the fourth syllables. We have "2' 3 2' 2' 3" as the 

most frequent reading pattern. 

Structure 17 ~[[[3[33]]3]3] has two stranded syllables at the right edge of the 

string. The phonological grouping ~<3{2'3}>{2'3}~groups the first three syllables into 

a ternary structure as the syntactic structure predicts, and final two stranded syllables into 

a binary structure. TTSR applies to the second and the fourth syllables as the ternary 

structure has its binary foot at the right edge. We therefore have "3 2' 3 2' 3" as the 

frequent reading pattern. 

In studying five-syllable strings, I have added two more principles to the existing 

a) Parse syntactic binary units into binary feet; 
b) Parse syntactic ternary structure into phonological ternary structure unless 

alternative parsing result in complete parsing of the string; e.g. Structure4~ 
[3[3[33]]H{2'3}{2'3} 

c) TTSR applies to the left syllable in a binary foot; 
d) TTSR apphes to the second syllable in a ternary structure. 
e) TTSR applies to the second last syllable of the string; or the last syllable has to be 

grouped. For the latter part, as long as the last syllable gets grouped, the second to 
last syllable will undergo TTSR. 

f) TTSR appHcation is optional if unstructured consecutive third tones occur. 
g) Form binary feet as close to the left edge as possible, 

I now examine six-syllable strings to see if the existing set is sufficient in TTSR 

application. Six syllable strings differ from five-syllable strings in that it has potentially 

three binary units or two ternary units. In five syllable strings, we quite often have a 

ternary structure and a binary structure. In six syllable strings, we might choose from 

three binary feet and two ternary structures. The patterns of six syllable strings are Usted 

as follows; 
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(83 ) Footing structure for six syllable strings 

18 P 7 3 ; 2 ' 3  2 ' 3  2 ' 3  {2'3}{2'3}{2'3} 

19 P73: 
[[33][[33][33]]] 

{2'3}{2'3}{2'3} 

20 P40: 2' 2' 3 3 2' 3 <{2'2'}3><3{2'3}> 

21 P24: 2' 2' 3 2' 2' 3 <{2'2'}3><{2'2'}3> 

22 P125: 3 2' 3 3 2' 3 <3{2'3}><3{2'3}> 

23 P119:3 2'3 2'2'3 <3{2'3}><{2'2'}3> 

Both structure 18-[[[33][33]][33]] and structure 19--[[33][[33][33]]] have three 

syntactic binary units. All of these are realized as binary feet, and "[[2'3][[2'3][2'3]]]" 

results as the most frequent pattern. 

Structure 20~[[[33]3][3[33]]]—is an interesting structure. It has two binary units 

at the edge and two stranded syllables in the middle adjacent to each other. Their 

grouping depends on how we define a complete parse. If parse is limited to binary foot, 

then we would expect to get three binary feet; however, if parse is extended to ternary 
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structure, then we will get two ternary structures as parsing into ternary structures 

observes syntactic groupings. The latter is what we get. In this structure, 

<{2'2'}3><3{2'3}> is chosen as the grouping and "2' 2' 3 3 2' 3" is the preferred 

reading. 

All the other six-syllable structures: structure 21~[[[33]3][[33]3]], structure 22— 

[[3[33]][3[33]]] and structure 23--[[3[33]][[33]3]] have two syntactic ternary units 

realized as two phonological ternary units. The difference in TTSR pattern comes from 

the difference of the location of the binary foot in a ternary structure. Regardless of its 

position in a string, a <{33}3> structure gives us the TTSR pattern of "2'2'3" where 

TTSR applies to both the first and the second syllables. Likewise, a structure of <3 {2'3}> 

gives us the pattern of "32'3" where TTSR only appUes to the second syllable. 

The principles we have developed from five syllable strings can account for the 

pattern of six syllable strings, with shght modification to principle (b) 

a) Parse syntactic binary units into binary feet; 
b) Parse syntactic ternary structures into phonological ternary structures unless 

alternative parsing results in complete parsing of the string; e.g. Structure 4— 
[3[3[33]]]—>{2'3}{2'3}; complete parsing includes parsing syllables into either 
binary or ternary structures. 

c) TTSR appUes to the left syllable in a binary foot; 
d) TTSR apphes to the second syllable in a ternary structure. 
e) TTSR applies to the second to last syllable of the string; or the last syllable has to 

be grouped. For the latter part, as long as the last syllable gets grouped, the second 
to last syllable will undergo TTSR. 

f) TTSR apphcation is optional if unstructured consecutive third tones occur. 
g) Form binary feet as close to the left edge as possible. 

We divide the above set of principles by content into two different sets: one set governs 

parsing syntactic structures into phonological structures while the other set governs how 
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TTSR applies in certain environment. The first set includes (a), (b), (e) and (g). I spell out 

these principles in more detail. 

(84) Parsing principles 

1. Binary principle: parse syntactic binary units into binary feet 

2. Ternary principle; parse syntactic ternary structures into phonological ternary 
structures 

3. Parse-o: every syllable should be part of a binary foot or a phonological 
ternary structure 

4. Parse-last: the last syllable of a string should be part of a binary foot or a 
phonological ternary structure 

5. Align (Ft L, String L): a binary foot should be as close to the left edge of a 
string as possible. 

The second set of principles consists of the TTSR application principles. 

(85) Application principles: 

1. TTSR applies to the left edge of binary foot if it is followed by a third tone: 
{33}-^ {2'3} and<3{33}>^<3{2'3}>. 

2. TTSR apphes to the second syllable of a ternary structure if it is followed by a 
third tone: <{33}3>^ <{2'2'}3> 

3. TTSR apphes optionally to internal consecutive third tones. 

As we have observed in the presentation of our data, these principles together can 

describe the regularity of TTSR in all the structures. The question remains whether we 

can emulate the interaction of these principles as constraint rankings to account for TTSR 

in all the structures we have studied. In the following sections, I will motivate and 

explain how these principles can map onto general-purpose constraints to account for 

TTSR in Mandarin. 
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4.3.2 Parsing Syntactic Structures: a Case of Local Disjunction 

This section is devoted to study how constraint rankings in OT can map syntactic 

structures onto phonological structures for TTSR apphcation. In this analysis, I assume 

the inputs to TTSR apphcation are strings with tonal information and with syntactic 

structures. The outputs, in this case, are tonal patterns with phonological structures, i.e., 

binary feet and ternary structures. In the previous section, we have developed five 

principles for parsing structures. They are repeated here: 

(86) Parsing principles 

1. Binary principle: parse syntactic binary units into binary feet 

2. Ternary principle: parse syntactic ternary structure into phonological ternary 
structure 

3. Parse-a: every syllable should be part of a binary foot or a phonological 
ternary structure 

4. Parse-last: the last syllable of a string should be part of a binary foot or a 
phonological ternary structure 

5. Align (Ft L, String L): a binary foot should be as close to the left edge of a 
string as possible. 

We have observed that the interaction of these principles resembles that of constraints 

and gives us the desired phonological structure for TTSR application. In fact, Principle 

3, 4 and 5 are so close to existing constraints schema that they can de directly translated 

into constraints.. 
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(87) Translating principle 3 into constraints. 

Principle Constraint 

Principle 3: Parse-o; every syllable should 
be part of a binary foot or a phonological 
ternary structure 

Parse-o: every syllable must be parsed by 
either by a binary foot or a ternary structure 

In the above table, we can see that principle 3 can be readily translated into the Parse-o 

constraint. The Parse-a constraint in this analysis extends the usual Parse-a which parse 

syllables only into feet. The Parse-o used here parses a syllable either into a binary foot 

or into a ternary structure. Parse-o is violated if a syllable is left ungrouped. The 

following tableau illustrates how Parse-o is evaluated. 

(88)Parse-a 

[3[33]] Parse-o 
^a. <3{33}> 
*b.3{33} *! 

*c. 333 
^d. <333> 

The above tableau shows that as long as a syllable is grouped into a structure, Parse-o is 

satisfied. In output (a), two syllables are grouped into a binary foot and all three are in a 

ternary structure. There is no stranded syllable and no violation of Parse-o. In output (d), 

all three syllables are in a ternary structure and Parse-o is satisfied. Parse-o does not 

distinguish between output (a) and (d). Output (b) is bad because of the stranded syllable 

at the left edge. Output (c) is bad because all three syllables are ungrouped. The effect of 

Parse-o is that it requires complete parsing. The more stranded syllables, the more 

violation of Parse-o. 
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Principle 4 in the set can also be translated into a constraint. 

(89) Translating principle 4 into constraints 

Principle Constraint 
Principle 4: Parse-last; the last syllable of a 
string should be part of a binary foot or a 
phonological ternary structure 

Align(String R): the right edge of the 
strings must be aligned with the right edge 
of either a binary foot or a ternary structure 

Principle 4 can be formulated as an alignment constraint that requires the right edge of a 

string be the right edge of a phonological structure. This constraint is evaluated 

categorically. If the right edge is not aligned, it incurs one violation. If the right edge 

syllable is parsed into a structure, the constraint is satisfied. The evaluation is illustrated 

in the following tableau. 

(90) Align (String R) 

[3 [[331311 Align (String R) 
^a. 3<{33}3> 
*b. 3{33}3 *! 

*c. <3{33}>3 * 1** 

In the above tableau, output(a) groups the last syllable in a ternary structure and 

Align(String R) is satisfied. Outputs (b) and (c) leave the last syllable stranded and incur 

violations. The effect of having Align (String R) is to force the last syllable to be 

grouped. This is crucial in explaining why the second to last syllable undergoes TTSR. 

Principle 5 can also be rewritten as an alignment constraint. 
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(91) Translating principle 5 into constraints 

Principle Constraint 
Principle 5: Align (Ft L, String L); a binary 
foot should be as close to the left edge of a 
string as possible. 

Align (Ft L, String L): The left edge of a 
binary foot must be aUgned with the left 
edge of a string 

The Align (Ft L, String L) constraint requires the left edge of a foot to be aligned with 

left edge of a string. The fiirther away a foot is from the left edge, the more violations it 

incurs. In structures with more than one foot, violations are unavoidable. 

(92) Align (Ft L, String L) 

rrr[33i 3i3i3i Align (String R) 
^a. {33}<{33}3> ** 

*b.<{33}3>{33} ***! 

*c. {33}3{33} ***1 

In this tableau, we can see that the first binary foot at the left edge does not have any 

violations. The left edge of the second binary foot in output(a) is two syllables away from 

the left edge of the string, thus, output (a) has two violations. In output (b) and (c), the 

second binary foot is three syllables away from the left edge, hence there are three 

violations. The violations are evaluated as the number of intervening syllables. It 

disregards the footing structures of those syllables. 

So far, I have shown that three of the five principles can be directly reinterpreted 

as constraints. All three deal with standard phonological structure formation. The binary 

and ternary principles, however, are concerned with mapping syntactic structures onto 

phonological structures. Each principle can be decomposed into various standard 

constraints, and the interaction of these constraints to capture syntax-phonology 
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interaction needs to be captured with a local disjunction of constraints. The binary 

principle and the ternary principles are identical in nature. I will use the binary principle 

as an example to demonstrate how the constraint set works and extends the similar set to 

the ternary principle. The development of the binary set contains the following steps: 

1. Decompose the binary principle 
2. Demonstrate the ranking of single alignment constraints cannot account for 

syntax-phonology mapping 
3. Show how local disjunction works 

The binary principle requires that syntactic binary units be parsed into binary feet. 

This statement consists of three different constraints. 

(93) Decomposing binary principle 

1. Foot Binarity (Ft-bin): Feet are binary at some level of analysis (n,a) 
2. Align(SL, FL): The left edge of a syntactic unit aligns with the left edge of 

a binary foot 
3. Align(SR, FR): The right edge of a syntactic unit aligns with the right 

edge of a binary foot 

The first constraint is the standard foot binarity constraint. In our analysis, it requires all 

feet to contain exactly two syllables. Align (SL,FL) requires all syntactic left edges to be 

aUgned with the left edges of binary feet. This constraint is evaluated categorically. If a 

syntactic left edge is not aligned, it incurs a violation. How far away it is from a binary 

foot left edge is irrelevant. The evaluation mechanism is illustrated with the following 

tableau. 

(94) Align (SL.FL) 

[3[33]] Align (SL,FL) 
^a. <3{33}> * 

^b. 3 {33} * 

=^c.{33}3 * 

*d. 333 
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In this tableau, output (a) and output (b) are indistinguishable with respect to the 

alignment constraint. Both of them have one violation as the first syntactic left bracket ~ 

J[3[33]] is not ahgned with binary foot although the second left bracket~[3_[33]] is well 

ahgned. Output (c) is equally well-formed as the first two candidates: the first bracket is 

aligned while the second is not. The violation is categorical, making no reference to 

which syntactic bracket is aligned or to how far apart the syntactic edge is from the 

binary foot. When there is one syntactic left edge not ahgned to the left edge of a binary 

foot, there is one violation. Obviously, from the above case, we can see that the AUgn 

(SL,FL)constraint, by itself, cannot get the right footing structure. 

Align(SR,FR) is formulated and evaluated in an identical manner as the 

Align(SL,FL) constraint, except that this alignment constraint is concerned with the right 

edge of a syntactic structure instead of the left edge. The evaluation is illustrated in the 

following table. 

(95) Align (SR.FR) 

[[331 31 Align (SR,FR) 
^a.<{33}3> * 

^b. {33}3 * 

^c.3{33} * 

*d. 333 **i 

In this tableau, we use a different syntactic structure than that for Align(SL,FL). We have 

a similar outcome as that in the previous tableau. Output (a) and output (b) are 

indistinguishable by aUgnment. Both of them ahgn the first right bracket but miss the 
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second right bracket. Output(c) matches the second right bracket but misses the first one. 

Output (d) is ruled out because both right brackets are not ahgned. Align(SR,FR) is 

evaluated categorically. By it self, Align(SR,FR) cannot get us the desired footing 

structure. 

With Align(SL,FL) and Ahgn(SR,FR), we have only demonstrated the two most 

intuitive alignment constraints. Given two categories—syntactic bracketing and binary 

foot, two edges—the left edge and the right edge, we can have a total of eight alignment 

constraints if we allow only cross-categorical alignment. All eight possible ahgnment 

constraints are shown in the following table. I divide them by the originating category; 

syntax -> phonology or phonology -> syntax. 

(96) possible alignment constraints 

syntax phonology phonology syntax 
Align(Syntactic Left, Foot Left) Align(Foot Left, Syntactic Left) 
Align(Syntactic Left, Foot Right) Align(Foot Left, Syntactic Right) 
Align(Syntactic Right, Foot Left) Align(Foot Right, Syntactic Left 
Align(Syntactic Right, Foot Right) Align(Foot Right, Syntactic Right) 

All these constraints can be evaluated categorically in the manner demonstrated. An 

alignment constraint checks only the originating category against the target category. If 

the originating category is aligned, the ahgnment constraint is satisfied. For instance, for 

Align(Syntactic Right, Foot Right), alignment checks all syntactic right edges. If all 

edges are ahgned with the right edge of a foot, the constraint is satisfied. If there is one 

syntactic right edge that is not aligned, one violation occurs. This particular ahgrmient 
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constraint does not check syntactic left edges. Nor does it check foot right edges: an 

unaligned foot right edge does not incur a violation. 

The binary principle of TTSR application matches a binary syntactic unit to a 

binary foot. I will show below that ranking with single constraints cannot get the desired 

match. There are two cases that employ single alignment. The first one uses only one 

aUgnment constraint. We have shown that a single alignment, either Align(SL,FL) or 

Align(SR,FR), does not give us the right result. The second case employs multiple 

aUgnment constraints but ranks them as separate constraints instead of using either the 

local conjunction or disjunction mechanisms. I will show that ranking multiple single 

alignments cannot yield the desired footing either. 

The intuitive aUgnment constraints we can derive from the binary principle are 

Align (SL, FL) and Align(SR, FR), the former checks the syntactic left edge and the latter 

checks for the right. Combining these two constraints can account for some of the footing 

structures. 

(97) Align (SR,FR) and Align(SL,FL) 

[[331 31 AUgn(SR,FR) Align (SL,FL) 
^a. <{33}3> * 

^b. {33}3 * 

*c.3{33} * *1* 

*d. 333 *1* 

In the above tableau, we can see that using both alignment constraints, we can parse 

syntactic binary structure into binary feet. In output (a), both of the left edges ~Jl33] 3] 

are aligned with the left edge of a binary foot. The right edge of the binary unit ~[[33j^ 3] 
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aligns with the right edge of binary foot. However, the right edge of the ternary unit does 

not align with the right edge of the binary feet, hence there is one violation. Both 

alignments here check syntactic edges against edges of binary foot, the formation of 

ternary structure is not relevant. Thus, outputs (a) and (b) are equally well-formed in this 

context. 

In the above example, there is no competition between these two aUgnment 

constraints, i.e., one is not violated in order to satisfy the other. When there is 

competition between them, the ranking of these two constraints become invalid. 

(98) Align (SR,FR) competing against Align(SL,FL) 

[3 [[331311 Align(SL,FL) Align (SR,FR) 
^a. 3{33}3 *  * *  

^b. {33} {33} *  

*c. 3333 * * *  

The structure used in the above tableau is structure 5~[3 [[33]3]], with a binary foot in 

the middle and two stranded syllables at the edge. In terms the proximity, the last syllable 

is closer to the middle binary unit than the first syllable. In output (a), one left edge and 

two right edges are not ahgned— 13 [[33]3U, hence we have one violation of 

Align(SL,FL) and two violations of Align(SR,FR). Output (b) parses the whole string 

into two binary feet. Although the syntactic binary unit is not parsed into a binary foot, 

some of the syntactic edges can still align with binary feet. Only two left edge and one 

right edges are not ahgned—[3 £[33j_3]—exactly the brackets surrounding the binary 

unit. In order for output (a) to outrank output (b), we must rank Align(SR,FR) critically 
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higher than Align(SL,FL). One extra violations of Align(SR,FR) hence rules out output 

(b). 

However, if we use structure 7~[ [3[33]] 3], a mirror image of structure 5— 

[3[[33]3]], we will get a contradictory result. Structure 7 also has a binary structure in the 

middle of the string. In this structure, however, the initial syllable is closer to the binary 

unit than to the last syllable. 

(99) Align (SR,FR) competing against Align(SL,FL) 

[ [3[33n 31 Align(SR,FR) Align (SL,FL) 
^a. 3{33}3 *  **  

^b. {33} {33} *  

*c. 3333 *i|c|4c ***  

In this tableau, we can see that output (a) incurs three violations- -113[33]] 31, two left 

edges and one right edge are not ahgned. Output (b), disobeying the syntactic binary 

footing, forms two binary feet and aligns edges on the side. Three violations occur— 

[[31331L3], one on the left edge and two on the right edge. In order to get output (a), we 

need to rank Ahgn(SR,FR) over Align(SL,FL), a contradiction with what we get with 

structure 5. 

(100) contradictory ranking: 

Structure 5-[3[[33]3]]: Align(SL,FL)»Align(SR,FR) 
Structure 7—[[3[33]] 3]: Align(SR,FR)»Align(SL,FL) 

The contradiction shows that we cannot rank these aUgnment constraints against each 

other. If we leave them equally ranked, then they do not contribute to distinguishing 

output (a) and (b) in either of the structures. Alignment constraints aside, the combination 
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of the other three parsing constraints— Parse-a, Align(String R), Align(Ft L, String L) 

cannot give us the desired parsing either. I use structure 14~[[3[33]] [33]] as an example 

in the following tableau. 

(101) Align(SR,FR) and Align(SL,FL) ranked equal 

[[3[33]] [33]] Parse-o Align(String R) Align(FL, 
String L) 

Align 
(SR,FR) 

Align (SL,FL) 

??^a.<{33}3>{33} ***  ** * 

??*b. <3{33}>{33} ** 

*c. 33333 *****  * **** 4cs|c«i|c 

*d. <{33}3>33 **  **** 

In the above tableau, we can see that when the two aUgnments are ranked equally, the 

wrong result appears. Output (a) has a total of three alignment violations— [[3133]1 [33]] 

and output (b) has two Jl3[33]] [33]]. However, although output (b) has fewer 

Align(SR,FR) violations than output (b)—zero versus two, it has more Align(SL,FL) 

violations—two versus one. In terms of alignment violations, we cannot distinguish 

between (a) and (b). If we look at the other three constraints, both output (a) and 

output(b) have satisfied Parse-0 and Align(String R) as all the syllables are parsed either 

into binary feet or ternary structures and the right edge syllable is parsed. However, if we 

look at violations of Align(FL, String L), we can see that (a) has three violations while 

(b) has four. In output (a), the first binary foot is aligned at the left edge of the string; 

hence there is no violation. The second binary foot is three syllables away, and hence has 

three violations. In output(b), however, the first binary foot is one syllable away from the 

left edge—one violation and the second foot is three syllables away—three violations. 

Therefore, output (b) ends up with more Ahgn(Ft L, String L) violations than output (a). 
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If the two alignments are ranked equally, output (a) would outrank output (b): the wrong 

result. 

The two alignment constraints we have examined align syntactic categories 

against binary foot. So far, it has been shown that neither aUgnments ranked equal nor 

alignments ranked against each other predicts the correct output needed for our 

structures. The reason is obvious. Syntactic structures are hierarchical and edges collapse 

in some positions. For instance, in structure 1—[3[33]], the right edge of the string 

coincides with two syntactic right edges. In TTSR applications, the footing structure does 

not make reference to the specific label of a structure: morpheme, word and phrases. 

Instead, syntactic structures in this case are abstract constructs. By evaluating Align 

(Syntax edge. Phonology edge) as individual and independent constraints, we are forcing 

feet to be formed where most edges coincide instead of focusing on matching both edges 

of a single unit. For example, in structure 5~[3 [[33]3]], Align(SR,FR) prefers for binary 

foot to be formed at the right edge to match two syntactic right edges~[3 [[33]3lJ_, while 

the actual footing encompasses the middle two syllables where the first right edge has a 

matching left edge in a binary unit~[3 [l33j_3]]. The independent evaluation of these two 

alignment constraints does not give us the desired result of requiring that binary feet be 

matched with syntactic binary unit. 

Because Align(syntax, phonology) does not achieve the right result, the next step 

is to examine whether Align(phonology, syntax) could be the solution. This possibility is 

expressed as follows: 
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(102) Align(phonology, syntax) 

Align(FL,SL): The left edge of a binary foot ahgns with the left edge of a 
syntactic unit 

Align(FR,SR): The right edge of a binary foot aligns with the right edge of a 
syntactic unit 

The effect of these two constraints will be to form binary feet only when syntactic edges 

are available for alignment. They are concerned about whether the edge of a foot is well-

ahgned. Syntactic edges not parsed within a binary foot do not incur a violation. The 

evaluation of Align(FL,SL) is illustrated in the following tableau. 

(103) Align(FL,SL) 

[[331 31 Align (FL,SL) 
^a.<{33}3}> 
^b. {33}3 
*c.3{33} * 

^d. 333 

In this tableau, Align(FL,SL) cannot distinguish between output (a), (b) and (d). In both 

output (a) and (b), a binary foot is formed and the left edge of that binary foot is aligned 

with the left edge of a syntactic unit—J_[33] 3], in this example actually two left edges. 

Once the left edge is aligned, the constraint is satisfied. AUgning with two edges is not 

different from aligning with one. Comparing output (a) and (b), the formation of ternary 

structure is irrelevant to the particular alignment. Output (c) is ruled out as the left edge 

of the binary foot is not aligned. Output (d) shows the difference between the application 

of Align(FL,SL) and Align(SL,FL). In output(d), as there is no binary foot, there is no 

edge to be evaluated, hence no violation of Align(FL,SL). In comparison, as the syntactic 

structure is already specified in the input, not parsing syntactic units into binary foot 
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incurs violations of Align(SL,FL), in this case two violations: 1X33] 3]. It is obvious in 

this case if nothing forces the parsing, an easy way to avoid violation of 

Align(phonology, syntax) would be to have no parsing . The standard constraint that 

forces parsing is Parse-a. I will show that the two Ahgn(phonology, syntax) constraints, 

combined with the three other constraints are insufficient to yield the desired parsing 

structure. Structure 4~[3[3 [33]]] is used as an example in the following tableau. 

(104) Align(FL,SL) and Align(FR,SR) 

[3 [3 [33]]] Parse-a Align Align 
(FR,SR) ( P U S L )  

=^a. {33} {33} * 

*b 3<3{33}> *! 
*c. 33{33} 
*d. 3<333> *! 1 1 

Ahgn(FL, 
String L) 

In the above tableau, in order for output (a) to be optimal, we need to rank Parse-a higher 

than both Ahgn(FR,SR) and Ahgn(FL, String L). Comparing output (a) and (b), we can 

see that output (a) has no Parse-a violation and one Align(FR,SR) violation. As output 

(a) is desired, Parse-a outranks Ahgn(FR,SR). Furthermore, comparing (a) with (d), 

Parse-a has to outrank Align(FL, String L) as output (a) has two violations of alignment 

while output (d) has only one violation of Parse-a. The ranking of Align(FL,SL) and 

Align(String R) is not decidable in this example. The ranking can be elaborated when we 

incorporate different structvires, e.g., structure 7~[ [3[33]] 3]. 
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(105) ranking Align(FL,SL) and Align(FR,SR) with structure 7 

[ [3[33]] 3] Align 
(FL,SL) 

Parse-a 1 Align 
1 (FR,SR) 

Align 
(String R) 

Align(FL, 
String L) 

^ a .  3 < { 3 3 } 3 >  * 

*b.{331133} *! * 

*c.<{33}3>3 * * *! 

*d. 3333 *! 

*e. 33{33} ** ** 

* f .  3<333> 1 
* 

In studying structure 7, more details on the ranking become available. First, 

Align(FL,SL) must outrank Parse-a. Comparing (a) and (b) we can see that Align(FL,SL) 

has to outrank Parse-a; otherwise output (b) is better than output (a) because output (a) 

has a Parse-o violation which, from our previous ranking, is more fatal than the 

violations in output (b). Comparing outputs (a) and (c), we know that either 

Align(FR,SR) or Align(String R) has to outrank Align(FL, String L) because violations 

of one of the former categories are considered worse than violations of the latter. The 

difficulty of ranking arises when we compare outputs (a) and (Q. They have the identical 

violation of the existing constraints; yet we need to make output (a) better than output (f). 

The difference between these two outputs is that output (a) has a binary foot whereas 

output (f) has only a ternary structure. We can decompose our Parse-a into two separate 

constraints: 

(106) decomposing Parse- cf' 

Parse(a,Ft): every syllable should be parsed by a binary foot 
Parse(a,Ts): every syllable should be parsed by a ternary structure. 

The tableau with the decomposed Parse-a is given here: 
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(107) re-ranking with Parse-adecomposed: structure 7—[[3[33]J 3] 

[ [3[33]] 3] Align Parse Parse Align Align Align(FL, 
(FL,SL) (o,Ft) (a,Ts) (FR,SR) (String R) String L) 

^ a .  3 < { 3 3 } 3 >  ** * • 

*b. {33}{33} *! * ** 

*c. <{33}3>3 ** * * *! 

*d. 3333 *** 1 * *! 

*e. 33{33} ** ** 

*£ 3<333> *** 1 * * * 

With everything else unaltered, output (f) is now worse than output (a) because of two 

violations of Parse(o,Ft). Comparing (a) and (b), one might suggest that an aUemative 

explanation for why (a) outperforms (b) would be to rank Parse(a,Ts) over Parse(a,Ft), 

since (a) would have one fewer violation of Parse(a,Ts). The net effect, then, is the 

preference of a ternary unit over the formation of two binary feet. However, if we revisit 

Structure 4—[3[3 [33]]], the proposal does not hold as two binary feet are preferred over 

one ternary structure. 

(108) Ranking of decomposed Parse-(7 with structure 4 

[3[3 [33]]], Align 
(FL,SL) 

Parse Parse 
(o,Ft) (a,Ts) 

Align 
(FR,SR) 

AHgn 
(String R) 

Align(FL, 
String L) 

-a. {33}{33} 1 * ** 

*b. 3<3{33}> I ^ ** 

*c. 33{33} *1* 1 **** 

*d. 3333 *!*** **** * 

*e. {33}33 ^ 1 4c 1 4cHcH«4« 

*f. 3<333> 1 * 

Comparing output (a) against output (b), we can see that they differ in Parse(a,Ft), 

Parse(a,Ts) and Ahgn(FR,SR). Output (a) has no violation of Parse(a,Ft) and four 
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violations of Parse(a,Ts) whereas output (b) has only one violation of Parse((a,Ts) and 

two violations of Parse(0,Ft). As output (a) is the optimal output, we need to rank 

Parse(o,Ft) critically higher than Parse(o,Ts). Such a ranking is still valid for the 

previous structure 7~[ [3[33]] 3] as (b) is ruled out by a violation of Align(FL,SL). 

(109) Structure 7—[ [3[33]] 3] re-evaluated with Parse((7,Ft) and Parse(<j,Ts) ranked 

[ [3[33]] 3] Align 
(FL,SL) 

Parse j Parse 
(a,Ft) (o,Ts) 

Align 
(FR,SR) 

Align 
(String R) 

Align(FL, 
String L) 

^ a .  3 < { 3 3 } 3 >  ** 1 * * 

*b. {33}{33} *! 1 * 4i>|c 

*c. <{33}3>3 **  He *! 

*d. 3333 * 

*e.33{33} **  ** 

* f .  3<333> * * 

The above tableau shows that ranking Align(FL,SL) above Parse(a,Ft) and ranking 

Parse(o,Ft) above Parse(o,Ts) yields the right output in both structures. However, this 

ranking predicts a wrong output in Structure 10~[[[[33]3]3]3], the left branching 

structure. 

(110) Alignment with structure 10—[[[[33]3J3]3] 

[[[[33]3]3]3] Align Parse Parse Align Align Align(FL, 
(FL,SL) (a,Ft) (o,Ts) (FR,SR) (String String L) 

R) 
?? a. {33}<{33}3> * * ** ** 

??b.<{33}3>{33} * * 
**  1 *** 

c. <{33}3>33 **  ** 1 * 

??d. {33}<333> * * * 1 
*e.33333 *****  *****  * 

In the above tableau, we can see that the existing ranking poses a problem . In 

structure 10~[[[[33]3]3]3], the desired output is either output (a) or output (b). Both of 
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these outputs have a violation of Align(FL,SL), which we have ranked higher than the 

two parse constraints in order to get the right output in structure 7~[ [3[33]] 3]. In an 

attempt to avoid parsing four syllables into two binary feet, we rank aUgnment higher 

than the Parse(a,Ft) constraint. In structure 10—[[[[33]3]3]3], however, we need to form a 

binary foot from two of the three stranded syllables. Ranking Align(FL,SL) higher than 

Parse(a,Ft) cannot give us the desired outputs. When we compare (b) and (c), we see that 

(c) has an extra violation of Align(String R), and nothing prevents us from ranking this 

higher than Align(FL,SL); hence we can still rule out output (c). A problem arises, 

however, when we compare output (a) and (c). Output (c) has three violations of Parse 

(o,Ft) whereas output (a) has only one. But, output (a) has a violation of Ahgn (FL,SL), 

which is ranked higher than Parse (o,Ft). Such a violation rules out (a). A similar 

problem arises when we compare (b) against (c). If we were to rank Align(FL,SL) lower 

than Parse(o,Ft), we would get the wrong output in structure 7—[ [3[33]] 3]. The use of 

Align(FL,SL) and Align(FR,SR) as separate constraints cannot give us the correct 

parsing structures. 

The reason why Align(FL,SL) and Align(FR,SR) as separate constraints fail is 

obvious. These two ahgnment constraints regulate where binary feet can be formed. If 

both edges of a binary foot can be ahgned, a binary foot is allowed. However, in TTSR 

patterns, we know that although syntactic binary units are always parsed into binary feet, 

binary feet do not have to build on syntactic binary units. In some structures, stranded 

syllables adjacent to each other are grouped into binary feet; while in some other 

structures where stranded syllables are separate from one another, they are left stranded 
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or grouped into ternary units. The two ahgnment constraints evaluate left edges and right 

edges, however, as separate constraints. They do not evaluate the two edges of the same 

foot, but rather left or right edges. As a result, they fail to reconcile the competition 

between maximal parsing and the fine alignment required in different structures. 

Out of the eight alignment constraints, we have shown that four of them that aUgn 

on the same edges ~Align(Left, Left) and Align(Right, Right)~do not work. The other 

four alignments on different edges—AHgn(Left, Right) and Align(Right, left) do not work 

either. 

(111) Alignments on different edges 

[3[33]] Align(SL,FR) Align(SR,FL) Align(FL,SR) Align(FR,SL) Parse(a,Ft) 
a. 3{33) ** ** * *  • 

b. {3313 ** **  *  *  • 

In the above tableau, we can see that using the four alignment constraints on different 

edges, we cannot distinguish between output (a) and output (b). Output (a) follows the 

binary principle while output (b) is random parsing. 

Contrary to the ineffectiveness of alignment of separate constraints, ahgnments as 

combined constraints achieve simplicity and effectiveness in parsing syntactic structure. 

Here, I propose using local disjunction of constraints. Crowhurst (1997) proposes the use 

of three logic operators: conjunction, disjunction and implication. In contrast to the 

existing local conjunction literature, Crowhurst evaluates combined constraints from the 

perspective of satisfaction. Hence, the difference in her labeling. For Crowhurst, given a 

locally conjoined constraint A&B, Candidate Candl satisfies A&B if and only if Candl 

satisfies A and Candl satisfies B. Elsewhere in the literature, locally conjoined 
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constraints are evaluated from the perspective of violations. Given a locally conjoined 

constraint A&B, a Candidate (Candl) violates A&B if and only if Candl violates A and 

Candl violates B. In the latter case, Candl satisfies A&B if Candl satisfies either A or B. 

Following the spirit of Crowhurst's conjunction and the labeling tradition of existing 

literature, I propose the following locally disjoined alignment constraints. 

(112) Align(SL,FL)lAlign(SR,FR): the left edge of a syntactic unit aligns with the left 

edge of a foot and its right edge aligns with the right edge of the foot. 

This constraint is violated if either Ahgn(SL,FL) or Align(SR,FR) is violated. The two 

alignment constraints share the same arguments and domains. The left and right edges 

refer to the edges and the same syntactic unit and the edges of foot refer to the same foot. 

This constraint is evaluated from the perspective of violations. If either of the two 

components is violated, the combined constraint is violated. Stated in the reverse way, the 

constraint is only satisfied if and only if both of the components are satisfied. In this 

sense, it is exactly the same as Local conjunction proposed by Crowhurst. But as we 

stated it from the perspective of violation, we label it local disjunction. I will show how 

this constraint works with sample tableaus. 

(113)Align(SL,FL)\Align(SR,FR) 

[3r3311 Align(SL,FL)|Align(SR,FR) 
^a. 3{33} * 

*b.{33}3 
*c. 333 

In this tableau, output (a) is the desired output. In output (a), we have two pairs of 

syntactic brackets. The inner pair~[3_[33j_]~ aligns with the edges of the binary foot. The 
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outside pair —I3[33]l does not. For the outside bracket, the left edge is not aligned 

while the right edge is aligned with the right edge of a binary foot. According to the 

definition of disjunction, a violation occurring with a component is considered violation 

of the combined constraint. Therefore, we have one violation of the combined constraint 

Align(SL,FL)| Align(SR,FR). In output (b), the right edges of both syntactic constituents 

are not aligned; hence we have two violations. Output (c) does not parse any syllable into 

binary foot. As a result, none of the syntactic edges are aligned. We have two pair of 

brackets and two violations. The combined constraint does not distinguish output (b) and 

(c), they have two violations and are equally ill-formed. It is obvious that the alignment 

constraints restrict where the binary foot can go and forces the formation of a binary foot 

when syntax allows it. Not parsing syntactic binary units in this case will incur more 

violations of the combined constraint than proper parsing. However, this constraint is 

relevant only if syntax requires binary parsing. The formation of a binary foot when 

syntax does not require it, as observed in our data, can be accounted for by the use of 

Parse(o,Ft). 

(114)Align(SL,FL)\Align(SR,FR) andParse(a,Ft) 

[3[3 [33]]] Align(SL,FL)|Align(SR,FR) Parse(o,Ft) 
^a.{33}{33} ** 

*b.33{33} ** *1* 

*c. 3333 **** 

*d. (33133 *** **  

In this tableau, we can see that output (a) and (b) has the exact same number of violations 

of Align(SL,FL)lAlign(SR,FR), and the two pairs of edges not aligned are larger than 

binary units~£3_[3 [33]1J_. The combined constraint only regulates the footing of syntactic 
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binary units. There is no way to avoid the violation of the combined constraint if a unit is 

not binary. The parsing of the first two syllables, though, aligns one syntactic left edge to 

the left edge of a binary foot, cannot avoid the violation of the combined constraint, as its 

right edge is not ahgned to the right edge of the first foot. The alignment of the outside 

right bracket - _[3[3 [33]]]_~against the right edge of the second binary foot does not 

count as the combined constraints are referring to the same foot for alignment, not any 

foot. One advantage of local disjunction in use here is the ability to refer to the same 

argument for evaluation. Comparing output (a) and (d), we can see that parsing of the 

non-binary unit in (d) does not reduce the violation of the combined constraint. Not 

parsing the binary foot increases the violation by one. Comparing (a) and (c), we can 

observe again that no parsing is doomed to have more violations of the combined 

constraint. 

Now that we have introduced Parse(a,Ft), we need to determine its comparative 

ranking against the combined constraint. In the previous example, these two constraints 

do not compete—the satisfaction of one does not incur the violation of the other. But 

when the combined constraint forces footing in the middle of a string, conflicts arise. 

(115) Ranking AUgn(SL,FL)\Align(SR,FR) and Parse (a, Ft). 

[ [3[33]] 3] Align(SL,FL)|Align(SR,FR) Parse(a,Ft) 
•^a.3{33}3 **  

*b.{33}{33} **•1 
*c. 3333 ***! 

*d. {33}33 **  
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In this example, we can see that alignment prefers the formation of only one binary foot 

where the syntactic binary unit is, whereas Parse(a,Ft) prefers the formation of two 

binary feet where all four syllables are parsed into feet. Output(a) with the middle binary 

unit is the optimal output. Output (b) has no violation of Parse(a,Ft), but three violations 

of the combined alignment constraint. The well-formedness of output (a) suggests that 

Align(SL,FL)lAlign(SR,FR) dominates Parse(a,Ft). 

In illustrating how local disjunction works, I have shown how the combined 

constraint forces binary footing in different cases. Regardless of all other conditions, the 

combined constraint only forces binary footing where syntactic binary units are present. 

In cases where stranded syllables are adjacent, Parse(a,Ft) will force binary footing. If 

the stranded syllables are separated by syntactic binary units, they cannot be footed as the 

combined constraint is ranked higher than Parse(a,Ft). As we are evaluating all syntactic 

groupings in a string, the combined constraint is always violated as constituents larger 

than two syllables cannot satisfy the constraint. A worse candidate simply has more 

violations. The motivation and the appeal of local disjunction, in this case, is its implicit 

reference to the same argument and the same domain. Satisfaction of each component 

alignment in a different domain does not satisfy the locally disjoined constraint. 

Violations can only be satisfied if both constraints are satisfied with respect to the same 

argument in the same domain, more specifically in our case, when the edges of the same 

syntactic constituents are aligned with the same edges of a binary foot. With local 

disjunction, we interpreted the binary principle we have identified in the data. 
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In the data, we observe that in addition to binary feet, we need to have ternary 

structures for TTSR to be appUed correctly. The motivation for ternary units arises from 

several different sources. 

The primary argument is the asymmetry between two syntactic sub-structures: 

[[33]3] and [3[33]], with the former yielding a consistent "2'23" pattern and the latter 

mostly "32'3" with more variations. Regardless of their position in a syntactic tree, this 

asymmetry is observed. If a binary foot is the only structure in use, then the difference in 

these two sub-structures are expressed as {33}3 and 3 {33}. The left branching sub

structure has a third tone following a binary unit while the right branching has a third 

tone preceding a binary unit. In this sense, the left branching sub-structure should show 

the exact same pattern as the first three syllables in the structure -[[33][3[33]]], parsed 

into (3313133). However, it is found that while the left branching sub-structure shows a 

consistent "2'2'3" pattern, the first three syllables in this five syllable structure show a lot 

of variations. To capture the asymmetry between these two sub-structures, we need to 

have ternary structure. 

The second motivation comes from the consistent observation that the second to 

last syllable if preceded by a third tone always changes to a second tone. This could be 

motivated as an independent positional constraint. However, it is also possible and more 

consistent to explain this as a parsing effect. If the last syllable cannot be left alone, then 

it either has to be combined into a binary foot, (e.g. when the second the last syllable is 

stranded, as in [[[33]3]3]); or it has to go with a larger unit if it follows a binary unit and 

binary units are always parsed into binary feet. In this case, it emulates the behavior of 
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the[[33]3] in terms of TTSR application pattern. Incorporating this phenomena into 

ternary structure makes the analysis more compact and general. 

The third motivation comes from parsing six-syllable string structure 20— 

[[33]3][3[33]]. In this structure, syntactic binary parsing gives us {33}33{33}, with two 

stranded medial syllables that are adjacent to each other. Given a preference for binary 

parsing, we would have parsed the whole string into three binary feet~{33} {33} {33} and 

expect a TTSR pattern of "2'32'32'3". However, in our data, the reading is "2'2'332'3". 

The two stranded syllables in the middle are resistant to binary parsing. Instead, the 

TTSR pattern resembles the concatenation of the patterns we get from the two sub

structures: "2'2'3" for [[33]3] and "32'3" for [3[33]]. The pattern supports the parsing 

into two ternary structures. 

Based on the above observations, we propose that a ternary structure is in use in 

addition to the binary unit. In modeling the ternary parsing, we will borrow local 

disjunction from binary parsing. 

(116) Align(SL,TL)|Align(SR,TR): the left edge of a syntactic unit is aligned with the 
left edge of a ternary structure and the right edge of a syntactic unit is aligned with the 
right edge of the ternary structure. 

This constraint is violated if either Align(SL,TL) or Align(SR,TR) is violated. It is only 

satisfied if both the component aUgnments are satisfied. The evaluation is illustrated with 

the following tableau. 
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(117) Align(SL,TL) \ Align(SR,TR) 

[3[[33]3]] Align(SL,TL) Align(SR,TR) 
^a.3<{33}3> ** 

*b.<3{33}>3 
*c.3{33}3 
*d. 3333 

In this tableau, output (a) is the desired output. Output (a) has three pairs of syntactic 

bracketing, and only one of them is aUgned with a ternary structure~[ 3 l[33]3l], hence 

there are two violations. Output (b) forms a ternary structure where syntactic structures 

do not align. The left bracket aligns with the left edge of the ternary structure~J[ 3 

[[33]3]], but the right edge of that syntactic unit is at the right edge of the string and does 

not get ahgned with the ternary structure~[ 3 [[33]3]]_. Although a syntactic right edge is 

ahgned at the right edge of the ternary structure—[ 3 [[33j_3]], this edge belongs to a 

different syntactic bracketing. The disjoint constraint is not satisfied. In output (b), none 

of the three pairs of syntactic edges aligned with the ternary structure and there are three 

violations. Output (c) and (d) do not form ternary structure and all of existing pairs 

violate the disjoint constraint. From the above, it should be clear that the disjoint 

constraint Align(SL,TL)|Align(SR,TR) is satisfied only if a ternary syntactic structure is 

parsed into a phonologically ternary structure. If there is no syntactic ternary structure in 

the input, all ways of parsing have the same violations of the disjoined constraint and 

well-formedness is determined by other constraints. 
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(118) Align(SL,TL) \ Align(SR,TR) 

rr33i[33ii Align(SL,FL)|Align(SR,FR) Align(SL,TL)|Align(SR,TR) 
^a.{33|{33} *  ***  

*b3<3{33}> *** 

*c.3{33}3 ***  

*d. 3333 ***  

In this tableau, we can see that all outputs have three violations of the disjoint ternary 

constraint Align(SL,TL)|AKgn(SR,TR) as the syntactic structure does not contain any 

ternary structure. The optimal candidate, then, is determined by the disjoined binary 

constraint. Output (a) parses all syntactic binary units into binary feet and hence 

possesses the fewest violations. 

So far, we have translated all the five parsing principles into constraints. 

(119) mapping between principles and constraints 

Principle Constraints Nickname 
Binary Align(SL,FL)|Align(SR,FR) A(slr,flr) Binary 

Ft-Bin Bin 
Ternary Align(SL,TL) Align(SR,TR) A(slr,tlr) 
Parse-a Parse(a,Ft) P(a,F) Parse-a 

Parse(0,T) P(o,T) 
Parse-last Align(String R) A(r) 
Align(Ft L, String L) Align(Ft L, String L) A(fl,l) 

The above table shows the mapping between principles and constraints. I created a hst of 

Nicknames for Constraints due to limited space in the tableaux. The task ahead is to show 

how these constraints interact and if they can produce the right output. From what we 

have demonstrated so far, we know A(slr,flr) outranks Parse(a,F). I determine the 

comparative ranking of the constraints in two steps. First, I classify the whole set into two 

subsets, one containing the constraints associated with phenomena that are always true. 
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e.g. biliary syntactic units are always parsed into binary foot, the second to last syllable 

always undergoes TTSR; the other set contains constraints associated with variable 

observations, e.g., some syllables are parsed into binary feet, some feet are aUgned at the 

left edge of the string. The first set, as a whole unordered set, is ranked above the second 

set as a whole set unless our data suggests otherwise. The second step is to rank the 

individual constraints, mostly within the same set to determine their comparative 

rankings. 

(120) constraint classification 

Always true Variable 
A(slr,flr): binary units are parsed 
Bin: all feet are binary 
A(r): last syllable is parsed 

A(slr,tlr): ternary units are parsed 
P(a,F): syllables are parsed into feet 
P(a,T): syllables are parsed into ternary structure 
A(fl, 1): foot left is aligned at string left 

Based on the classification in the above table, we have the following temporary ranking: 

(121) A(sb-,flr), Bin, A(r) » A(slr,tlr), P(0,F), P(a,T), A(fl,l) 

We know that A(slr,flr)» P(a,F), and this fits in the temporary ranking we have 

developed. Bin»P(a,F) is also observable. If Bin« P(o,F), we would have unary foot 

or super-foot where everything is parsed. Some of the comparative rankings are not so 

obvious. I will illustrate them with tableaus. 

(122) ranking P (J,F) against A (sir, tlr) and P((T, T) 
[3[3 [33]]] P(a,F) A(slr,tlr) P(a,T) 
^a. {33}{33} *** He He He 

b. 3<3{33}> *1* **  * 

Assuming A(slr,flr) and Bin are higher ranked, we observe in the above tableau that when 

two syllables are stranded, they are grouped into a binary foot. Comparing output (a) and 
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(b), we can see that P(a,F) is satisfied at extra violations of both A(sk,tlr) and P(a,T). 

This suggests that 

(123) P(a,F)» A(slr,tlr), P(o,T) 

Adding this to the temporary ranking, we get: 

(124) A(slr,flr), Bin, A(r) » P(a,F), A(fl,l)»A(slr,tlr), P(a,T) 

As I am not sure about the comparative ranking of P(o,F) against A(fl,l) or the ranking 

between A(fl,l) and A(slr,tlr), P(o,T), we temporarily put it in the category with P(o,F). 

(125) ranking parse against A (fl, I) 

[[[[33]3]3]3] A(sk,flr) Bin A(r) P(a,F) A(fl,l) A(sb:,tlr) P(a,T) 
^a.{33}<{33}3> 4c:|cHc * ** **** 

^b. <{33}3>{33) ***  * *** *** 

*c. {33}<333> *** **** ** 

*d. {33}3{33} *** *** ****1 ifcsicsic 

In the above tableau, we have two optimal outputs (a) and (b). These two outputs are 

identical in violations of P(o,F) and P(a,T). And they differ on violations of A(fl,l) and 

A(slr,tlr). The equal well-formedness suggests that A(fl,l) and A(slr,tk) are ranked equal. 

As A(slr,tlr) is lower ranked than P(o,F), this ranks A(fl,l) lower than P(a,F). Such a 

ranking is observed in the comparison of (a) and (c). (c) and (a) differ in violations of 

A(fl,l) and P(a,F). (c) has fewer violations of A(fl,l) and more of P(cy,F) and (c) is ruled 

out. This suggests that violations of P(CJ,F) are worse than violations of A(fl,l). P(CJ,F) 

outranks A(fl,l). Our revised ranking is now; 

(126) A(slr,flr), Bin, A(r) » P(a,F) »A(sh-,tlr), P(o,T) , A(fl,l) 
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The above ranking predicts that A(r) is higher ranked than A(sb:,tlr), a prediction 

observably correct in our data. 

(127) Validating A(r) >> A (sir, tlr) 

[[3[33]] 3] A(sh-,flr) Bin A(r) P(o,F) A(fl,l) A(slr,tlr) P(a,T) 
^-a. 3<{33}3> ** ** * *** * 

b. <3{33}>3 ** *! ** * ** * 

c. 3{33}3 ** *! ** * *** !|ciic4c:|c 

d. {33}{33} ***! ** *** **** 

In the above tableau, output (a) is the desired output. The ternary syntactic structure in 

the string contains the first three syllables, but the phonological ternary structure takes the 

last three syllables. If we look at the structure, we can see that the binary syntactic unit 

takes the middle two syllables and this makes complete parsing impossible. As we have 

observed that binary syntactic units are parsed into binary foot, the last syllable can only 

be grouped into a ternary unit to get parsed. However, the syntactic structure favors the 

first syllable to be grouped rather than the last. In our data, output (a) is better than output 

(b): A(r)»A(slr,tlr). 

The constraint ranking developed here predicts the wrong output in structure 20— 

[[[33]3][3[33]]]. 

(128) current ranking for structure 20—[[[33]3][3[33]]] 

[[[33]3] [3[33]]] A(sb:,flr) Bin A(r) P(a,F) A(fl,l) A(sh',tlr) P(c,T) 
??^a. <{33}3><3{33}> ***  **  **** *** 

b. {33}{33}{33} ***  ****** :ic l|< >|t ****** 

c. {33}33{33} ***  * *   ̂ a|e s|c }|c 

In this tableau, we can see that output (a) is the desired output, but output (b) is optimal in 

the current ranking. Output (a) has two P(a,F) violations and fewer Align(fl,l) and 
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A(slr,tlr) violations. As P(o,F) is ranked higher than the latter two, output (a) is ruled out. 

Comparing structure 20—[[[33]3][3[33]]] with structure 4-[3[3[33]]], we can see that in 

structure 4, the binary foot built on a stranded syllable has the left edge aligned with 

syntactic left edge—X3[3[33]]], whereas if we form a binary foot on the stranded syllables 

on structure 20—[[[33]3][3[33]]], neither of the edges align. The observation is that a 

binary foot can have one edge unaligned with a syntactic edge but not both of its edges 

unaligned. This observation can be captured in a locally conjoined constraint. 

(729j Align(fl,sl) &Align(fr,sr): the left edge of a foot ahgns with the left edge of a 
syntactic structure and the right edge of the foot aligns with the right edge of a 
syntactic structure. 

Unlike the disjoined account, the locally conjoined alignment is violated only if both of 

the component aUgnments are violated. We nickname the constraint A(fl&fi"). The 

evaluation of the constraint is illustrated in the following tableau with structure 4. 

(130) Align(fl,sl) & Align(fr,sr) 

[3[3[33]]] A(sk,flr) Bin A(r) A(fl&fr) P(a,F) A(fl,l) A(sh-,tlr) P(a,T) 
^a. {33} {33} ** 

*b. 3<3{33}> *1* ** 

In this tableau, we can see that with the new constraint added and ranked higher than 

P(a,F), we can still get the right output. In output (a), the second binary foot has both 

edges aligned to syntactic edges~[3[3_[33]^]], and it does not violate A(fl&fr). The first 

binary foot has its left edge aligned with a syntactic left edge~_[3[3[33]]].~and the right 

edge is not aligned. By the definition of local conjunction, it violates only one of the 

components and does not violate the conjoined constraints. The addition of A(fl&fi-), 
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therefore, does not affect the optimal output. The revised constraint ranking, however, 

predicts the right output in structure 20—[[[33]3][3[33]]]. 

(131) Align(sr,tl) 

[[[33]3] [3[33]]] A(slr, 
fir) 

Bin A(r) A(fl&fr) P(o,F) A(fl,l) A(slr, 
tlr) 

P(a,T) 

^a.<{33}3><3{33}> ***  **  

*b. {33}{33}{33} ***  *! ****** ***** ****** 

*c.{33}33{33} *** He He }|C)iCS|C9|c 

In the above tableau, we can see that the correct output (a) is optimal. In output (b), when 

the two stranded syllables in the middle are parsed into a binary foot, neither the left edge 

nor the right edge is aligned with syntactic edges. By definition of A(fl&fr), it violates 

the conjoined constraint. As the conjoined constraint is ranked higher than P(a,F), output 

(b) is ruled out. Comparing output (a) against output (c), we can see that by leaving the 

two middle syllables stranded, we incur more violations of both A(slr,tlr) and P(a,T). As 

a result, parsing the whole string into two ternary units is the optimal choice. The locally 

conjoined alignment constraint is effective. 

A sensitive case for ternary parsing is structure 10—[[[[33]3]3]3]: a five syllable 

left branching structure with three stranded syllables at the right edge. I investigate next 

to learn if the new ranking predicts its pattern. 

(132) ranking parse against A (fl, I) 

[[[[33]3]3]3] A(sb-,flr) Bin A(r) A(fl&fr) P(o,F) A(fl,l) A(slr,tlr) P(a,T) 
^a.{33}<{33}3> *** **** HcHc 
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^b.<{33}3>{33} ***  * *** 3k* 

*c. {33|<333> *** 

*d. {33}3{33} *** He He >|c 1 }|c 

In the above tableau, the right outputs are displayed. In output (a), the first binary foot is 

well aligned with syntax. The second binary foot has its right edge aligned—[[[[33]3]3j_3]: 

the locally conjoined constraint is satisfied. In output (b), the second binary foot also has 

its right edge aligned, but with a different right edge than that of output (a)~ 

[[[[33]3]3]3J,: the conjoined constraint is also satisfied. These two outputs differ in the 

violations of A(fl,l) and A(slr,tlr). As we have noted earlier, these two constraints are 

equally ranked, and output (a) and (b) are indistinguishable in terms of well-formedness. 

Output (c) does not parse the last three syllables and incurs more violations of P(a,F). 

Output (d) does not parse the last three syllables into ternary unit and has more violations 

of P(a,T). The addition of A(fl&fr) still allows multiple outputs in this structure. 

In the preceding discussion, I have examined all the relevant constraints used in 

determining parsing structures for TTSR appUcation and the current constraint ranking is 

the following: 

(133) A(sb-,flr), Bin, A(r),A(fl&fr) » P(a,F) »A(sk,tk), P(a,T), A(fl,l) 

With this ranking, the following predictions hold: 

• For strings where the syntax has complete binary parsing, A(slr,flr), Bin and 
P(o,F) will combine to force complete parsing into binary feet. 

• For strmgs where syntax leaves isolated stranded syllables, A(r) and A(slr,trl) will 
compete to determine the formation of ternary structures. 
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• For strings where syntax leaves adjacent stranded syllables, A(fl&fr), A(r), 
P(a,F), A(slr,tlr) and A(fl,l) interact to determine the parsing structvire that is 
influenced by syntactic constraints. 

The constraint ranking has reflected the five principles we have observed from our data 

and can handle the different cases of branching. Its effectiveness will be presented in 

more detail after we examine the application principles. 
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4.3.3 Applying TTSR 

In section 4.3.1, we identified two sets of principles: parsing principles and 

application principles. Constraint ranking has been developed for parsing principles in 

section 4.3.2. In this section, I explore how the apphcation principles can be expressed in 

OT. 

There are three application principles, repeated as follows: 

(134) Application principles: 

1. Binary application: TTSR appUes to the left edge of binary foot if it is 
followed by a third tone: {33}—> {2'3} and <3{33}>^ <3{2'3}>. 

2. Ternary application: TTSR appUes to the second syllable of a ternary structure 
if it is followed by a third tone: <{33}3>—> <{2'2'}3> 

3. Optional application: TTSR apphes optionally to medial consecutive third 
tones. 

These three principles capture different TTSR applications in different structural 

constructs: binary feet, ternary structure, adjacent but ungrouped syallables. The binary 

principle has been discussed in the study of homogeneous nonsense strings. A constraint 

ranking is developed to account for {33}^ {2'3}. 

(135) *{33}, *{32}&Faith3»Faith(3) 

Because such a ranking makes reference to tonal pattern and footing structure, but not to 

syntactic structure or semantic structure, it is general and applicable in the context of 

meaningful strings. 
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In a ternary structure, there are two different structures depending on where the 

binary foot is aligned: <{33}3> and <3{33}>. We have observed that these two 

structures display two different TTSR application patterns. 

(136) <{33}3>^<{2'2'}3> 
<3{33}>^ <3{2'3}> 

It is obvious that consecutive third tones are to be avoided in ternary structures. Different 

internal structures give us different tonal patterns. In binary structure, the OCP effect of 

third tones can be modeled in terms of local conjunction. *{33} can be expressed as 

[*3&*3]foot: two violations of *3 in a local domain of a foot are not allowed. The OCP 

effect is expressible in a binary foot because there are only two syllables in a binary foot 

and adjacency is indirectly captured in local conjunction. In a ternary structure, this is not 

true. <323> is not a violation of OCP because the two third tones in the ternary structure 

are one syllable apart. <233> is a violation of OCP because the two third tones are 

adjacent. OCP modeled as self-conjunction of *3 in a ternary structure cannot distinguish 

between these two cases. We express the OCP effect in ternary structure as *<33>. 

(137) *<33>: two consecutive third tones in a ternary structure are not allowed. 

(138) TTSR in ternary structure 

<3{33}> *{33} *{32}&Faith(3) *<33> Faith(3) 
^a. <3{2'3}> * 

*b. <2'{33}> *! * * 

*c. <2'{2'3}> * * \  

*d. <2'{32'}> * * )k*t 



In this tableau, to avoid * {33} and *<33>, the second third tone changes to a second tone. 

The satisfaction of these two constraints does not compete against each other. In the other 

ternary structure, this is not the case. 

(139) TTSR in ternary structure 
<{33}3> *{33} *{32}&Faith(3) *<33> Faith(3) 
^a.<{2'2'}3}> ** 

*b.<{32'}3> *! * 

??*c.<{2'3'}2'> ** 

*d. <{2'3}3> *! * 

In this tableau, the optimal output is 2'2'3 where both the first and the second third tone 

change. Output (b) has only one Faith(3) violation, but it has a violation of 

*(32}&Faith(3), which is ranked higher than Faith(3). Output (d) has a *<33> violation 

which is also ranked higher than Faith(3). Output (c) is the problematic case, as the 

violations are identical to those for the optimal output (a). In TTSR application, when 

two third tones are adjacent, only the preceding one changes. Since precedence viewed in 

a structure can be interpreted as proximity to left edges, I propose the use of Align(2,tl). 

(140) Align(2,tl): a second tone is ahgned to the left edge of a ternary structure. 

This constraint is evaluated gradiently. The farther away the second tone is from the left 

edge of the ternary structure it is in, the more violations it incurs. The new constraint is 

added to the following tableau. 

(141) TTSR in ternary structure with Align(2,tl) 

<{33}3> *{33} *{32}&Faith(3) *<33> Faith(3) Align(2,tl) 
^a.<{2'2'}3}> **  *  

*b. <{32'}3> *! *  *  

??*c.<{2'3'}2'> **  

*d.<{2'3}3> *! *  *  
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In this tableau, we rank Align(2,tl) equal to Faith(3) and achieve the correct output. 

Align(2,tl) must rank lower than three markedness constraints as they are often satisfied 

when it is violated. Ranking Align(2,tl) equal with them would make the change optional 

instead of obligatory. 

The new constraint ranking does not affect the outcome of <3{33}>. 

(142) TTSR in ternary structure 

<3{33}> *{33} *{32}&Faith(3) *<33> Faith(3) Align(2,tl) 
^a. <3{2'3}> * * 

*b. <2'{33}> *! * * 

*c. <2'{2'3}> * 

*d.<2'{32'}> *! ** ** 

With the above tableau, I verify that the new ranking produces the optimal output in 

<3{33}>. The current ranking is valid for the two cases of ternary structure: 

(143) *{33}, *{32}&Faith(3),*<33> »Faith(3), Align(2,tl) 

The optional application of TTSR is observed in the middle of the string when the 

two consecutive third tones are not grouped into the same structure. I propose a *33 that 

makes no reference to structure. 

(144) *33: consecutive third tones are not allowed 

Since the application of third tones is optional, this markedness constraint is ranked equal 

to Faith(3). 
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(145) Optional TTSR 

{33}<3{33}> *{33} *{32}&Faith(3) *<33> Faith(3) *33 Align(2,tl) 
^a. {2'3}<3{2'3}> **  *  

^b. {2'2'}<3{2'3}> 
^c. {2'3}<2'{2'3}> * 

*d. {32'}<3{2'3}> *! 

*e. {2'2'}<2'{2'3}> ****1 • 

The above tableau shows that by ranking *33 equal to Faith(3), we have three outputs for 

the above structures. In output(a) and (b), (a) has two Faith(3) violations and one *33 

violation, (b) has three Faith(3) violations and no *33 violation. As these two constraints 

are ranked equal, these two outputs are non distinguishable in well-formedness. Output(c) 

has the same violations as output (b). Output (d) has a *{32}&Faith(3) violation, which is 

critical. Output (e) has one more violations of Faith(3) as compared to output (b). 

As shown in the above tableau, the current ranking accounts for TTSR patterns in 

binary feet, ternary structure and ungrouped positions. 

(146) * {33}, * {32}&Faith(3),*<33> »Faith(3), Align(2,tl), *33 

4.3.4 Integrating Parsing Constraints and Application Constraints 

In the previous sections, I have developed constraints separately for parsing a 

string into desired structures and applying TTSR in these different structures. This 

section is devoted to integrating the two sets of constraints and validating the ranking 

against the twenty-three structures I have collected data on. 

The parsing constraints I have developed are as follows; 

(147) A(slr,flr), Bin, A(r),A(fl&fr) » P(a,F) »A(sk,tlr), P(a,T), A(fl,l) 
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The constraint definition and their nicknames are Usted in the following table. 

(148) Overview of parsing constraints 

Constraint Definition Type Nickname 
Align(SL,FL)| 
Align(SR,FR) 

The left edge of a syntactic unit aligns with 
the left edge of a foot and its right edge 
ahgns with the right edge of the foot. 

Local 
conjunction 

A(sh:,flr) 

Ft-Bin Feet are binary at some level of analysis 
(H,o) 

Single Bin 

Align(SL,TL)| 
Ahgn(SR,TR) 

The left edge of a sjoitactic unit is aligned 
with the left edge of a ternary structure and 
the right edge of a syntactic unit is ahgned 
with the right edge of the ternary structure 

Local 
conjunction 

A(slr,tlr) 

Parse(a,Ft) Every syllable should be parsed by a foot Single P(a,F) 

Parse(o,T) Every syllable should be parsed by a 
ternary structure. 

Single P(o,T) 

Align(String 
R) 

The right edge of the strings must be 
aligned with the right edge of either a 
binary foot or a ternary structure 

Single A(r) 

Align(Ft L, 
String L) 

The left edge of a binary foot must be 
aligned with the left edge of a string 

Single A(fl,l) 

Align(fl,sl)& 
Align(fr,sr) 

Align(fl,sl) &Align(fr,sr): the left edge of a 
foot aligns with the left edge of a syntactic 
structure and the right edge of the foot 
aligns with the right edge of a syntactic 
structure. 

Local 
conjunction 

A(fl&fr) 

The above table presents the constraints in use for parsing structures. To parse a syntactic 

structure, I have proposed single alignment constraints, local conjunction of alignment 

constraints and local disjunction of alignment constraints. I have briefly shown in section 

4.3.2 that the constraint ranking can account for numerous different cases of parsing. 

The application constraints developed in section 4.3.3 are as follows: 

(149) *{33},*{32}&Faith(3),*<33> » Faith(3), Align(2,tl), *33 
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The definition of these constraints and their nicknames are given in the following table. 

(150) Overview of application constraints 

Constraint Definition Type Nickname 
*{33} Two consecutive third tones are not allowed 

in a binary foot 
Single *{33} 

*{32}& 
Faith(3) 

In the local domain of a binary foot, an 
underlying third tone can not surface as a 
second tone when the change results in its 
following another third tone 

Local 
conjunction 

*{32}&F(3) 

*<33> Two consecutive third tones in a ternary 
structure are not allowed 

Single *<33> 

Faith(3) An underlying third tone must surface as a 
third tone 

Single F(3) 

Align(2,tl) A second tone is aligned to the left edge of a 
ternary structure 

Single A(2,tl) 

*33 Consecutive third tones are not allowed Single *33 

In studying application of TTSR in different structures, we have used single markedness, 

faithfulness, and alignment constraints as well as local conjunction of markedness and 

faithfulness constraints. We have shown that the current ranking can account for TTSR in 

different structural environments. 

A starting point for integrating these two sets of constraints is to consider the 

relationship between Faith(3) and parsing constraints. Faith(3) will be violated if the 

higher ranked markedness constraints-basically OCP of third tones in different 

structures, e.g., *{33} and *<33>— are invoked. If all strings were not parsed, the 

structural markedness constraints would never be invoked. In our examples, if Faith(3) 

were ranked higher than the parsing constraints, then the strings would not be parsed and 

all TTSR application would be random and optional, subjected to the interplay of Faith(3) 

and *33. As we have observed in meaningful strings, TTSR application is highly 
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dependent on the syntactic structure of a string. It is reasonable to assume that Faith(3) is 

ranked lower than the parsing constraints. 

(151) A(slr,flr), Bin, A(r),A(fl&fr) » P(a,F) »A(sb:,tlr), P(a,T), A(fl,l)» F(3) 

In the parsing constraint ranking , there are three strata. An effective way to verify our 

reasoning is to test the comparative ranking between P(o,F) and F(3). In structure 4— 

[3[3[33]]],the first two stranded syllables are grouped into a binary foot by P(a,F), and 

TTSR apphes to the first syllable. Had they not been grouped, TTSR would not have to 

apply obligatorily and F(3) violations would be one fewer. I show this result in the 

following tableau. 

(152) ranking P((7,F) with F(3) 

[3[3[33]]] A(sb-,flr) Bin A(r) A(fl&fr) P{a,F) F(3) 
^a.{2'3}{2'3} ** ** 

*b.33{2'3}> ** *1* * 

*c. 3333 ***\ * **** 

The desired output is (a), which has no P(o,F) violations but two F(3) violations. 

Output(b), in comparison, has two P(a,F) violations and only one F(3) violation. The fact 

that output (a) is optimal suggests that P(o,F) outrank F(3). Output (c) shows that if the 

whole string is not parsed, F(3) violations need not occur. However, not parsing the 

whole string violates parsing constraints ranked higher than P(o,F). If F(3) is ranked even 

lower than P(o,F), it is lower than constraints that are ranked higher than P(a,F). 

Structures with syntactic ternary structures show that F(3) has to rank lower than 

A(slr,tlr) and P(a,T). 
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(153) Ranking A(slr,tlr) andF(3) 

[[[33]3][33]] A(slr, 
fir) 

Bin A(r) A(fl& 
fr) 

P(a, 
F) 

A(slr,tlr) P(o, 
T) 

A(2, 
tl) 

F(3) 

^a.<{2'2'>{2'3} ** * *** ** ***  ***  

*b.{23}3{2'3} ** * ****1 ***** *** ** 

*c. 33333 ***!* * ***** ***** ***** 

In this tableau, we can see that output (a) has more F(3) violations than output (b), 

whereas output (b) has more violations of A(slr,tlr) and P(a,T) than output (a). A(slr,tlr) 

and P(a,T) have to outrank F(3) to make candidate (a) the optimal output. F(3) is ranked 

lower than all the parsing constraints. 

In the appUcation constraint ranking, there are only two strata, those ranked 

higher than Faith(3) and those ranked equal to Faith(3). The question remains where the 

higher ranked constraints belong in the constraint ranking. As the higher ranked 

constraints are satisfied when there are violations of F(3), they are not interactive with 

parsing constraints. We resort to the observation that they are always observed in optimal 

outputs and place them with the highest rank parsing constraints unless we have data that 

suggest otherwise. 

The current ranking we have developed so far is; 

(154) A(slr,flr), Bin, A(r),A(fl&fr) , *{33},*{32}&F(3),*<33> 
» P(a,F) 
» A(slr,tlr), P(a,T), A(n,l) 
» F(3), A(2,tl), *33 

I now proceed to verify the above ranking with the data I have collected. I will discuss 

the ranking structure by structure. For three syllable strings, there are two structures, 

structure 1—[3[33]] and [[33]3]. 



(155) TTSR in structure l--[3[33]] 

[3[33]] A(slr, 
fir) 

Bin A(r) A(fl&fr) *{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(a,F) A(slr, 
th) 

P(o,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a. <3{2'3}> * * * * * * 

*b. <2'{2'3}> * * * * * 

*c. <3{33}> *! ** * * * ** 

*d. 3{2'3} * * * * 

*e. 333 * ***  ** ** 

In this tableau, the current ranking gives us the right output—(a). Output (b) has an extra violation of F(3), which is not 

motivated by higher ranked constraints. Output (c) violates the higher rank markedness constraints. Output (d) has one fewer 

A(2,tl) violation than output (a), but it has more violations of A(sh,tlr) and P(o,T). This confirms that A(2,tl) has to be lower 

ranked than A(sh,trl) and P(a,T). 

(156) TTSR in structure 2—[[33]3] 

[[33]3] A(sh, 
fir) 

Bin A(r) A(fl&fr) *{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(a,F) A(slr, 
tlr) 

P(a,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a.<{2'2'}3> * * * ** * 

*b.<{32'}3}> • *! * * * * 

*c. <3{2'3}> * * * • * 

*d. {2'3}3 * *! ** *** * * 

*e. <{2'3}3> * *! * * * * • 



In this tableau, output (a) has two F(3) violations whereas outputs (b) and (c) have only one. Output(b) is ruled out by a 

violation of *{32}&F(3), which is higher ranked than F(3). Output (c) has a crucial violation of A(slr,flr) by not parsing the 

syntactic binary structure into a binary foot. Output (d) violates A(r) by not grouping the last syllable. Output (e) is ruled out 

by OCP in a ternary structure. The crucial observation in three syllable strings is that the current ranking, incorporating parsing 

and application constraints are effective in accounting for TTSR patterns, especially the difference resulting from syntactic 

structure. The asymmetry we observed in the two substructures—[3[33]] and [[33]3]~is also captured in the current constraint 

ranking. 

For four syllable strings, we have five different structures. 

(157) TTSR in structure 3-[[33][33]] 

[[33][33]] A(slr, 
flr) 

Bin A(r) A(fl 
&fr) 

*{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(a,F) A(slr, 
tlr) 

P(a,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

'^a.{2'3}{2'3} * ** ** 

*b .  3<{2 '2 ' }3>  * ** *** • * ** * 

*c. 33{2'3} *! *** ** * * 

In this tableau, it is obvious that for a string complete parsed into binary units by syntax, the optimal output is also complete 

parsed into binary feet, and TTSR apphes accordingly. 



(158) TTSR in structure 4—[3[3[33]]] 

[3[3[33]]] A(slr, 
fir) 

Bin A(r) A(fl&fr) *{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(o,F) A(slr, 
tlr) 

P(a,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a.{2'3}{2'3} ** ** ** 

*b. 3<3 {2'3}> ** *1* ** * **  * * * 

*c. 33{2'3} ** *** ** 4c • 

*d. 3<{2'2'}3> **  ** * * ** * 

In this tableau, we can see that when two syllables are left stranded, they are grouped in a binary foot and TTSR applies to the 

preceding syllable. Such a grouping incurs more violations of A(slr,tk) and P(a,T) as the ternary syntactic unit ~[3X3[33]jU—is 

not parsed into a phonological ternary unit. But as P(a,F) outranks A(slr,tlr) and P(a,T), the violations of the latter are 

tolerated. Not parsing the stranded syllables into binary or ternary unit simply incurs more violations of P(a,F), A(slr,tlr) and 

P(a,T) and is thus mled out. Output (d) restates that syntactic units must be parsed into binary foot. 

(159) TTSR in structure 5—[3 [[33]3] ] 

[3 [[33]3] ] A(slr, 
fir) 

Bin A(r) A(fl&fr) *{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(c,F) A(slr, 
tlr) 

P(o,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a.3<{2'2'}3> ** ** * * ** * 

*b. {2'3}{2'3} *** **** **  

*c. <3{2'3}>3 • * *! *• • * * * * 

*d. 3{2'3}3 ** *! ** * * * • 



The above tableau gives us the correct output (a). When a syntactic binary unit separates two stranded syllables, the whole 

string cannot be completely parsed into two binary feet. The result of the parsing incurs critical violations of A(slr,flr) as 

shown in the comparison between (a) and (b). If syntax also groups the last three syllables into a ternary unit, a ternary unit has 

to be formed at the right edge of the string, incorporating the rightmost syllable, satisfying A(r), since A(r) does not distinguish 

parsing into a binary foot or a ternary structure. Other parsings incur more violations. 

(160) TTSR in structure 6--[[[33]3]3] 

[[[33]3]3] A(sh, 
flr) 

Bin A(r) A(fl&fr) *{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(c,F) A(slr, 
tlr) 

P(o,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

=^a.{2'3}{2'3} ** *** ** ** 

*b.{2'3}33 ** *! ** *** * * 

*c. <{2'2'}3>3 ** *! ** ** * ** * * 

*d. 3<{2'2'|3> ** *** * * ** * 

Structure 6—[[[33]3]3]~is a left branching structure, a mirror image of the right branching structure 4~[3[3[33]]]. In structure 

4, the parsing of the two adjacent syllables are constrained by P(a,F). In structure 6—[[[33]3]3], however, the syllables has to 

be parsed to avoid a violation of A(r) in addition to P(a,F). The motivation for P(o,F) comes from the right branching structure 

4—[3[3[33]]] and from structures with more than two syllables at the right edge, e.g., structure 10—[[[[33]3]3]3]. 



(161) TTSR in structure 7—[[3[33]]3] 

[[3[33]]3] A(sh-, 
flr) 

Bin A(r) A(fl&fr) *{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(o,F) A(slr, 
tk) 

P(o,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a.3<{2'2'}3> ** **  * ** * 

*b. <3{2'3}>3 ** *! ** * * * * * 

*c.{2'3}{2'3} ** 

Structure 7 differs from structure 5~[3 [[33]3] ] in that the syntactic ternary structure includes the first three syllables instead 

of the last three. This creates a conflict for the formation of phonological ternary unit. Grouping according to syntax will leave 

the last syllable ungrouped, which is a violation of A(r). As A(r) outranks A(slr,tlr), a ternary unit is formed with the last three 

syllables. Such grouping forces the second to last syllable to undergo TTSR. In this case, we can also observe that A(slr,tlr) 

can be separated from P(a,T). Output(a) has an extra violation of A(slr,tlr) but no extra violation of P(o,T). 

In the five structures consisting of four syllable strings, the current ranking of constraints again predicts the right 

outputs. We revisit below the motivation of some of the constraints and their particular ranking, specifically, P(cy,F), A(r) and 

A(slr,tlr). 

For five syllable strings, we have 10 different structures and their patterns display more complexity. 



(162) TTSR in structure 8-[[33][3[33]]] 

[[33][3[33]]] A(sh, 
fir) 

Bin A 
(r) 

A(fl& 
fr) 

*{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(o,F) A(slr, 
tlr) 

P(o, 
T) 

A(fl, 
1) 

F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a.{2'3}<3{2'3}> ** * ** ** * * 

^b.{2'3}<2'{2'3}> ** * *** ** *** * 

^c.{2'2'}<3{2'3}> ** * *** **  * 

*d. <{2'2'}3>{2'3} ** * ** *** * * 

*e. {2'3}3{2'3} • * * *** *** ** * * 

In this tableau, we can see that three good outputs (a, b, c) are selected. We generate these three outputs by parsing the string 

into the structure -{33}<3{33}>, and having F(3) ranked equal to *33. Output (a) has a *33 violation but fewer violations of 

F(3) whereas output (b) and (c) has more violations of F(3) but no violations of *33. Notice that output (d) has the exact same 

tonal pattem as that of output (c), but a different parsing structure. I argue that the stranded syllable between two binary units is 

parsed into a ternary structure as required by syntax for two reasons. First, in this particular structure, we can see that parsing 

the string according to syntax can still yield the tonal pattem in (d), and there is no need to allow another good parsing 

structure. Second, if the parsing of such a stranded syllable is free from the restrictions of syntax, then a similar variability 

should be observed in other structures. However, in structures where the stranded syllable is syntactically closer to the 

preceding syllables and it is in the middle of the string, the stranded syllable is always grouped with the preceding syllable. No 



variations occur in those structures. Based on these two reasons, I have A(sh', tlr) to encourage parsing of syntactic ternary 

units into phonological ternary structures. Two cases are therefore ruled out, parsing of ternary structures contradicting the 

syntax—output (d), and not parsing into a ternary structure—output (e). 

(163) TTSR in structure 9-[[33]3][33]] 

[[[33]3][33]] A(slr, 
fir) 

Bin A(r) A(fl& 
fr) 

*{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(a, 
F) 

A(slr, 
tlr) 

P(a,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a.<{2'2'}3>{2'3} ** * *** ** *** * * 

*b.{2'3}<3{2'3}> ** * ****1 ** *** ** * * 

*c.{2'3}3{2'3} **  * ***** ***  ** * 

In this tableau, we can see that output (a) is the only optimal output. The stranded middle syllable is grouped with the 

preceding binary unit into a ternary structure as its syntactic grouping requires. The first and the second syllable changes to 

second tone to avoid *<33> violations. The grouping of the middle stranded syllable violates A(slr,tlr) though it incurs fewer 

F(3) violations. Comparing structure 9 with the previous structure, ternary grouping in this case is observable in terms of tonal 

pattern. Grouping the stranded syllable with preceding binary unit as <{33}3> forces the second third tone to landergo TTSR. 

Ternary grouping in this structure is indisputable. In the previous structvire 8—[[33][3[33]]], grouping a middle syllable with 

the following binary unit —<3{33}>is not observable in the tonal pattern, i.e., such a grouping does not entail TTSR 

application. However, the obvious parsing into a ternary structure in structures such as structure 9—[[33]3][33]]—argues that 

ternary parsing does play a role in TTSR application. 



(164) TTSR in structure 10-[[[[33J3J3J3] 

[[[[33]3]3]3] A(slr, 
fir) 

Bin A(r) A(fl& 
fr) 

*{33} *{32} 
«&F(3) 

*<33> P(a, 
F) 

A(slr, 
tlr) 

P(a,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a.<(2'2'}3>{2'3| * * *** * 

^b.{2'3}<{2'2'}3> *** * **** * ** * 

*c.{2'3}3{2'3} ***  * ***** ***| ** * 

*d.{2'3}<32'3> *** ** **  * * 

*e. <{2'2'}3>33 *! ** *** **  ** * ** 

Structure 10~[[[[33]3]3]3] is a left branching structure with three stranded syllables at the right edge of the string. Two 

optimal outputs are selected for this structure. In output (a), a ternary structure is formed based on the syntactic ternary 

grouping. As the rightmost syllable has to be parsed to avoid a violation of A(r), the last two syllables are grouped into a 

binary unit. A binary unit formed at this position is three syllables away from the left edge of the string, and has three 

violations of A(fl,l). Output (b) takes a different approach to deal with the last three syllables. A binary foot is buih on the third 

and the fourth syllables. As the last syllable has to be parsed, a ternary structure is formed incorporating the last three syllables. 

In such a parsing, the second binary foot is only two syllables away from the left edge of the string and the parsing has one 

fewer A(fl,l) violations than output (a). At the same time, since the syntactic ternary structure is not parsed into a phonological 

ternary structure, there is an extra violation of A(slr,tlr). Because A(sk,tlr) is ranked equal to A(fl,l), the two outputs are 



equally well-formed. Output (d) shows that given three stranded syllables, two of them must be parsed into a binary foot, 

otherwise extra violations of P(o,F) can rule the candidate out. 

(165) TTSR in structure ll-[3[3[3[33]]]] 

[3[3[3[33]]]] A(slr, 
fir) 

Bin A(r) A(fl& 
fr) 

*{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P((5, 
F) 

A(slr, 
tlr) 

P(a,T) A(fl,I) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a.{2'3}<3{2'3}> *** * *** ** *** ** * * 

^b.{2'2'}<3{2'3}> *** * *** ** *** *** * 

^c.{2'3}<2'{2'3}> * *** ** *** * 

*d.3{2'3}{2'3} *** * **** I ***** *** ** * * 

*e. <{2'2'|3>{2'3} *** * ****1 ** *** * 

Structure 11~[3[3[3[33]]]] is a right branching structure with three stranded syllables at the left edge of the string. Unlike the 

left branching structure we have just discussed, the three stranded syllables at the left edge produce only one parsing structure— 

{33}<3{33}>. The difference in the parsed structures is a result of the interplay of A(slr,tlr) and A(fl,l). In this structure, 

building a binary foot at the left edge and parsing the last three syllables into a ternary structure satisfies both constraints at the 

same time. Therefore, alternative parsing structures are ruled out. Output (d) has more violations of A(fl,l) and A(slr,tlr) 

because the binary foot is built on the second and the third syllables. A binary foot formed as such is ftirther away from the left 

edge of the string and it blocks the formation of a ternary structure that is motivated by syntax. Output (e) has a binary foot at 

the left edge but the formation of ternary structure does not conform to the syntax grouping and it incurs more A(slr,tlr) 



violations than the optimal outputs. Although this structure has only one optimal parsing structure, this structure allows three 

variations of tonal patterns of the type we have seen before in structure 8~[[33][3[33]]] which occurred as a result of equal 

ranking of F(3) and *33. The ungrouped consecutive third tones in the middle of the string are subject to optional TTSR 

application. 

(166) TTSR in structure 12-[[[33][33]]3] 

[[[33][33]]3] A(slr, 
fir) 

Bin A(r) A(fl& 
fr) 

*{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(o, 
F) 

A(slr, 
tlr) 

P(o,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a.{2'3|<{2'2'}3> * ** ** * 

*b. {2'3}3{2'3} * ***** *** ** *** * 

*c. {2'3}{2'3}3 ** *! * ** ** * 

The structvire above gives us a case where A(r) forces the formation of a ternary unit when the syntax does not require it. In 

output (a), the binary unit is closer to the preceding binary unit in the syntactic grouping. However, since the last syllable has 

to be grouped, a ternary structure is formed with the last three syllables. 

(167) TTSR in structure 13-[3[[33][33]]] 

[3[[33][33]]] A(slr, 
fir) 

Bin A(r) A(fl& 
fr) 

*{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(a, 
F) 

A(slr, 
tlr) 

P(o,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a.<3{2'3}>{2'3) ** * **** ** 4c 4c 4c • 

b. 3{2'3}{2'3} ** » He 4c 4c 4: 4c 4; 4c 

*c.<2'{2'3)>{2'3} » 4=4:4:4: ** 4:4c 4c * 



In the above tableau, a ternary structure is formed with the first three syllables when syntax does not require it. The first binary 

unit is closer to the last two syllables in syntactic structure. The first syllable is left stranded, and P(cJ,T) forces the first 

syllable to be parsed into a ternary structure with the following binary foot. 

(168) TTSR in structure 14-[[3[33]][3B]] 

[[3[33]][33]] A(slr, 
fir) 

Bin A(r) A(fl& 
fr) 

*{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(a, 
F) 

A(slr, 
tlr) 

P(a,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a.<3{2'3}>{2'3} ** * *** ** **** ** * 

*b. 3{2'3}{2'3| ** * ****1 **** ** 

*c.{2'3}3{2'3} * **** *** ** * 

(169) TTSR in structurel5—[[33J[[33]3J] 

[[33][[33]3]] A(sh-, 
fir) 

Bin A(r) A(fl& 
fr) 

*{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(C5, 
F) 

A(sk, 
tlr) 

P(a,T) A(fl,I) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a.{2'3}<{2'2'}3> ** * *** ** ** * 

*b. {2'3|{2'2'}3 ** * ** 

Both structure 14-—[[3[33]][33]] and structure 15—[[3[33]][33]]~parse the syllables as the syntax requires: binary units are 

parsed into binary foot and ternary units are parsed into ternary structure. Regardless of their positions in the string, [[33]3] 

has a tonal pattern of "2'2'3" whereas [3[33]] has a tonal pattern of "32'3". 



(170) TTSR in structure 16-[3[3[[33J3]]J 

[3[3[[33]3]]] A(sh-, 
fir) 

Bin A(r) A(fl& 
fr) 

*{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(a, 
F) 

A(sh, 
tlr) 

P(o,T) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a.{2'3}<{2'2'}3> *** * **  **  *** * 

*b.33<{2'2'}3> *** **1* ** ** **  * 

*c.{2'3}{2'3}3 ***  *! * ***** **  ** * 

*d.{2'3}3{2'3} ****1 * ***** *** **  * 

*e. 3<3{2'2'}>3 *** *! *** **** **  ** ** *** * 

In structure 16, P((5,F) groups the two stranded syllables at the left edge of the string into binary foot and TTSR applies 

accordingly. 

(171) TTSR in structure 17-[[[3[33]J3]3] 

[[[3[33]]3]3] A(slr, 
fk) 

Bin A(r) A(fl& 
fr) 

*{33} *{32} 
«&F(3) 

*<33> P(a, 
F) 

A(sh-, 
tlr) 

P(o,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

'^a.<3{2'3}>{2'3} * ** :|c^4e4c ** * 

*b. 3 {2'3}33 *! *** **** ***** * * * 

*c. {2'3}<{2'2'}3> *9K4:9ie| * ** **  *** * 

*d. 3<{2'2'}2'>3 *•* *! 
9|c *4: • *** *** 

Structure 17~[[[3[33]]3]3] shows that two syllables stranded at the right edge are grouped into a binary foot by A(r) and by 

P(a,F).In five syllable strings, we have tested our ranking with ten different structures and it predicts the right outputs in all of 



the structures. The interaction of A(slr,tb) and A(fl,tl) has been shown to allow multiple parsing structures and the interaction 

of F(3) and *33 tolerates different tonal patterns given the same phonological structure. 

For six syllable strings, we have six different structures. 

(172) TTSR in structure 18-[[[33][33]J[33]] 

[[[33][33]] 
[33]] 

A(slr, 
fir) 

Bin A(r) A(fl& 
fr) 

*{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(a, 
F) 

A(slr, 
tlr) 

P(o,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a.{2'3}{2'3} 
{2'3} 

** 
***** ****** 

*** 

b.<{2'2'}3> 
<3{2'3}> 

** 
***** 

**  **  * 

(173) TTSR in structure 19- [[33][[33][33]]] 

[[33][[33] 
[33]]] 

A(slr, 
fir) 

Bin A(r) A(fl& 
fr) 

*{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(o, 
F) 

A(sh-, 
tlr) 

P(a,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

'^a.{2'3}{2'3} 
{2'3} 

** 
****** 

*** 

b.<{2'2'}3> 
<3{2'3}> 

*4:^ 1 ** ** ** * 

TTSR patterns in the two structures show that when syntax enables complete parsing into binary structure, the alternative 

complete parsing into ternary structure is ill-formed. The tendency to have binary parsing when the syntax allows it is very 

strong. The two structures differ in the branching structure of the second binary unit. In structure 18~[[[33][33]][33]], the 



middle structure is closer to the preceding binary unit. In structure 19 ~[[[33][33]][33]], it is closer to the binary unit that 

follows it. Although we have observed how the branching direction of a stranded syllable affects its grouping, and 

consequentially its TTSR apphcation patterns, the branching direction of a binary unit with respect to binary units around it 

does not play an observable role. 

(174) TTSR in structure 20-[[[33]3][3[33]]] 

[[[33]3] 
[3[33]]] 

A(sh, 
flr) 

Bin A(r) A(fl«fe 
fr) 

*{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(a, 
F) 

A(slr, 
tk) 

P(a,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a.<{2'2'}3> 
<3{2'3}> 

*** ** **** *** ** * 

*b.{2'3}{2'3} 
{2'3} 

*** *! ***** 
^ ^  9 | c  $ic :|c :ic 4:9(: ̂  *** 

Structure 20~[[[33]3][3[33]]] is an interesting case. The string is parsed corrpletely into two ternary structures as motivated by 

the syntactic structure instead of into three binary feet. Looking at the tableau, we know that output (a) has two P(a,F) 

violations whereas output (b) has none. Output (b) has several violations of A(slr,tk), A(fl,l) and P(a,T), which are all ranked 

lower than P(a,F). The crucial violation occurs with A(fl&fr). The second binary foot grouping the two stranded syllables has 

neither of its edges aligned with a syntactic edge. The binary feet formed in all the previous structures have at least one of the 

edges ahgned with a syntactic edge. Output (b) is ruled out by the locally conjoined constraint of alignment. Complete parsing 

into ternary structures is therefore possible when the syntax favors it. 



(175) TTSR in structure 21-[[[33]3][[33]3]J 

I
I
 

A(slr, 
fir) 

Bin A 
(r) 

A(fl 
&fr) 

*{33} *{32} 
«&F(3) 

*<33> P(o, 
F) 

A(slr, 
tlr) 

P(a, 
T) 

A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a.<{2'2}3> 
<{2'2'}3> 

*** ** *** *** ** 

*b. {2'3}3 
{2'2'}3 

*** 
***** 

*** *** * 

*c. {2'3}{2'3} 
{2'3} 

****) 
***** ****** 

*** 

(176) TTSR in structure 22-[[3[33J][3[33]]] 

[[3[33]] 
[3[33]]] 

A(slr, 
fir) 

Bin A 
(r) 

A(fl 
&fr) 

*{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(a, 
F) 

A(slr, 
tlr) 

P(a,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

"=^a<3{2'3}> 
<3{2'3}> 

*** ** *** 
***** 

**  **  

*b. 3 {2'3} 
3{2'3} 

*** ** 
***** ****** ***** 

**  *  

*c. {2'3}{2'3} 
{2'3> 

***** ****** ****** 
*** 



(177) TTSR in structure 23-[[3[33JJ[[33]3]] 

[[3[33]] 
[[33]3]] 

A(sb-, 
fir) 

Bin A 
(r) 

A(fl 
&fr) 

*{33} *{32} 
&F(3) 

*<33> P(o, 
F) 

A(slr, 
tlr) 

P(a,T) A(fl,l) F(3) A(2, 
tl) 

*33 

^a.<3{2'3}> 
<{2'2'}3> 

*** ** *** *** ** 

*b. 3{2'3} 
{2'3}3 

*** ** 
****** 

** * 

*c. {2'3}{2'3} 
{2'3} 

***** ****** 
*** 

*d.3{2'3} 
<{2'2'}3> 

** ****1 *** *** * 

The three structures above show that when stranded syllables are not adjacent, phonological parsing does not break syntactic 

ternary units to achieve binary parsing. Instead, ternary parsing is observed and TTSR applies accordingly. 

The existing ranking accounts for TTSR in all twenty-three structures that we have studied. 

to 
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4.3.5 Discussion 

In this section, I have developed an OT analysis for TTSR application in 

meaningful strings. It has been shown that TTSR presented an interesting case of syntax 

mapping onto phonology. Phonological structures make use of syntactic structural 

information but are not completely dependent on it. In our analysis, we find that syntactic 

binary units are always realized as binary feet. However, not all the binary feet come 

from syntactic binary units. Phonological structures have their own constraints. 

In parsing syntactic structures for TTSR application, we find that ternary 

structures with embedded binary feet are necessary. The formation of ternary structures, 

however, is not as predictable by syntax as that of binary feet. We have cases where 

syntactic ternary units are parsed into phonological ternary units, cases where syntactic 

ternary units are ignored in order to break up syntactic ternary units to form binary feet, 

and cases where phonological ternary units group other stranded syllables other than what 

the syntax has provided. The formation of ternary structures is subject to the interaction 

of different syntactic and phonological constraints. 

The OT constraints in use for parsing are mainly structural constraints, e.g.. Bin 

and Parse, and alignment constraints. In mapping syntactic structures onto phonological 

structures, we have found local conjunction and disjunction necessary to present a simple 

and general account. The main issue here is that as sjnitactic structures are hierarchical 

and nested, the mapping of syntax and phonology needs a mechanism that can examine 

the boundaries of different constituents. 
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In studying how TTSR applies in meaningful strings, I have found it necessary to 

decompose the application to different domain and each domain has its own related 

markedness constraints. In so doing, I invoke local conjunction of markedness and 

faithfulness constraints to account for the patterns in binary feet. The decomposition of 

TTSR application into different phonological domains respects the hierarchical nature of 

syntactic structures and renders cyclic application of TTSR otiose. 

Unlike nonsense strings, meaningfial strings have a highly structured input. 

However, it is observed that constraints and tendencies observed in nonsense strings are 

also present in meaningfiil strings, e.g., the tendency of binary footing, the tendency of 

keeping binary foot to the left edge of the string and the application of TTSR to binary 

feet. 
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CHAPTER V CONCLUSION 

In this study, I collected, studied and analyzed production data on TTSR 

application pattern in nonsense homogeneous strings and meaningful strings. An account 

for these patterns is provided within the Optimality framework. It has been verified 

against the data collected, that TTSR can be modeled as a consequence of on generalized 

constraints interacting with each other. 

In nonsense homogeneous strings, I found that these strings display highly regular 

reading patterns. Nonsense strings are naturally parsed into binary feet and TTSR is often 

applied to the syllable at the left edge of the binary feet. When there is a conflict for 

parsing, i.e., when the number of syllables to parse is not even, the binary feet are aligned 

to the left edge of the string. The regularity in structural formation is easily captured with 

general constraints such as Parse, Bin and alignment. The appHcation of TTSR, however, 

turns out to be more complicated and local conjunction of markedness and faithfulness 

constraints must be invoked to account for the application. The constraint ranking 

developed to handle homogeneous strings is the following: 

(1) Constraint ranking: Ft-bin, *{33},*33#, *{32}&Faith(3) » 
parse- o »AIign (Ft L, Str L) » Faith(3)» *{32} 

In the study of meaningful strings, I found that TTSR pattern is highly sensitive to 

syntactic structure while the role of semantics, i.e., argument structure is not decidable 

within our data. The interaction between syntax and phonology can be modeled as 

constraint interactions. In fact, such modeling not only captures the regularity but also 
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tolerates variability when multiple optimal outputs are allowed in the data. The mapping 

between syntax and phonology consists of cases of direct mapping and modified 

mapping. In TTSR apphcation, all binary syntactic units are realized as binary feet in 

phonology. Beyond that, other mappings of sj^tactic units are subject to phonological 

requirements. Syntactic ternary units can be realized as ternary structures in phonology, 

or they can be broken down to satisfy the phonological need to form either binary feet not 

defined by the syntax or to form a ternary unit when other phonological needs dominate, 

e.g., parse the final syllable. A case of interest is the partial alignment of a phonological 

boundary with a syntactic boundary. In the formation of a binary foot, the phonology 

requires that at least one edge of the foot must be aligned with a syntactic edge. This 

contrasts with the cases where binary units are parsed into binary feet and ternary 

structures are parsed into ternary phonological structure. For the former case, I propose 

the use of local conjunction to capture the mapping; for the latter, I propose the use of 

local disjunction. 

For the apphcation of TTSR, I propose that TTSR in fact is evaluated in different 

domains. In our analysis, domains can be a binary foot, a ternary structure or random 

adjacency. Each domain can make use of different markedness constraints. But the 

evaluation can be modeled in the two level mechanism of OT without invoking ordered 

application in multiple cycles. The constraint ranking I have utilized to capture TTSR 

pattern in meaningful strings is as follows: 

(2) A(slr,nr), Bin, A(r),A(fl&fr) , *{33},*{32}«&F(3) *<33> 
» P(a,F) 
» A(slr,tlr), P(a,T) , A(fl,l) 
» F(3), A(2,tl), *33 
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It is apparent that many of the constraints developed in nonsense strings are 

invoked in meaningful strings. For markedness constraints, OCP of third tones in binary 

feet and the local conjunction of markedness and faithfulness are used in both cases. For 

parsing, Bin, P(a,F) and A(fl,l) are used in both. The alignment of a binary foot to the left 

edge of a string is highly visible in nonsense strings. In meaningful strings, although most 

structural formations are affected by syntax, the ahgnment of binary feet still plays a role 

when syntax leaves enough space. The commonality between these two sets shows that 

there exists a general abstract pattern for TTSR application. 

There is more to be done both in TTSR application and in the syntax-phonology 

interface. Nonsense homogeneous strings are only a very small subset of possible 

nonsense strings that we can study to in TTSR. The mapping mechanism developed in 

this study needs to be tested with a wider range of data both in TTSR application and 

with similar phenomena from other languages. 
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